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Chronicling five different social movements in Abesasne's contemporary 

history, this study highlights the progression of changes and reforms 

associated with concepts and metaphors found in the Kaianerenkowa 

(Great Law of Peace). Using the theory of Segmentary-Factional-Political 

Systems this thesis examines how the Kaianerenkowa has been 

transformed fmm a lofe espounding communal participatory democracy 

into a socio-political construction senring the needs of various (and 

sometimes opposing) Mohawk political groups in Akwesasne. In the 

conclusion we examine the contemporary significance of the 

Kaianerenkowa in Akwesasne and its possible future role in the 

community. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Dunng the early 19908, the Mohawk community of Abesasne was tom apart by 

intemal social conflicts. These conflicts culminated in the death of two men and numerous 

injuries to othem. In 1993, as a direct consequenœ of this intemal tunnoil, a giwp of about 20 

Mohawk families ffom Akwesasne migrated to a new Mohawk settlement called Kanatsiohareke 

or 'the dean pot." Kanatsiohamke is located in the Mohawk Valley of upper New York State. 

125 kilometres south-west of Akwesasne. 

The Mohawk cornmunity of Akwesasne (also known as StRegis) is only one of seven 

Mohawk communities in North America. All seven communities are members of the Mohawk 

Nation and the Haudenosaunee Confedency. Although, the cammunities share similar traits 

this theoretical analyses deals solely with Akwesasne. Akwesasne covenr an area of 8.889 

square hectares. situated in two Canadian provinces and one American state (Secretary of 

Native Affairs in Ontario 1992: 12). Akwesasne is also divided by two borders. The first border, 

the international Canadian-American border, divides the community from east to west. The 

second border. the Ontario-Quebec border, partially divides the comrnunity from north to south. 

Exacerbating these logistical problems is the fact that the Mohawks are subject to the rules of 

two federal govemments (Canadian and American), as well as three provincialistate 

govemmental bodies (Ontario, Quebec, and New York State). Within the community, the 

Mohawks have three govemmental bodies, the St. Regis Mohawk Tnbe (mcognized by New 

York State and the American Federal govemment). and the Mohawk Council of Akwesasne 

(recognked by Quebec, Ontario, and the Canadian govemment). Recognized by none of the 

official govemments is the Kanienkehaka Nation Council of Chiab - a traditional govemmental 

body which repmsents the Mohawk Nation in the Haudenosaunee Confeâeracy. Ahhough 

divided by national and international boundanes, the area is viewed by the community as one 

united land. 

Before proceeding any further, a paper of this genre needs to address some of the key 

tems that will be used. The first terni, "Indian", "is recognized as originating in a case of 



mistaken identity, [although] it has corne to be widely accepted, aven by the aboriginal poples 

themseelves"(Dickason 1993: 16). In this thesis the t e m  "Amerindian" and 'Fia Nation" refer 

to an individual or a group who am indigenous to the Americas. These two ternis avoid the 

ambiguities of "Indian(s)" and "Native(s)" and are more specific than "aboriginal(s)" (Dickason 

1993: 16). The Haudenosaunee (Iroquois) have also their own -ignaüon for Amerindian or 

First Nation; it is Honkwehonw meaning "Original Peoplen. This text wïll uüiiie Amerindian(s), 

First Nation($) and Honkwehonrm when disaissing the original inhabitants of Turtle Island 

(North America). 

The l a k l  of "Iroquois". a French translation of the Innue (Montaignais) tem imoku6 

denoting "a temfying and formidable being". was imposa by Europeans. and does not 

represent how the p o p k  labelled themselves. as least aboriginally (Day q970: 57-8). 

Mernben of the Haudenosaunee Confederacy (People of the Longhouse) often perœived the 

word "Iroquois" as pejorative and Euro-œntric (Dickason 1993: 16). Some prefer to refer to 

themselves as the Haudenosaunee and the Six Nations Confedency. Whenever possible. the 

tenn "Iroquois" will not be used by the author in this text. The last label that we will mention is 

the Anishininabeg (Algonquin) temi of "Mohawk" meaning "eater(s) of men" (York and Pindera 

1991: 1534). The tenns Mohawk and Kenïenkehake - "the People of the Land where the Flint 

is found" are both cornmonly used today in Akuwsasne and throughout the Mohawk Nation. 

In the past, Mohawk cammunities were associational dusters founded on responsibility 

and unity. Social equilibrium was presewed through an active participation of the citizens 

andior the relocation of dissendent groups. Migration pmvented local disagreements from 

deteriorating into social dissension. The cantemporary cammunity of Akwesasne has b e n  

described as a tribe, a village, and a reserve. All of these temw are alien and are considered 

derogatory designations for Akwesasne. For this thesis, Akwesasne will be considered an 

"associational space," where Akwesasronons continue to apply the teachings of the 

Kaianerenkowa (the good teachings of the clear minded or the Great Law of Peaœ) and their 

assertion of sovereignty, in order to one day regain their Kashwenthe (nationhood). 



In Akwesasne, Mohawk individuals usually consider themselves to be of the Mohawk 

Nation and of the Haudenosaunee Confderacy, but not al1 Mohawks am awan of the nature of 

the Confederacy, the Mohawk Nation, or the Longhouse and its ways (Vachon 1991 : 23). In 

the last three decades, memben of Akwesasrte have begun to iâentify themselves as 

Alonresasronons. This tem symbolires the emergence of a "di8tinct" iâentity for the Mohawk 

nation at Akwesasne. An Akwssowonon is a Mohawk individual who engages in social 

interactions within the wmmunity of Akwesasne. 

1.1 Background of aie study 

The post-Worid War II era was a time of enormous social and environmental changes in 

the St. Lawrence River Valley region. Rivers gave way to hydroelectric dams and canals. 

Many of these infrastructures encroached upon the envimnment of Akwesasne. The most 

notable of these projects was the St. Lawrence Seaway Project- The St. Lawrenœ Seaway 

became the world's largest inland navigable waterway as it pmvided access to the centre of the 

continent, 3,750 km away from the Atlantic Ocean (The State of Canada's Environment 1991: 

19-4). The fact that the Mohawks were not consulted and were largely ignored dunng the 

im plementation of these projects provoked resistance. For example, the Kanienkehaka resisted 

and delayed the construction of the St. Lawrence Seaway by seeking court injunctions against 

the Canadian and Arnerican Govemments. 

While these mega-projeds were k ing  construded, social movements were growing in 

importance in the US. and Canadian Amerindian populacb (1950-1970). A prominent 

revitalization movement in the U.S. was the American Indian Movement (AIM). In Canada, the 

lndian Brothemood (the precunor of the Assembly of First Nations dunng the 1970s) developed 

in response to the various constitutional and political changes aamed out by the fedenl 

govemment. The common element of these social movements was a validation of Amerindian 

traditions and culture, as well as a revitalization of traditional socio-political systems that not 



only competed with the existing band councils, but also questionad the validity of these foreign 

and imposed systems. A key element of these social movements for the Mohawks of 

Akwesasne and their Haudenosaunee allies (espcially the suppoflen of the LonghousaI) was 

a retum to trad'ional ways as stated by me Kaiamrenkowo or the Great Law of Peaœ. The 

Kaianerenkowa is "the good philosophy of peaœ, power and righteo~sness'~. ln some texts, 

the Kaianerenkowa is also refi~rred to as the "Great Law" or the "Constitution of the Six 

Nations". To avoid confbsion, this text will only ~Mize the tens  Great Law of Peace or 

Kaianerenkowa. 

The Great Law of Peace was and continues to be for a nurnbet of Akwesasronons the 

socio-political and spiritual foundation of the Confederacy and its camprising Nations. The 

ideas of participatory democmcy, respect, responsibiiii, and individuaUcommunaI rights are the 

key elements of the Kaianerenkowa. Proponents of the Great Law of Peaœ jusüfy their actions 

through numerous, sometimes dichotornous interpretations of the Kaianerenkowa. 

In the past, the Kaianerenkowa was transmitted orally and every individual was 

empowered with some knowledge of it If there were any anomalies, the deviations could be 

quickly rectified through annual meetings of the Confederacy and the yearly recital of the Great 

Law of Peace. Today, only one man can mite the Kaianerenkowa from mernory. 

Complicating rnatters is the role of the Kahviio (the Good Word)2. The Confederacy is divided 

conceming what rok the Kaiwio should play in the Confederacy. Soma believe it has a 

fundamental role in healing the hurts of the Haudenosaunee, while othefs feel that the Kaiwiio 

is no longer vala for today's society. A lack of knowledge perhining to the Kaianerenkowa, and 

the role of the Kabiio has divided the Longhouse in Akwesasne. These divisions have in tum 

Author's note, this paper was written prior to the constwction of the new Longhouse in Akwesasne 
(7995). Therefore, al1 discussions pwtaining to the Longhouse, and the Longhouse proponents, are 
approached from the period when only one Longhouse was present in the community. 

The "Good Word" was brought fiorth by the Seneca royane or chief SkMateri:io ( Handsome'Lake). 
in the early nineteenth century. This Seneca prophet established a nligious code that revived many of the 
waning traditions of the Longhouse in combination with Christian beliek (York and Pindeera 1991: 257). 



contributeci to numerous interpretations of the Great Law of Peace. For example some 

proponents of the Longhouse believe that the KaMo is simply an extension of the 

Kaianerenkowa. Whik other pmponents of the Longhouse openly reject the KaMio. and utiiize 

only the Great Low of ~ e a œ .  

Sinœ the eariy twentieth wntury. many Wtitfen and sometimes radically divergent 

versions of the Great Law of Peaœ have been published. Soma of these publications are used 

to justify contmvenial activities (e.g gaming activities). Proponents of both W e n  and oral 

interpretations of the Kaianerenkows opnly chalknge the validity of the otheh renditions. 

since each group believes their interpretation to be "authentic". 

The principal renditions of the Great Law of Peaœ a n  be divided into two categories. 

The first is the spiritual holistic philosophy of the Kaianerenkowa, practised by the opponents of 

gamblingicontraband adivities; the second version is the political interpretation of the 

Kaianerenkowa known as the "Great Law", employed by the supporters of gamblingtcontraband 

activities. Moreover, each group uses the Great Law of Peaœ to give a different meaning to 

such things as defense. nationality, and sovereignty. 

This thesis examines the differences between these two principal renditions of the Great 

Law of Peace, and how these renditions are utilked by different groups in the Longhouse. This 

study will chronicle five different social movements in Akwesasne, descnbing the progression of 

changes and refoms associated with concepts and metataphors within the Great Law of Peaœ. 

The reasons why there are so many versions of the Kaianerenkowa may very well lie within the 

Great Law of Peace itself. The Kaianerenkowa is a cornplex-adaptive system with a dynamic 

flexibility that allows it to be open to interpretations that either emphaske or minimize the 

reciprocal roles of the individualk responsibility toward ~e nationlcommunity and the 

nation/community's responsibility toward the individual. 

The five social movements in Akwesasne examined in this thesis are: the Mohawk 

opposition to the construction of the St. Lawrence Seaway (1949-1959); the Mohawk New Yoik 

State confrontation at Kaniengeh (1 974); the Raquette Point stand-off (1979-80); the Civil 



Conflict of Akwesasne (IWO), and the 1992 migration to Kanatsiohareke. These five events 

are particubrly good examples ilhistrating the rhifts and growing discrepancies between the two 

main interpretations of the Great Law of Peaœ. Atthough the Seaway has had the biggest 

impact on Akwesasne each social movement ha$ had its own affect on the cantemporary socio- 

political arena of the community. 

Since the 1950s. numerous studies on society and poiitics and parüwlariy on 

factionalisrn and social fragrnentaüon have been canduded in various Haudenosaunee 

communities. Noon (1949) conducted research in the Grand River Tenitory of the Six Nations, 

and Torok (1970) conducted nsearch in the Mohawk territory of Tyendinaga. In 1960, Ralph 

Nicholas conducted a study of political organization and factionalisrn in the Grand River 

Territory of the Six Nations. Action Theory. a theory which arose out of Political Anthropology, 

was used in Nicholas's study. Nicholas expanded the theory by creating Segmentary-Factional- 

Political Systems Theory. To date, Action Theory and Segmentary-Fadional-Political Systems 

remain two theories in the Social Sciences that can effedively illustrate socio-political 

organization and social fragmentation h Haudenosaunee communities. These theories will be 

used in this study of the Great Law of Peace. and how it is utilized by diffsrent groups in 

Akwesasne. They will be suppkmented by the work of Siegel and Beals (1960) and Dickson- 

Gilmour (1991. 1992), and Alfred (1995) who also examined political conflid and social 

dissension in Mohawk communities. Using these theories, this thesis seeks to make a 

contribution on three levels: 1) describing changes and tnnsfonnations in the Great Law of 

Peace and its concrete and spurious effects within the socio+oiitical arena of Akwesasne; 2) 

explaining these changes and transformations throughout five social events; and 3) examining 

the contemporary significance of the Great Law of Peace in the community. The underîying 

question of this thesis is: How is the Great Law of Peaœ related to factionalisrn in Akwesasne? 

We3 believe that the Great Law of Peace is a cornplex-adaptive system. It's dynamic flexibility 

3 In the context of this thesis %en implies the tesearcher and al1 Akwesasronons who participated in 
this research. 



allows the Great Law of Peaœ to k uwd as a political construction to serve the n-s of 

various (and sometimes oppsing) Mohawk poliocal groups. 

In the past, individual "Iroquoian tesearchers" often fsileâ to mognue their ethnophobic 

or Euro-centric tendencies. thereby reinforcing stereotypes in their reseaich. The labels of 

'Yraditionalist(s)" and "progmssivc(s)" are two examples. The trodiionalists msisting the fuither 

deterioration of the collectivity, and promoting a mtum to p s t  Mohawk values. The 

progressives advocating the liberal philosophies of individual choiœ and ecoromic prosperity. 

In this paper the label of Band Council supporters incorporates the pmponents of both the St. 

Regis Mohawk Tnbe and the Mohawk Council of Akwesasne and/or Christian Mohawks. The 

label of Longhouse proponents includes the supporters of the Longhouse (one who attends and 

believes in the Longhouse ceremonies) and followers of the Great Law of Peace. Throughout 

the twentieth century, there has been dissension within the Haudenosaunee and the 

Kanienkehaka of Akwesasne about those who cal1 themselves 'traditionalistsn. Most of these 

differenœs, in Akwesasne, have arisen at the socio-political level, "with differences of opinion 

existing over issues of strategies. goals, and the appropriate level of resistanœ to adopt" 

(Landsman 1988: 59). In genenl. the supporters of the Longhouse support the sovenignty of 

the Kanienkehaka and the Six Nation Confderacy and object to any foreign interference in 

local and national pditics. They refuse to participate in band wuncil elections, and support, 

instead, the traditional, clan-based systern of chiefs as laid down in the Great Law of Peace 

(Landsman 1988: 59). 

In Akwesasne, one segment of the Longhouse supporters, the proponents of the 

contraband trade and gambling which includes the Wafriors' Society, believes that enterprises 

proMing from contraband (e.9.. the sak of cigarettes) and gaming activities (e.g.. bingo and 

casinos) should be protected. This safeguarding of local industry has msukd in the rise of a 



militant ideology within the Wamors' Society. Any inte~erena or stand taken by opponents of 

their goveming philosophy is seen as an infn'ngement upon their sovemignty (Thomas 1994: 

143). Another contingent in the Longhouw, the opponents of gaming and smuggling, avocate 

peaœful co-existenœ and toleanœ of dWerenœ within and outside of the community. These 

divergent interpratetions of the Kaianerenkowa have resulted in a polarkation of the 

Akwesasne Longhouse. 

Projec!~ involving Pld research can and oRen do influente communities. Sometimes 

these effects are beneficial, but much too often the cansequences of these projects are 

overlooked by the researchem pursuing their own academic goals. Tommy Porter. a leader 

from Akwesasne now residing in Kanatsioharake expressed the concems that many 

Haudenosaunee have pertaining to researchers in their community. ''When you Say 

anthropologist. archaeologisi or somebody who studied Iroquois, wha  we think right away is Oh 

no! Not another one!" (Porter 1988: 8). As a Euro-Canadian male who traces his roots back to 

France and Germany, I realize that much has ken  written about research conducted by non- 

Amenndians in Amerindian communities. Rather than contesting these past inconsistencies 

and injustices done to the First Nations by anthropologists and other researchers. I 

acknowledge them and express rny desire not to repeat those mistakes (see Landsman 1988)- 

I also concede that I could never achieve the socio-cultural insigM that a Mohawk or 

Haudenosaunee individual could. In order to compensate for these shortwmings, I have 

attempted to follow Honkwehonwe and Haudenosaunee protocols in every step of this 

research. This meant respect, equity and empowennent. three dynamic and reciprocal 

concepts that are in tum based upon proper communication networks between the researcher 

and the community. 

Respect for Haudenosaunee's knowledge systems was demonstnted by my attendance 

at the twelve day oral recital of the Great Law of Peace at the Six Nations community in 1994. 

This recital was presented by Jake Tehanetorens Thomas. Equity in this reseanh involved a 

two-tier systern of manual and academic labour in Akwesasne in exchange for local socio- 



political knowledge. For example, translations from English to F m h  were made for the! MCA's 

Environmental Division. In the spring of 1994, I participateci in the Sheik Island repossession? 

During the spring of 1995, I arsisted in an Osprey Recovery pmject. Empowement was 

realized by conduding msearch on a topic banefiàal to both the community and the academic 

sectors. Furthemore. any publication mulüng Rom this msearch will be subject to the 

approval of the community. 

This cooperative effort between the Mohawk Council of Aicwesasne and the Sociology 

Department at the University of Ottawa can be best described by the Haudenosaunee symbol 

of "eating frorn the beaver bowl". This literally means al1 partnerrr involved in the project will 

work in conjunction together, without attempting to ham one another, in the hopes of increasing 

and encouraging proper knowledge exchanges. 

Due to the intricacies inherent in this topic. rny nonMohawk status was advantageous to 

this study. Seen as an extemal third party, unaffiliated with any socio-political group, I was 

successful in acquiring information that would ordinarily be withheld from mernbers of the 

comrnunity. The research and thesis was conducted in English in order to facilitate the papefs 

accessibility thmughout the community. 

The project began with an examination of the literature and a review of local media 

sources. The literature was divided into three fields: (1) historical documents from Jesuit 

reports and diaries and documents of eariy explorers and military officiab; (2) the work of 

historians, ethnologists. anthropologists including Morgan (1 85l), Fenton (1 975). and historians 

such as Dennis (1993) and Henry (1955); and (3) Haudenosaunee and Amerindian literature, 

including the works of Oren Lyons (1988). Jake Thomas (1994), and Gerald Alfred (1 995). All 

these authors are members of the Haudenosaunee Confedency, and are well-versed in the 

Following the construction of the Moses-Saunders Dam (1958). nrarly sâQ percent of al1 the isbnds 
located upriver from the dam were M e d  (David: 1994). The Canadian govemrnent believing Sheik 
Island to be their pmperty sold the island to Ontario Hydra In 1994, the Mohawk Council of Akwesasne 
re-asserted its daim to the island by repossessing Sheik Island, Over fa* participants participated in the 
take-over activities which included planting trees and conducting an inventory of ttie plants species on the 
island. 



Kaianerenkowa. An examination and critique of these Iiterary sources w*ll be provided in order 

to examine what they report on the Great Law of Peaœ and what they fail to mention about the 

Kaianerenkowa. In the histarical documents, neither the Jesuit Lafiteau (1732-W), the French 

explorer Lahontan (1694), nor the Dutch explorer van den kgaert (1634-35) speafically 

mention the Great Law of Peaœ. What îhey do describe ara pmtowls associated with the 

Great Law of Peaœ, such as the Welwming At The Wood's €âge Ceramony". It was only 

with the "lroquoian researchers" that the Great Law of Peace becaine a fows of acadernic 

interest. Most of the researchers including Fenton (1975). Waliace (1958). Dennis (1993), and 

Vecsey (1988) examined the tnnsfomations of the Kaianemnkowa during the e n  of post- 

European contact. ûthers such as Parker (1912). Goldenweiser (1914). and P. A. Wallace 

(1 968) wrote their own narrations of the Great Law of Peace, To Haudenosaunee authors such 

has Oren Lyons (1988). John Mohawk (1988). and Jake Thomas (1994). the Great Law of 

Peace cames a diRerefit message: it is a living embodiment of a way of Me. The 

Kaianerenkowa is a complex-adaptive system founded upon dynamic and dichotomous 

processes. The contributions of these and other authors can be seen in the definition section, 

the historical section and within the analysis of the Great Law of Peaœ. The information 

provided by the literary sources was complimented by a senes of interviews conducted with key 

actors in the five events. 

The interviews were camed out between (October 30, 1995 to Deœmber I O ,  1995). 

They entailed a two-step process, identification of principal actom in the five events, and 

interviewing key figures. First, key actors had to ôe identified, this was done by examining the 

five social movements. This research included reviewing books and articles that dealt 

specifically with the events or key individuak. After the litsrature research, a list of possible 

candidates was drawn up. It was felt that Mis list should be representative of the comrnunity's 

principal political segments, and spcial effort was made in order to accomplish this objective. 

Afier presenting my initial list of possible participants and conwlüng with Henry Licken, Lloyd 

Benedict and Richard David - three longstanding members of the community of Akwesasne, I 



then began the process of participant mi tment .  It should be noted that due to the Iimited 

number of interviews, a l  groups and principal adon cwld not ôe intervieweci. I did make 

specific attempts to a kast incorporate one npmsentative assmOCiated with each poriical 

affiliations and piesent in at least two or more of the events. One goal of the intendeuus was to 

understand the adon' point of view on the events. The second goal of the interview wece to 

examine the interviewees' ideas on the Great Law of Peace. 

Two protocols played an important role during the interviews, they were the Welcome At  

The Woods' Edge Ceremony, and the offering of tobacco as a fom of respect. The fnst step 

was accomplished when the research was approved by both the Ethics Cornmittee of the 

University of Ottawa and the Kanienkehaka Mohawk Courtcil of Chiefs. During the recruitment 

of the participants. I approached each candidate by "lighting a fire at the woods' edge", whereby 

I contacted the persons and asked them if they would be m-lling to meet me for an informai 

meeting. ln this informal meeting I presented tobacco, introduœd myself to the potential 

participants. and briefly infomed him/her of my research. This informal meeting was necessary 

to answer and alleviate any preliminary conœms that the participant may have had conceming 

the researcher andlor the pape?. The participant was given time to think about the research and 

was given a copy of the consent fom. Two week later, the participant was contacted and 

asked if they were willing to participate in the research. For this research only one participant 

contacted declined. If helshe was willing then a meeting date of their choice was agreed to. 

Most of the interviews were conducted in their homes. All interviews were conducted in a semi- 

directed format and wen tape recorded as long as this cornpliad with the participant's wishes 

(during this research only one participant agreed to have the interview recorded). The 

participant was given as much leeway as possible, this included open ended questions which 

demonstrated a good knowledge of the events, and an unlimited time allocation. Interviewees 

were given as much time as they deem was necessary to cover a subject or an event. In many 

cases, the interview appeared to be a conversation between the interviewer and the 

interviewee. This again was not discouraged by the interviewer, for it was fet that if he failed to 



answer questions directed at him, this rnight k interpreted as a sign of disrespect or an 

indication of ignorance. Thus, special efforts were made to accommodate the participants. 

lmmediately following the interviews, the information gathered was transcri.bed- During 

the editing proœss of the thesis. al1 the transcriptions and cornputer disks were stomd in a safe 

and secure plaœ unh'l the completion of the thesis. After the completion of the pper, al1 

records wete retumed to the parücipants. Participants had full acmss to the tapeâ intendeuus 

throughout the ediing proœss. In this manner, any concem. input, or retradion that the 

intewiewee deemed necessary was respeded and complied with by the rasearcher. The 

intention of information accessibili was to promote feedback between both the participant and 

researcher. A 

1.3 Outline Of The Thesis 

Chapter One introduces the subject matter, and it provides a description of the study's 

background. the aim of the study and the methodology used in this thesis. Chapter Two 

contains a profile of Akwesasne and the Great Law of Peace. Both subjects are examined from 

a chronological perspective beginning with their inception and ending with the contemporary 

(1 990) period. Chapter Three presents a description of the methodology and theoretical 

framework employed. This section examines Action Theory, Segmentary FactionaCPolitical 

Systems and the application of these concepts to the Great Law of Peace and the five social 

movements in Akwesasne. The last section of this chapter is a literature review. The review 

highlights the rote and transformation of the Great Law of Peaœ in colonial North America right 

up to its contemporary significance within the Haudenosaunee Confederacy. 



Chapters IV describes the impact of the five events upon Aiwesasne8s socio-political 

arena and the fundion and transfomation of the Great Law of Peaœ throughout these events. 

Nicholas's theory is used to explah the socio-.political movementcr and social fragmentation that 

have led to these events and their repercussions. The Iast section highlights the mlevanœ of 

Segmentary Factional-Political Systems Theory in Akwesasne. The concluding chapter, 

Chapter V , examines how the Great Law of Peaœ was used as a political construction serving 

the needs of various (and sometimes opposing) Mohawk political groups in Akwesasne. 



2. A PORTRAIT OF AKWESASNE AND THE GREAT LAW OF 
PEACE 

This profile of Akwesasne will examine at gmater kngth the physical. ewnomic. and 

socio-political cornponentcl of the community. ln the following section we will describe the 

history of the Mohawk Nation at Akwesasne. The Iast seüon of this chapter examines the 

Great Law of Peace. h m  its early beginnings until its transformations in the twentieai œntury. 

2.1 A CONTEMPORARY PROFILE OF AKWESASNE 

The Mohawk Tenitory of Ahesasne wntains sevenl semi-rural districts. Those 

located in the province of Quékc are the village of Kandtakon (formerîy St. Regis village), the 

Tsishâihne (Sny) marshes, and some islands. The districts considered located in the province 

of Ontario are Kawenokowaneneh - Cornwall Island, and the numerous islands located in the 

Saint Lawrence, incfuding Kawenoke - St. Regis Island. Stanley Island, and Yellow Island (just 

to name a few). The districts of Ahnawate Tsri'otoniate - Raquette Point; Rooseveltown; 

Kanâ:takon niiothahT:non - Hogansburg; and O'fskwa'fi :hne - Frogtown are located in the state 

of New York It is very difficult to obtain any statistics from the community. sinœ the 

Kanienkehaka interpret any census as an intrusion on their inherent rights as a sovereign 

nation. However. a series of federal. provincial, and state figures a n  available? The total 

population of Akwesasne in 1993 was estirnated at 10,600. Of this total, 5,300 residents were 

in Ontario and Québec and 5,300 were located in the New York portion of the cammunity 

(Jourdain. Bibeault, Sarazin 1994: 14). The overwhelming major@ of the population belongs to 

the Iroquois-Mohawk linguistic group, with 70% of Akwesasronons identifying Mohawk as their 

matemal language and English as their second language (Secretariat of Native Affairs in 

Authoh note - Akwesasronons refer to themsehtes as a sovereign people, goveming a ~wareign 
temtory. Any census or questionaire produced by extemal govemments (Meral, provincial, or state) are 
seen as intrusions into local politics. Most figures available to non-Akw8sasmnons are produced 
extemally without the participation of the community. For this reason socio-economic figures are used 
spamngly, since the data is generalty unreliabie. Any figures used in this paper are used soleiy to paint a 
generalized portrait of the community, they cannot be quantified for economic analyses. 



Ontario and the Ministry of Civil Affairs: 1992). Religious affiliation in Akwesasne is diverse and 

includes Catholics, mernbers of the United Chutch, Methodists, Mormons, Luthenns, members 

of the North Amencan Native Church and the Longhouse (Secretariat of Native Affairs in 

Ontario and the Ministry of Civil Affairs: 4992). 

Several schools administered by the Mohawk Board of Education and the Mohawk 

Council of Akwesasne (MCA) have incorporated the Great Law of Peace into their c u ~ l u m s .  

The Mohawk Freedom School. located in the "Ameicur portion" of the community, 

administered by Longhouse supporters, receives no funding Rom either state or provincial 

govemments. The teachings of the Kaianerenkowa are learned in this establishment. 

Economic adivities in Akwsasne indude some home and cattle ranching, small scale 

fishing, an aquaculture plant, trapping, a sawmill and lurnberyard, and the manufacture of 

wooden lacrosse sticks. In addition. ''traditional arts and craftwork are produced in a significant 

cottage industry which provides beautiful baskets, beaâwork. comhusk dolls, jewellery. 

quiliwork, painting, and sculpture." (St- Regis Mohawk Tribe 1995: 02). Businesses wnsist of 

contractors, landscaping. a cornputer and 'high-tech" store, the Onokwosoa Pharmacy, The 

Burning Sky business supply depot, the Bank of Montreal, a travel agency, and the White Pines 

shopping mall. Local enterprises include beauty salons, gas stations, smoke shops, and 

several small convenience stores. Akwesasne also caters to the tourist industry; one of the 

rnost popular tourist attractions in the community is the North American Indian Travelling 

College (NAITC). The NAITC includes a replica of a traditional Mohawk village, historical 

archives, and a bookstore. The college also offen guided tours of Akwesasne and detailed 

lessons on both Honkwehonwe and Haudenosaunee cultures. ûther tourist sites include the 

Stanley Island Chalets, the Frogtown International Speedway, numerous marinas, two bingo 

halls, a museum. and a botanical garden. Several cmft shops, gas stations, and restaurants 

provide additional services to the tourist industry. The contraband industry in Absasne is a 

significant employer, engaging hundreds of Al<wesasronons (Akwesasne Notes 1995: 75). 

According to Akwesasne Notes (1995), the smuggling profits at Akwesasne range anywhere 



from $150 million to $300 million Amencan par year (Akwesasne Notes 1995: 78). The 

contraband trade indudes cigarettes. cocaine. alcohol. and weapons. induding AK47s and 

Uzis (Akwcwasne Notes 1995: 78). This merchandise is sold mortly in the underground market 

of Canada but some products are also sold in the American black market. 

The three Mohawk govemments, the Mohawk Council of Akwesasne (MCA; formerly 

known as the St. Regis Iroquois Band Council). the St. RegL Mohawk Tnbe (SRMT; fomerly 

known as the S t  Regis Mohawk Tribal Council). and the Kanbnkehaka Nation Counul of 

Chiefs (KNCC; formerly known as the Mohawk Nation Council of Chiefs). as well as the head 

office for the Assembly of First Nations on Cornwall Island, a n  significant employers in the 

c~mrnunity.~ It is important to understand the composition and funding sources of these 

various political structures since they became important adom in the five events. The Mohawk 

Council of Akwesasne. representing the Canadian portion of the community, is made up of 

twelve chiefs plus one grand chief (elected every three years). This council operates on a 

annual budget of $37 million (Canadian) and finances numerous social and economic programs 

in Akwesasne (Akwesasne Notes 1995: 76). The St. Regis Mohawk TriW. representing the 

Amencan portion of the community, is made up of three chiefs and three sub-chiefs (elected 

every three yean). who manage a yearly budget of $11 million (American). This council 

replicates the MCA for the American portion of the community. lt also administers a bingo hall 

and is leading the effort to construct a gambling casino in Akwesasne (Abesasne Notes 1995: 

76). The third fom of govsmment is the oldest poliücal entitii in Akwesasne, it is the 

Kanienkehaka Nation Council of Chiefs. This council is neither recognued by the American or 

Canadian govemments. This political council continues to "elevate" the nine traditional royene 

(chiefs) wRh the help of clan mothem. in accordance with the Great Law of Peace. Today, 

- 

6 In this paper only the cunent terminology will be used to design the socio-poliocal structures in 
Akwesasne. 

Author's note - This thesis was began before the S t  Regis Mohawk Tribe Constitution was approved in 
1995. The Constitution changed the number of S t  Regis Mohawk Tribe Chiefs from three to five. 



there a n  no Ioyane sitting in council for the Mohawk nation. Only three rerontamn (deputies) 

acting as sub-chiefs am present for the cwndl meetings. This c w n d  operates on a modest 

budget from an office located along highway 30 (Akwesasne Notes 1Q95: 76). 

The !!merican and Canadian band wundls administer the sWal servias and security 

services that am provided within the community. Both band counciis have establbhed 

environmental divisions that monitor air, water. and soi1 quality. The SRMT, the MCAI and the 

Kanienkehaka Council of Chieb also work in-conjuncüon in order to impiement environmental 

by-laws in the community. Both the SRMT and the MCA offer numerous social services in 

Ahesasne, such as thne group homes. an elder's œntre, haalth dinies. substance abuse and 

rehabilitation centres, adult care facilities, and chifd are centres. The band wuncils also 

administer social programs induding child and family senrices, community counselling 

programs, and home support programs, housing, economic development, and social assistance 

prograrns (Akwesasne Notes 1995: 76). Protective services include an ambulance service, 

three firehalls, rescue boats, two police forces, and a civil court based on Mohawk traditional 

Iaws (Secretariat of Native Affairs in Ontario and the Ministry of Civil Affairs: 1992). 

There are numerous recreational facilities located throughout Akwesasne, including a 

li brary a cultural œntre, recreation centres, playgrounds, lacrosse fÎeids, base bal1 fields, s kating 

nnks, and tennis and volleyball courts. Akwesasne also has numerous singem, dnimmers, and 

dancing groups who continue to practise the traditional songs. danœs and the special 

ceremonies of the Haudenosaunee. Mohawk basket makeis am renowned throughout North 

Arnerica for their fine craftsmanship on Black-Ash splints and Sweetgrass baskets (St. Regis 

Mohawk Tribe 1995: 2). 

Akwesasronons also opente their own radio station, CKON-FM, managed by the 

Akwesasne Communication Society. Local rneâia sources inciude the Indien Times, the 

People's Voice, and Akwesasne Notes (Secntariat of Native Affain in Ontario and the Ministry 

of Civil Affairs: 1992). 



2.2 The Histoy Of The Mohawk Nation At Akwesasne 

According to Haudenosaune!e legends, the Mohawks ara desœnded from the fiigitives 

who Red the turbulent Mayan empim and migrated in a no- direction by followïng the 

Mississippi river into North America (L  Banedict 1994). Legends M e r  state that 

Kaihonahk (a Mohawk woman) ied them rastward fiom the Ohio valley to Stadocona 

(Quebec). After somc time at this locaüon, they m o v d  to a better dîmate and lands further 

south in the Mohawk Valley (AKred 1995: 28). Mohawk oral aoccunts and archaeologicai 

research dates !he Kanienkehaka presenœ in present-âay New York and the St. Lawrence 

valley to around 1700 B.C. ( A m  1995: 26). 

On the -eve of contact with the Europaans, the Mohawks controlled a large 
corridor of territory. Kanienke. the land of the flint. induded the area baunded by 
the (RoiatatokentiJ St. Lawrence River to the north from present-day Trois 
Rivieres to the Oswegatchie river near Prescott. Ontario; to the east, by the 
Adirondacks West of the Hudson River-Lake Champlain-Lake George waterway 
al1 the way from presentday Albany N.Y. to Sorel on the south shore of the St. 
Lawrence and above the Mohawk River from the Hudson River to Oneida Lake 
in central New York. Trade and warfare with other eastem nations brought them 
regularly into other Iroquois territories and as far north as Lac S t  Jean and the 
Saguenay River, sometirnes even extending contacts along both shores of the St 
Lawrence to the Gulf (Alfred 1995: 26). 

Kanienkehaka territory is best thought of as a series of unocwpied concentric zones 

(Dennis 1993) where hunting, fishing. trading. and later trapping occurred (see map). These 

zones were considered part of Mohawk tenitory and were defended as such (Alfred 1995: 27- 

28). Two sites within the Mohawk concentric zones played a prominent rok in the future of the 

Kanienkehaka Nation in what would later becorne Canada. 60th locations were situated along 

the shores of the Rioatatokenti (St. Lawrence River); the fimt was Kentakd or "the prairie" near 

Kawennote 7iohtia:ke "island where the people divide" (Montrbal Island); the other was 

Akwesasne "land where the partridge drums" upriver from Montréal. Two venions are given as 

to why the area was narned Akwesasne. The first Iegend States that hunters named the site 

after a nearby whirlpool and rapids, whose rushing waters sounded like the drumming of male 

partridges in mating season. The second attributes the name to the abundance of these birds 



within the vicinity (David: 1994). Oral tradition and archaeological evidenœ (burial mounts and 

artiiacts) tell us that Akwesasne was uü l~ed  and i n h a b i  by the Mohawks for many œnturies 

(Elgenius 1992: 75). 

Protocols established in the Kaianerenkowa state that the Kanienkehaka were to act as 

the 'Well" of the Confederacy during the confederate cauncils of the Haudenosaunee (al1 

representatives of the F i e  Nations are pmsant). and when dealing with extemal atlairs. This 

meant that ail proposais brought forth in council. or by potenüal allies wera to be presented to 

the Mohawk nation finit. Due to thek geographical location. the Mohawks. also known as the 

"Guardian of the Eastern Door," were the first to feal the impact of European activities along 

the eastem seaboard. By the seventeenth œntury, the Mohawks had established extensive 

trading networks with a number of partners induding numerous First Nations (within the 

Confederacy as well as with other First Nations) and sevenl European allies including the 

Dutch, the French and later the British. 

Eumpean impacts were felt almost immediately within the Confederacy. Epidemics and 

alcoholism resulted in massive population losses and the expanding quest for furs resulted in 

warfare and conflict with colonial and other Amerindian nations- As epidemics and warfare 

continuously depleted the Confedency. adoption was seen as the only recoune to repknish 

the depleted tanks of the Haudenosaunee. The Mohawks captured and incorparated the 

remnants of the Wondemnk Confederacy (Neutral), the Attgnawan Nation of the Wendake 

(Huron) Confederacy (these later became the Mohawk b a r  dan), and the Leni Lenapes 

(Delaware) (Rica: 1994). As a resuk of this huge influx of adopted and sometirnes Christianued 

Kanienkehaka, intemal political strife became a common occurrence within the Mohawk nation. 

This increased the possibilities of fragmentation. and the displacement of several Kanienkehaka 

villages during the next t h m  centuries. In 1667. the Mohawks, along with the Haudenosaunee 

Confederacy concluded a peaœ accord with the French at QuBbec. That same year, the Jesuit 

Fathers Jacque Frbmin and Jean Pierran travelled into Mohawk country to begin a new mission 

there. In the decade following the conclusion of peace with the French, a number of 



Haudenosaunee, particulaify Mohawks and Christian Haudenosaunee, left their homeland and 

settied near Kentaka (La Prairie) (Alhed 1995: 43). 

These Christian Imquois or "Kneeling Mohawks" establishd an alliance with other First 

Nations in Canada that came to be knom as the Seven Fims (Seven Nations). Close allies to 

New-France, thh ncmi federation virtually mplaœd the Fie Nations Confderacy with a new 

national-level fom of power centred in Kahnawake (Alfrad 1995: 47). During the ensuing 

"French-lndian" wan that were fought for the next 175 years, the French/Christian 

Haudenosaunee (mostly Mohawks) from Caughnawaga (Kahnawake), Lake of the Two 

Mountains (Kanasatake) and later St- Regis (Akwesasne) fought on the side of their 

benefacton. the French (Fenton 8 Tooker 1978: 569). Whether these battîes were open 

warfare or simply prisoner raids, a fundamental transgression against the Kaianerenkowa had 

been committed. It is stipulated within the Great law of Peace that al1 weapons of war within the 

Confederacy shall be buried under the Great White Pine, thereby elirninating the possibility of 

any mernber to bear anns against one-another. As a result of these hostile am, the Six 

Nations Confederacy ostracized al! three Mohawk wmmunities of the Seven Fires, first 

beginning with Kahnawake in 1684 (Frish 1970: 210). lt was also during this en, that the 

Seven Fires played an active role in the contraband trade (between Aibany and Montréal) 

exchanging surplus French furs for English goods (Fenton & Tooker 1978: 569). 

Mohawk history supported by archaeological studies explains that when the "first 

settlers" came to Akwesasne during the 18th century. they were grwted by several 

Kanienkehaka families alnady using the area. These families had used the conœntric 

unoccupied zones of the Mohawk, in and around Akwesasne. for several hundred of years prior 

to any wntten account of their pnsence (L  Benedict: 1995a). Throughout the next two 

centuries, Akwesasne would be populated by numerous migrations. The early social 

composition of Akwesasne was tnnsfomed by the first noted wave of the 173040s. This 

population influx was composed of an agglomeration of local Kanienkehaka, Christianized 

Haudenosaunee including Mohawks, Oneidas, Onondagas, and adopted Aftignawan (a nation 



within the Wendake (Huron) Confederacy). It was subsequently ûansfonned~by a later amval 

of Kanienkehakas ikom the Mohawk Valley (Fenton and Twker 1978: 572). The third migration 

was the 1759 Abenaki migration. The fourth migration occumd after the end of the American 

Revolution (1783) and was rnostly wmposed of Mohawk and Haudenosaunca loyalists. The 

iast big population displacement which occurred within the Confdency was the Oswegatche 

migration of 1 794. 

Thmughout the migration waves the socio~cultural composition of the community. 

although diversifid, remained much the same: 

While Mohawk became the wmmon language, the pnsenœ of a clan system 
indicates that the Mohawks did not pmdominate. Of the fïve clans pmsent at 
Akwesasne, three, the Turtle, Wolf and Bear. were found among the Mohawk. 
but the Snipe and the ûeer were Onondaga clans (Hamori-Torok 1994: 261). 

This composite group would subsequently be transfomed by wan, epidemics. treaties, 

and shifting alliances giving birth to a Mohawk identity unique to Amsasne. 

In 1754. the area bewme known as St. Regis. It was named Saint Regis by the 

missionary Antony Gordon, in memory of François Régis. "a French ecdesiastic canonized in 

1737 who before his death in 1640 at the age of 43 had wanted to become a missionary to the 

1 roquoisn (Fenton & Tooker 1 978: 472-73). 

The 1763 defeat of the French reghne in New France plaœd the Haudenosaunee of 

Akwesasne in a precarious position. Nthough the Royal Prodamation of 1763 recognued the 

Amerindian's right to the occupation of lands and hunting territones, the three Haudenosaunee 

settlements Kahnawake, Kanasatake and Akwesasne were omitted from the legislation 

because of their location in Lower Canada or what is today, Québec. Therefore, Akwesasne 

could only rely on the original French grants given to the Jesuits to protect their tenure 

(Bonvillain 1992: 76). 

During the Amencan Revolution (17751783) and again in the War of 1812, the 

Confederacy. unaMe to achieve unanimity, covered the Grand Confederate Council Fire. This 

symbolic act meant that each nation and even villages were free to detennine their own course 



of action (Graymont 1991: 94). A considerable portion of the Haudenosaunee at Wesasne 

joined the British, whik the sympathbs of othen mis with the Americans (Fenton & Tooker 

1978: 472). For the second üme in a I'ie over a hundred yean, the KanLnkehaka of 

Akwesasne had conduded mirlare against their confWerate bmthens, trPnqmssing once 

again the fundamental law of "burying tfw hatchet forever". 

At the Tmaty of Paris, in 1783, the new international borders in North America were 

established. The English sumndereâ same of their om tenitory, as well as Iroquois territory to 

the United States, without wnsuiting the Six Nations Conbderacy (Wright 1992: 137). Britain's 

action not only physically divided Akwesasne with an international border, but it would 

pemanently divide the League of Six Nations into two separate entities with one capital located 

at the Grand River Territory of the Six Nations in Canada and the other located at Ononondaga 

in the State of New York. 

The land area of the community of Akwesasne was established by the Sevan Nations - 
New York State Treaty in 1796, and again in 1842. with the "Nutfield Tlad Treaty" with the 

British Government The Jay Treaty of 1794 (which would be re-instated in 1815 as the Treaty 

of Guent) guaranteed the Mohawks of Akwesasne and in fact al1 First Nations, the right to trade 

freely over the new international borders (L. Benedict: 1995a). 

In 1890, the State of New York officially created the "St. Regis Tribal Council" from its 

earlier composite of the three elected trustees established in 1802. The British, meanwhile, 

continued to deal with the Twelve Lie-Chiefg as the kgitimate governing body in Canada 

13 The Twelve Lik Chiefs system was a traditional council comprised of thne chiefs fiom each of the 
four dans (bear, wolf, turtie and deer) and 12 dan mothen- Som historians associated the presence of a 
fourth clan (deer) in Mohawk poliücs with the strong appearanœ of Onondagas fmm the Oswegatchie 
migration. According to local histonans it appears that the Tweîve Li& Chieh system was matrilineal, but 
in many cases it was the m e t s  son who was chosen, simply ôecause he had the most experience in the 
political and diplornatic arenas. There are also s o m  indications that there were War Chiefs in this system 
(Intenriewee C: 1995). When Akwesasne was welcomed back into the Conkderacy (1888), the Twelve 
Life Chiefs, proponents of communal unity, were pemiitted to rernain in council , and keep their titles. As 
the individuals fmm this system died the me was simply buried with the individual. Thus. ending the 
Twelve Lfe Chiefs system and giving way to the nine Mohawk (Ddiyane system of the Haudenosaunee 
Confederacy (1 nterviewee C: 1995). 



(Frisch 1970: 77). The Canadian govemment's passage of the lndian Act in 1876 further 

complicated the lives of Akwesasronons. It made paûilineal ciescent the criterion for mistering 

al1 status Amerindians in Canada. New York State, on the m e r  hand, continued to detemine 

lineage through rnatrilineal lines. In 1884, the Canadian govemment conünued to assert b 

control over the Fimt Nations by impkmenting the lndian AdLancement Act, a statute promoting 

a municipalatyk elections of chiefs. For the next twenty yean, the suppor&en of the Great 

Law of Peace continued to nominate their representatives in accordance with the 

Kaianerenkowa. Perœiving these ach as rebellious, the govemrnent of Canada and its 

representative agencies - lndian Agents and the RCMP - forœd the fint band council election 

held in Akwesasne (Canadian portion) through strong a m  tactics and deceit (Wright 1992: 

190). The 1899 vote was mamd by the murder of Jake lu, and the detainment of the Twelve- 

Life-Chiefs (S. Benedict 1995a). Aware of the ongoing opposition, the department did not 

initiate new eledions once the terms of the twelve incumbents seleded in 1899 expired. Only 

after ternpers cooled and the opposition weakened did the department reintroduce the efective 

system (Hamori-Torok 1994: 261 -62). 

During this era, the American and Canadian band council systems gained prominence in 

the political arena of Abesasne, by gndualfy displacing the traditional leaders. Yet, it was also 

during this same time (1880) that Akwesasne was admitted into the Confedency at Onondaga. 

As a result. Akwesasne became the capital of the Mohawk Nation - the Guardians of the Well 

(Fenton & Tooker 1978: 477) This a d  also revitalued the Kaianerenkowa in Akwesasne, as the 

Longhouse supporters transformed the Twelve Lifo Chiefs into the nine Kanienkehaka 

royadiyane, nine ninurtaron, and nine owachira. 

Over the course of the nineteenth and twentieth century, Akwesasne was sheltered from 

French influence due to its location in Upper Canada, and it became increasingly under nearby 

Anglophone Muenœ which included Canadian and American famiers, and the "Indian agents" 

of their respective govemments (Bonvillain 1992: 314). During the early 1930s. Alex Clute. an 

Onondaga Longhouse faithkeeper, settled at Akwesasne and began to practise and teach the 



Kaihio. Wnh the introduction of the Longhouse movement, Akwesasronons secured the 

ideological foundations neœssary to maintain ''the old cultum" and to jusm the hereditary 

system of govemment established h aie Kaianerenkowa. During this era. emotions n n  high 

and the Longhouse suppoiters bcama one of the kgest soUo-political segments in the 

community (Hamori-Torok 1994: 262). Follhng the conclusion of the second World War. the 

community of Almesasne was tmnsformed by the construction of the St. lawnnce Seaway 

which began in 1949. To some, the transformations brought about by this mqa-project are 

perœived as the worst defrot ever endured by the Mohawk Nation (Interviewee F: 1995). 

2.3 The Great Law Of Peace 

The Kaianerenkowa is a living-lofe composed of numerous social constructions centred 

upon a matrix deeply rooted in the socio-political underpinning of Kanienkehaka society. The 

words contained within the Kaianerenkowa can be interpreted in numerous foms of polyvalent 

and polysomic symbols while remaining true to b original purpose - presewing 

Haudenosaunee and Kanienkehaka identity. According to Fenton (1 986), the social 

constructions of the Great Law of Peace have undergone numerous transformations and 

adaptions: 
No two versions are identical nor can they be expected to be - for they have 
grown to meet the cultural exigencies of modem times. Seen as a historical 
discourse, it is composed of three main parts: (1) the myth of [the Peacemaker] 
and the conversion of the cannibal; (2) the legend of the conversion of local 
chiefs to the cause of peace; (3) the principle of the League - its intemal 
structures and rituals. This last, in some versions, is virtually by-law stufï. 
Clearly, in this versions one can deted a ptoœss of projection and response of 
content, structure and ritual procasr that is yet evolving. Some of the by-laws 
have a distinct nineteenth century tone; others hark back to aboriginal times 
(Fenton 1986: 1 5). 

Elaborating upon his analysis of the Great Law of Peace, Fenton (1986) adds that the 

Xaianerenkowa is a unique oral tradition which extends for beyond religion and antan the realm 

of political action: 



Uniike most other religious doctrines, it provides a complex combination of 
spiritual and political niles, with no sepanüon of church and m e .  It is the 
rulebook for an entire way of IL, containing regulaüori for spiiihial œremonies, 
poliical leadership. warfare against etemal enernies, jutüœ, international 
relations, fiJnemls, adoptions. and the molution of intemal disputes. The Great 
Law extends far beyond religion. entering realms of pdiïcal action that are 
nonnally taboo for dwnhes (Fenton 1986: 20). 

The G m t  Law of Peaœ founded upon natural and spiritual laws was originally created 

to end the confiide that wre raging among the Fve Nationsi According to oral Iegend, the 

founders of the Confederacy, Vie PeaœmakeP and Hiawatha brought the Kaianersknowa to 

the Haudenosaunee by promoting the importanœ of kinship and dênship withh a framework of 

rights and responsibilities. The Haudenosaunee scholar, John Mohawk, defines responsibility 

as a multi-layered process of acknowledgment and responsibility. The maintenance of 

responsibiiity includes respecting Mother Earth and acknowledging "our responsibilities as 

human beings to one another, our responsibilities to be the people of the Mure, and our 

responsibiliües as human beings when we create institutions to remember ... the nghts and 

sacredness of the individual" (Mohawk 1988: 17). 

One of the goals of the Great Law of Peace was to unite five autonomous nations into 

one decentralized political unit without cornpromising theit Kashwentha. Kashwentha 

encompasses much more than lands - it is the spiritual. social, political, biological, economical 

and physical spheres which are the sum total of a holistic environment (Lickers: 1995a). It is 

the self-assertion of nationhood on different axes and to differing degrees by various distinct 

socio-political and cultural communities (Alfred 1995: 13). 

Perhaps the most important concept of the Kaianemnkowa is Tewetetowie - 
sovereignty. Sovereignty in the Confederacy can be understood with the help of the English 

motto I'we help ourselves" (Alfred 7 995: 102-1 03). Aifred elaborstes: 

9 Haudenosaunee protocois and the Kaianerenkowa warn against using the ûue name of the founder 
of the Confederacy. For in times of great need, should the name of the Peacernaker be whispered by the 
Longhouse People, the Founder of The Confederacy will return to help his people. Therefore, the name of 
the Peacemaker will not be utilized in this paper; rather the ternis "Founder of The League" and 
"PeacemakeP will be used it its place. 



There is a strong sense of seff-rufficiency and independenœ in the political 
usage of Tewatatawie, particularly as it dates to gmup interactions with oaiar 
communiües. [...] Mohawk rovanignty is conceived of not only in tems of 
intemsts and boundaries, but in tems of land, relatimhips and spiritwlity. The 
idea of balance among pwpk and communities is prvasive in Mohawk culture 
and spirituaMy the achievement of o baland mlaüonship based upon respect 
for dMerenœs, whether among individuals or commun- is valued as üm 
achievement af a hamonbus ideal stiate of affsin. The essence of Mohawk 
sovereignty is harmony. Through its Iinkage to the Kaiamnnkowa, the conœpt 
is endowad with a spiritual pomsr which precludes the compromise of the idual in 
the inteian of political expediency or power calculations (Mred 1995: 102-03). 

True sovereignty in the Mohawk sense must be craated from Whin and exercised on a 

daily basis. If sovereignty is given and acœpted, it means it can also be taken away by outside 

powers (Landsman 1988: 60). The Great Law of Peace establishes a mâe of conduct 

encouraging each member to cany out hisiber responsibilities as a sovereign Haudenosaunee 

individual. Although contemporary Honkwehonwe nghts are guaranteed through legislation, the 

proponents of the Great Law of Peaœ believe that no human being has the power to create a 

right, only the Creator does. Therefore, nghts are social constructions which distort the true 

reality of the Haudenosaunee identity. Responsibility and Tewatatohie are fundamental to the 

proper workings of the Kaianerenkowa. These reciprocal concepts spiral fomrard and bacicward 

in a ever-widening circle fmm the family, the clan, the community, the nation, and the 

Confederacy and then back to each individual. True responsibility, like sovereignty, must be 

exercised on a daily base in order to allow the 'the good mind to shine through" and to make 

sure that the Seven Generations will be able lo prosper. 

The Haudenosauneee are united through the pdiiical institution of consensus. 

Complete consensus on every issue or decision brought before the community and the 

Confederacy secured the participatory rights of al1 (Alfred 1995: 42). Alfred adds: 

All of the deavages in the society were reptesented by some sort of mechanism; 
gender and clan were the two main bases upon which poiitical roles were 
differentiated. 60th through these special mechanisms, which usually took the 
form of small councils with advisory hndions vis- -vis the chiefo. and through 
public debate of al1 issues concening the nation, cornmunity members were 
assured of some influence of the chiefs' decisions (Alfred 1995: 78). 



A complicated political process, consensus can fead to fiogmentatïon, bringing about 

social destruction. The Haudenosaunee sought to minirnized this mgativs rocïal phanornenon 

by emphasbing the positive aspects of fngmentaüon. These pdiücal idsas mrre ern4edded in 

the "Philosophy Of The Corn." In this sœnario, socio-political impasses do not result in social 

dissension for the "Philosophy of the Corn" didates that if an individual or gmup is dWeartened 

or unhappy wiai the community helshe is wmntly residing in. one rimply picks up one's 

personal possessions including the corn seeâs and withdtows from the community to establish 

oneself in another ana, no bittemess is left behind. All danship and kinship ties and national 

and confederate assoUations rernain (L  Benedict: l Q 9 4 ) .  Rom this perspective the strength of 

the Confederacy, lies in its flexibility to fission from larger units into smaller, more homogeneous 

communities, usually villages united by a comrnon k l i e f  in the Kaianemnkowa (Alfrad 1995: 

42). 

The Kaianerenkowa's cornplex-adaptive system provides the Great Law of Peace with a 

dynamic flexibility that "leads to a constant re-evaluation of comrnunity capabilities and a 

periodic re-consideration of the appropriateness of the existing confederal power-oharing 

arrangement" (Alfred 1995: 185). The system becornes taxed when the concepts can no longer 

prevent social dissension that result in a chaotic fragmentation and polarkation of the 

Confederacy at both confederate and communal levels. 

The basic principles of the Great Law of Peace are founded on natural and spiritual laws 

which cannot be legisfated. "It doesnt rnatter whether the ietter of the thing is right, the only 

way it can ba truly aaornplish is by the living embodiment of P (Mohawk 1888: 14). 

Nevertheless, some concepts and symbols have b e n  emphashed H i l e  others have b e n  

discarded, creating distorted interpretations of the Kaianerenkowa that are evident within 

conternporary socio-poliücal discourse. Three concepts have becorne synonymous with the 

Great Law of Peace. They are peace, power, and righteousness. In order to understand their 

contemporary expressions we must examine the historical context through which they were 

conveyed to the Five Nations. 



In order to put an end to the blooâshd the Peaœrnaker bmugM skennen - peaœ to the 

land. In the Kaianerenkowa peaœ is not the simple absenœ of war or strife, it is the quest for 

universal peaœ (Almarrssne Notes 1991: 11). Fmm a Mohawk perspective skennen is a verb, 

a creatiw tension that is achieved by ôalanang the good hart, the gaod mind, and the good 

body into one sound, rational unit (Thomas: 1904b). Skennen can only exist at the individual, 

national and conMerate levek when there is respect, msponsibility and stability in the land 

(Vecsey 1988: 1 14). 

The concept of Keshestensere - power/strength is the most conbovemial of al1 the three 

concepts. Power is displayed by one's conviction in one's politics and ethics. The Peacemaker 

stressed that a healthy individuaVsociety (physically, spintually and poiitically) has the power to 

enad peace (Akwesasne Notes 1991: 12). But. he warned that the physical dernonstration of 

power (even defensively) represents the failure to achieve peaœ and consensus within oneself 

or with other nations (Vecsey 1988: 1 14). 

The third and final concept is Ne Gaiihwiyo - ~ e o u s n e s s .  Ne Gaiihwiyo demands that 

ail thoughts of prejudice, privilege, or superiority be swept away and that recognition be given to 

the reality that creation is intended for the benefR of al1 equally (Akwesasm Notes 1991: Il). 

This concept recognizes the plunlity of ethics, values, justice and responsibilities. It is the 

responsibility of the clear minded to be righteous in every activity (Vecsey 1988: 114). 

2.4 The Founding Of The Kaianennkowa 

The following section is a sypnosis of the Great Law of Peace as told by Jake Thomas 

during the twelve days of the oral recital of the Great Law of Peace in the surnmer of 1994. 

Additional information conceming the Kaianerenkowa is supplemented by Woodbury's (1994) 

translation of the Gibson-Goldenweiser 1 91 4 text. 



To the Haudenosaunee time is cyciical and past events provide important insights into 

contemponry times. The kgends conœming the creation of the earth and the inœption of the 

dan system provide a socio-cuitunl overview of the tirnet ôefore the Confederacy. 

The story of creation describes the beginning of thne on Earth. In RI original oral format 

the recital of the story con last h m  one to two days. This myth describes the wation of Turtle 

Island by Sky-Woman; the death of Mother Earth; and the dual for universal supremacy fought 

by the twins ntehamnhiawkon (the Holder of the Heavens) and Ta-iskamn (the devious one). 

The battk was eventually won by L9ehamnhiawKon. Humbled in hi$ vidory, the Holder of the 

Heavens provided '7k Devious One" with the responsibüity to ovenee the nighttime skies 

while "The Holder of The Heavens" would control the daytime skies. During his travels across 

Turtle Island ''The Holder of the Heavens" met a powerful k ing  from the wesi. 

Thehanonhiawakon was so impressed with this being's powers that he created the Medicine 

Societies so that the being's powen would never be forgotten. Theharonhawkon's last act was 

the creation of the four colours of humanity. Each colour was provided with specifc 

responsibilities and duties. Aftet this act Thehanonhiawakon left this plane of existence. 

Thomas also presented how the ancestors of the Haudenosaunee established the clan 

system. After some time on Tuitle Island, the ancestors of the Haudenosaunee forgot the 

instructions of the Creator. As a result conflict and strife became cornmon occurrences. A 

young wise man, assisted by the women of his village, addressed the issues of social 

dissension. Together they instituted the clan system of the Haudenosaunee which brought 

stability ta the land. 

A majority of the time spent on the oral recital deals specifically with the creation of the 

Great Law of Peace. This history tells us that through time the nations of the southem great 

lakes had once again forgotten their responsibilities and neglected their sacred ceremonies. In 

order to end the conflicts, the Peacernaker, a member of the Wendake (Huron) Confederacy, 

brought forth the "good message of the great peace." This message was to be the merstone 

of the Haudenosaunee Confederacy. The first individuals to accept "the good message of the 



great peaœ" wem the cannibal. Jikonsaseh, and Hiawatha. The cannibal renounœâ his ways 

and became the living embodiment of the "good message of the gmat peaœ". The woman 

Jikonsaseh of the Neutral Nation was rewarded for her insight by bewming the fimt dan mother 

of the Haudenosaum. Hiewetha, a member of the OnondagaI* nation, became the translater 

for the Peacemaker, who, accbrding to kgends, had a speech impediment Tradition recalls 

that it was the Mohawk nation who fnst accepted the ''good word of the great peace". Thus, the 

Kanienkeheka became the founders of the Haudenosaunee ConMeracy. One by one, the 

waming nations of the southem Great Lakes region accepted the words of the good peace, but 

the establishment of a Confederacy was not without its difficulties. Tatodahoe an Onondaga 

sorcerer, who could manipulate the elements to his own desire, attempted to undermine the 

message of the Peacernaker. In fact he went as far as killing al1 of Hiawathas' daughters. This 

act sent Hiawatha mourning into the forest. After several weeks, the Peaœmaker found his 

friend overcome with grief. The Peaœmaker saddened by Hiawatha's sorows, conduded a 

condolence ceremony to honour Hiawatha's departed daughters. This caremony brought 

solace to Hiawatha and allowed hirn to resume his activities. This Condolenœ Ceremony 

would become the centrai axis of the Confedency, serving the dual purpose of mouming the 

departed memben of the confederacy, and selecting new royane. The Condolence Council 

Ceremony is now composed of six ceremonies: Joumeying on the Trail; Welcome at the 

Wood's Edge; Reckoning Address; Six Songs of Farewell; Over the Great Forest; and Feast of 

the Dead (Dennis 1993: 80). The Welcome at the Woods Edge Ceremony was to become an 

essential political protocol for negotiations within the Confederacy and throughout North 

America (Dennis 1993: 80). 

Accompanied by Hiawatha and representatives fmrn the Five Nations, the Peaœmaker 

convinced Tatodahoe to become part of the Confederacy. this ka t  was accomplished by 

awarding Tatodahoe the title of "Firekeeper" of the entire Confederacy. This tale provided 

l0 Onondaga is Me n a m  of both the "people of the hili", and the physical setting of Me Confedente 
Council Fire of the Confederacy - the capital of the Haudenosaunee. 



Tatodahoe with the responsibility of moderathg and candudnig al1 the meetings of the 

wnfedente Grand Council (fi@ chiefs). The warîike Seneca nation, who had steadfastly 

refused to join the Confdency, were enüœü to join the alliance when they wen made the 

"Keepers of the Black Door" - the Ministars of Haudenosaunee Dafenœ. In the end, the 

Confederacy consisted of f i e  Nations: the Kanienkehtka (Mohawks). the Onenicet (Onaidas). 

the Onontakehe (Onondagas), the Kaiohwnhaka (Cayugas), and the Ononcefowake 

(Senecas), A sixth nation, the Tusc8roms, joined the Confdideracy in 1724 (Thomas: 1994a). 

The allianca of the Five Nations held b fimt couna'l at Onondaga Lake (in what is now 

New York State). It was here that the Five Nations assembled to hear the Peaœmaker and 

Hiawatha explain the ternis of peaœ, power, and righteousness - the foundations of the Great 

Law of Peace. It was also here that the Peacemaker planted the Shar0nheseko:wa - the 

Great White Pine, or the Great Tree of Peace. 

In it one sees the essence of the Iroquois' political philosophy. A great tree 
planted on the shores of Onondaga Lake represents the federalist principles of 
the Kaianerenkowa - voluntary confederation of autonomous nations, self- 
determination, and peaceful co-existenœ - and the democratic spirit of the 
peopk themselves. Underneath the tree lies the war dubs, symbolizing the 
obsolescence of conflict among those who accept the Law. From the base of 
the tree grows the Great White Roots of Peace extending in the four cardinal 
directions. symbolizing Pace and charity for any nation that wished to trace the 
root back to the Iroquois and take shelter beneath the principks of the 
Kaianerenkowa. And above the tree is an eagk, etemally "vigilant" of any 
danger or thnat to the Pace and security of the people (Alfred 1995: 82). 

The base of the tree was protected by the circle of the owachim and the rodri(ane 

(mdiyane is the plural tenn for myane or Confederate Headmen). The Owachim (clan mothers) 

and the women's councils were ernpowered to choose and impeach (if neœssary) a royane for 

their respective clans. A royane, "he who is of the good mind", is the Haudenosaunee 

designation for an original Confederate Headman as determined by the Peaœmaker. Each 

royane is accompanied by a mntaron, who is to act as the eyes, the mouth, and the ears of 

the clan mothers (Thomas 1989: iii). This paper will only utilize the ternis of royane, rodiyane, 



ramntaron. and toditional chief(s) to designate chie6 or deputychiafs who have M n  elevated 

according to the Condolenœ Council Cerarnony artoblished by the Great Law of Peace. This 

circle of Tehonafenent-shaw4:kon - %and$ and amis Iinkad in peaœn surmund and protect the 

people and the tree (Vachon: 1995). Should any royene bave the cink, his homs and ofcice 

would catch on the cirde. and so his ütle would remain within the Confecbracy (Tooker 1978: 

418). The united environment (the conœntrichunting zones) of the Haudenosaunee was 

symbolued by the beaver bowl. "ln one dish a baver's taif shall be placed and al1 those 

present shall have a CO-equal right to it" (Thomas: 1994a). Under the Confederacy, this 

reciprocity signified that al1 concentnc zones wete one cammon tract and al1 members have an 

equal right to hunt within it (Dennis 1993: 64). 

The Peacernaker and Hiawatha established a process of amendments to the Great Law 

of Peace. A political metaphor of Wahetinahstasonteren - "extending the rafters of the 

longhouse" was used to symbolued amendments to the Kaianerenkowa. mis simply meant 

that the Kaianerenkowa - physically represented by a Longhouse, could be amended by 

bringing forth new "props to strengthen the L~nghouse''~ For example individuals, nations, and 

ideas could bewme props if the Confederacy or a nation decided through consensus that this 

was a valid and necessary amendment. 

Thereafter, the Haudenosaunee styled themselves as "the People of the Longhouse", 

wit h five distinct fires representing each autonomous nation within the Confederacy. In this 

Longhouse, the Seneca, the most western of the Haudenosaunee, were designated the 

"Keepers of the Black Door" or the 'Western Door" as they faœd the sunset. The Onondaga 

were the keepers of both the œntral fire and the wampum belts. Onondaga was, and remains 

to this day, the capital and the heart of the Confederacy. The Mohawks. who faced the sunnse 

and were the most eastem nation, were designated the Keepers of the "Well" or "the Eastern 

Doot' (Thomas 1994a). The whok [resembies] the arrangement of families and their f ins  in 

the ordinary longhouse" (Tooker 1978: 41 8). 



Through a carefd elaboration of historical concepts and pracüœs fsmiliar ta the Five 

Nations. the Peacernaicer and Hiawatha were sucœssfUI in transposing these into the design of 

the Great Law of Peaœ and a participatory demo~l~cy (Alfieci 1995: 78). The Gmat Law of 

Peace established a structure where leaders became accauntable and in fact merely 

represented the will of their community ( A M  1995: 78-79). In this system, the councils 

became a plaœ for the deliberations of odinary men and women mther thon ipecializd efites 

or military dictators (War Chiefs) (Dennis 1993: 96). Sinœ no decision could be taken without 

the unanimous consent of al1 representatives groups, Haudenosaunee women wen guaranteed 

a special role in the process of political consensus known as "ane voice, one mind, one heart" 

(Dennis 1993: 96). Through numerous formal mechanisms, Haudenosaunee women. 

considered lifeiivers and preservers, were assigned political responsibilities for selecting and 

recalling nominal leaders (clan mothers). The authority to veto and "dehom" unmanageable 

royane guaranteed the interests of the community as a whole (Alfred 1995: 78). The prominent 

role of Haudenosaunee men in this structure was not one of fathet but of uncle. If an individual 

was chosen as a leader, it was because his "overtly aggressive and egoistic psychological 

configuration made him more suited to oratory, debate, and military leadership" (Alfred 1995: 

78-79). Throughout these leadership struggles, peace remained, for it was only during peaceful 

times that the "good message of the good mind" of the Kaianerenkowa could expand. The 

structures that had been erected in the Kaianerenkowa were the principal reasons why the 

Haudenosaunee were able to survive the massive transformations transpinng in North America. 

Women, and men of peace, controllrd Iroquois society and polity. the absence of 
Iroquois soldiers and their death in warfare, disrupted Iroquois life somewhat less 
than was the case among socieües which organited themselves in a patriarchal 
fashion. And kcauw the economy of the Five Nations was based on the 
horticulture of women, warfare outside of lroquoia proved iess damaging to 
Iroquois subsistence (Dennis 1993: 262). 

The intemal peace brought about by the Confederacy and the Kaianerenkowa provided 

the Mohawks with prosperity and security. This respite from local wafiare in tum allowed them 



and their new allies to stfengthen their internat structures and establish a system of defense 

ready to counteract any extemal threats menacing the peaœ of the Confaderacy. For the 

Mohawk Nation, this strength and tkxibiiii enabîed them to maistand the incursions of eastem 

threats caming from the Adimndadui, the Mahicans, and the Fmnch (Detnnis 1993: 42). In the 

next section we wiU examine the transformation of the Kaianemnkowa fiorn an oral mcital into a 

codified document- 

2.5 The Adaptations Of The Kaianerenkowa 

The Kaianerenkowa continued to be transmitted much as it had been done sine the 

original teachings of the Peacemaker, through annual oral recitals of the Great Law of Peace. 

In this fashion every individual was empowered by some knowledge of it, and any anomalies 

could be quickly recüfied. But during the 17th and 18th century, facing the Europeans, a 

population decline and social disintegration, the Five Nations were forced to reexamine their 

original goals and adapt new strategies, dedicated to the preservation of Haudenosaunee 

tradition (Dennis 1993: 256). This was accomplished by a creative mix of fresh and traditional 

approaches to new challenges. These adaptations provided them with the means to survive in 

a new environment while preventing the total disintegration of the Confderacy (Dennis 1993: 

256). Changing dynamics in North America, forced the Haudenosaunee to amend the 

Kaianerenkowa so that it could withstand the pressures and transformations brought about by 

migration, warfare, and Christianity. In the folfowing section we will examine some of these 

amendments. 

Famines and epidemics decimated the Haudenosaunee population. Nevertheless, 

throughout these demographic crisis, the Five Nations proved remarkably capable of rebuilding 

their population by naturaluing Europeans and H o n ~ h o n w e  as full citizens of the 

Confederacy. These new members had a twofold effect on the Confederacy and in Mohawk 

villages. Some adopted Mohawks were staunch supportes of Christianity, while others were 



disillusioned with the Jesuits "and their dernons". Many adoptecl memban would go on to play 

major roles as both the proponents and opporihnts of Christianity (Aihd 1995: 35). Religion in 

this period became a major fine of deavage among the Mohawks. Chn'stianity lîterally aaed as 

a virus within the Confederacy, and augmented the social dissension within the Kanienkehaka 

nation. 

In order to survive the npid transformations acwrring during the lûth œntury. the 

Mohawks as weW as the Confedetacy amended fie leadership structuras of the 

Kaianennkow~. The traditional sociogolitical structures the owachin, (clan mothers), the 

roidiyane, and the ramntamn (the deputy chief) of the Confcderacy w e n  still present. But new 

internal rivals were appeaflng including the mtiskenmke:te - the War Chief, and the 

Waikahnetorten - The Pine Tree Chiefil. All of these socio-political adaptions were undermined 

by European military officiais, Jesuits. and colonial leaders who negotiated alliances and 

treaties with groups and individuals "favourable" to their cause. 

By the end of the 18th œntury, the amendments erected as counter-measures to the 

Christian and European threats were no longer effective, in fact many amendments intensified 

interna1 rivalries while, at same time, European presence was growing stronger. Faœd by 

these  challenges the Haudenosaunee opted to strengthen the rides and endwalls of the 

Longhouse by making them permanent fadures. These new amendments in tum transfomiad 

the adoption/allianœ process of Wehatinahstasonferen - "Extension of the Rafters" and 

Tehonatenent-shaw8:kon ("hands and amis Iinked in peace) into the Gushwenthcil2 (Two-Row 

The Haudenosaunee rnay have developed the institution of Wa:kahneto:ten - Pine T m  Chiefs as 
safeiy valves to control and monitor ambiious young leaders whose potential cornpetition for the limited 
number of hereditary peace chieftainships might have wrecked the internal socio-political equilibrium in the 
Confederacy (Shimony 1984: 154). These leaders were given a voice in council but there title was not 
hereditary, so when they passed away, their title was buried with the indiiiduals. 

l2 The Gushwentha is a wampum beit that was (rst presented by the Haudenosaunee to the Dutch in 
1643, over the next îwo hundred years, the Haudenosaunee aIso entered into a similar pact with Britain, 
France and the U.S.A (ALCNASC 1982: 55). Composed of two rows of purple wampum and a white 
background, the wampum belt symboiizes a river with two vessels traversing a river each staying to their 
own ways, their own custorns. The exchange of this belt mant that both pafües agreed to respect the 
right of national political autonorny of the other, without oppression or domination. It was diplomacy based 
on mutual respect and cultural temperance in North America (Alfred 1995: 140). The principles contained 



Wampum (1643)). and Iater into the Silver Covenant Chain (1677). This rihmr platad chain. 

with its thme sitver links of respect, trust and peaœ uniüng the Five Nations and Great Britain. 

did not signify a fundamental abandonment of Haudenosaunee tradition. It was simply a 

reinforcement of the ancient cordg of the wampum beft with a silver metal plathg (Dennis 1993: 

269). 

During the American War of Independenœ (1776). the Haudenosaunee's neutral stance 

was undemined as intemal and extemal forces attempted to sway the favours of the 

Haudenosaunee. Three different group acüvely sougM the support of the Confederacy. Great 

Britain, and two factions within the Thirteen Colonies. 

One letter, written by John Hanwck - then president of the Continental Congress 
- instructed Morgan to take the Iroquois and their allies a great peaœ be l  with 
2,500 wampum beads - as an inducement to remain neutral - even while other 
American agents were secretly parleying with individual Indian nations to win 
their military support (Arden 1987: 385). 

Britain activeiy sought the rnilitary support of the Confederacy in order to divide the 

Amencan forces by two attack fronts. fhe Haudenosaunee were drawn into the American War 

of lndependenœ when actions taken by some Arnerican mercenaries were interpreted as 

transgressions against the sovereignty of the Haudenosaunee. These acts of aggression had 

profound repercussions within the Confderacy. Aeeording to Haudenosaunee protocols, 

'Mien foreign aggressors enter Haudenosaunee lands it's out of ouf hands. The warriors take 

over" (Lyons cited in Arden 1987: 385). The Grand Council became virtually insignificant as 

charismatic war chiefs such as the Mohawk Joseph Brant or the Seneca Red Jacket rose in 

prominence. 

The repercussions of the American War of Independence went far beyond the war. It 

fragmented the Confedency into three camps, neutrah (Onondaga), allies of M a i n  (Mohawk. 

Seneca), and allies of the Thirteen Colonies (Tuscarora, Oneida). In 1779, Genenl George 

within the Gushwentha was and remains the essence of al1 relations between the Confederacy and other 
sovereigns nations (ALGNASC 1982: 55). 



Washington sent an expeditîon of 4.500 men under the cornmand of General John Sullivan to 

strike at the headand of the Haudenosaunee (Arden 1987: 385-86). "Although most of the 

Iroquois mebd away 01 the Amy's approach, the destruction of more than forty villages with 

their orchards, croplands and granaries especiaiiy those of the Seneca - forever changed the 

face of Iroquois" (Aidan 1987: 58588). It is from #ese embs of the Confederacy that the 

Kaiwiio emerged, 

Fragmented into two political unb, the Confederacy was incapable ot mcapturing its 

central prominence as both an economic and political power in North Amerka. Energy was 

focused intemally, insrder to repaîr the damages that had been inairred by the Arneican War 

of Independence. It was during this time that the Seneca visionary and reforrned alcoholic 

Skaniatan:io also known as Handsorne Lake emerged in the Confederacy. A prominent social 

figure from 1799 to his death in 1815, he established the Kaiwïo, also known as the "Good 

Word" and the 'Code of Handsome Lake". The Kaiwiio revived many of the traditions of the 

Haudenosaunee, the sacred cyclical ceremonies, and the Great Law of Peace (York and 

Pindeera 1991 : 257). 

Although they Vary in details, orators of the Code of Handsome Lake customarily begin 

with an account of Handsome Lake's first vision and other incidents in the prophet's life. The 

speaker then mentions the various messages given by the Creator to the Four Beings to 

communicate to Handsome Lake. The Kaiwio established by the Four Spiritual Beings 

includes admonitions that people should not drink; witches shauld confess and cease their 

activities; witchcraft chamis should not be used; women should not pradiœ abottion; husbands 

and wives should not desert each other or their children; and people should help each other 

(Wallace 1958: 458). The Four Beings also stated that it was fight to practice the traditional 

ceremonies of Thanksgiving, the Green Corn and Strawberry. It was also declared that 

medicine societies such as the False-Face Society and the Corn Husk Masks should also be 

held (Wallace 1958: 454-6). The KeMriio is often associated with tekindling the ernben of the 

Confederacy and revitalizing ''traditional" beliefs including the Great Law of Peace. 



In contemporary times, the oral transfemnœ (in English and in the six languages of the 

Confederacy) of the KaMruo continues. This annual event. spannng three days, never 

continues past sundown. The G d  Word al80 exists in both wampurn belt and literary foms, 

the latter made famous by Arthur C. Parkefs (1912) work entitled The Code Of Handsome 

Lake, The Seneca Proplet, and the 1994 Chïef Jacob E. Thomas (77MonWe:thon) and Terry 

Boyle version entitled, Teachings F m  me Longhouse. 

According to Wallaœ (1978) the Kaimïo is responsible for creating the Longhouse 

Movement: 

By at least 1850 ... the message of Handsome Lake had been wdified and a 
religious organization fonned to promulgate it as a religion. The "church", and 
the system of religious beliefs and rituals associated with it, (are perœived] as 
non-Christian alternatives to the several Protestants and Catholic denominations 
that have established themselves in the [communities] and as a forum for the 
continued assertion of the integrity of an Iroquois ethnic identity (Wallace 1978: 
442). 

The Keiwio and the teachings of the Longhouse, including the Great Law of Peaœ 

became prominent during the 1930s. The Kahiio was interpreted as a rafter added to the 

Longhouse, although this rafter is not fully acœpted by al1 the Haudenosaunee who daim to 

belong to the Longhouse. The tendency among the Haudenosaunee has always ken  to 

tolerate their differences and even to accept such pluralism so as to continue living as one 

mind. Polarity and tension have thus generally b e n  more creative and constructive than 

conflictual and destructive (Vachon 1993: 23). 

The difficulty with the KaWiio in the Akwesasne Longhouse is due to the fact that 

Handsome Lake never travelled to the Mohawk communities in Canada. In fact, the Kaiwiio 

was brought to the Mohawks by the Onondaga. Thus, even today. rnemkrm of Kahnawake, 

Kanienkeh, and some Akwesasronons refuse to follow the KaMio. In fact, most of the 

Confederacy is divided about the Good Word, some accepting it, some rejecting it (Gramza 

1995). The impacts of this division in Ahsasne have been profound, creating intemal 

tensions in the Longhouse, as supporters haggle over the validity of the Kaiwiio, especially 



pertaining to gaming adiviües. The Good Word prohibis gambling. drinking, dancing, and 

greed, while the Kaianerenkowa does not address these issues specifically. lnterpretations 

over the Great Law of Peaœ itself have also wntributed to intemal dissension in the 

Longhouse. During the latter decades of the twenfiah œntury. Mohawlci retuming to the 

Longhouse were dismayed when they found Christian concepts inteMnad with traditional 

Haudenosaunee ideas. 

Exposed to the mechanisms and procedures of Iroquois govamance, the 
Mohawks fouid they did not sham the values underpinning the canternporary 
Confederacy's fonnal stnictums ... . The Mohawk of Kahnawake joined by most 
Mohawks in the nation's other cammunities at Akwesasne and Kanasatake 
began to develop an ideology which attempted to replitate the "authentic" 
Confederacy before it had k e n  abred by the influenœ of Handsome Lake 
(Alfred 1995: 69). 

Some of these disillusioned Mohawks tumed to the literary accounts (Newhouse. 

Parker) of the Great Law of Peace, further increasing the rift between the supporters of the 

Longhouse. Many Longhouse proponents believe that the Great Law of Peace must not be 

distorted from its true form as an oral living document. Others interpret the written versions of 

the Great Law of Peaœ as a Constitution to be followed as the lettet of the law, while 

acknowledging that the oral rendition of the Great Law of Peace is the original format of the 

Kaianerenkowa's transmission. Both the Proponents of the spintuailholistic version of the Great 

Law of Peace, and the Supporters of the political version of the Kaianerenkowa compliment 

their socio-political perspectives with written versions of the Great Law of Peace. In most 

cases, the two groups disagree on which wfïtten versions are more appropriate. The following 

section is an examination of the numerous written interpretations of the Kaianerenkowa now in 

print and available in Akwesasne. 



2.6 The Written Versions Of The Great Law Of Perce 

Wntten versions of the Kaianemnkowa, many of them fragmentary. appePr as 

independent works, as part of ethnogmphic descriptions of llroquois cuitun and in colkcüons of 

Iroquois folklore (Woodbury 1992: Ivi). Renditians of the Great Law of Peaœ appear in print 

and in manuscript. These versions a n  classifieci into three groups, Euro-CanadianlEnglish; 

HaudenosauneeEnglish; and in Haudenosaunee (woodbury 1992 :Ivi). In mis analysis. we will 

only examine the HaudenosauneeEnglish, and Haudenoswnee versions of the Great Law of 

Peace. sinœ these am the most prevafent formats in Akwemsne. 

The HaudenosauneeEnglish versions a n  wmposed of text versions of the 

Kaianerenkowa that are composed in English by Haudenosaunee speakers. Most versions 

outlined below were produced by members of the Six Nations of the Grand River Community. 

One of the best known versions is the English text m e n  by the Mohawk Seth Newhouse 

(1880s). edited by Albert Cusick, and later published by Arthur Parker as The Constituion of 

the Five Nations (Parker 1916). Another popular version is the Chiefo' version. prepared in 1900 

by a cornmittee of rodbaner at the Six Nations of the Grand River. The chiefs' version was in 

part a response to Newhouse's version which contained no mention of the Condolence Council 

Ceremony. The chiefs' version was published by Duncan C. Scott (1912) and later by Parker in 

1 91 6 (Woodbury 1992: Ivi). 

Contemporary versions of the Great Law of Peaœ also appear in Kahnawake and 

Akwesasne. in the 1970s Louis Kamnniaktajeh Hall (one of the founders of the Warriom' 

Society in Kahnawake) produœd a written version of the Great Law of Peaœ. This version 

states that it is a compilation of six translations of the Great Law, ahhough no referenœs are 

cited. According to the title page. it was first published in 1916. which coincides with Parker's 

publication. In 1975-76, Akwesasne Notes, along with the help of John C. Mohawk, produced a 

contemporary version of the Constitution entitled The Great Law of Peace of The Longhwse 

People (Schaff 1994: 5). This version resembles both Parker's (1916) and Hall's (1970) 



versions. In 19û4, The North Amencan lndian Travelling College tmnscribad and trsnslated an 

oral venion of the tradition by Cayuga elder John Buck (Schaff 1994: 5). 

The Haudenosaunem versions are a grwp of texts mittan in one of the six languoges of 

the Confederacy. Of nlevance to this m a c h  are the Gibson-HBWjft (1892) and the Gibson- 

Goldenweiser version (1912). Both are complete Onondaaa language venions of the tradition 

(Woodbury 1992: Ivii). The Gibson-Ooldenweiser version of 1912 was translateci, edited into 

English and published in 1992 by Hanni Woodbury. 

Today, only a handful of oratom can recite the Kaianetenkowa, and only one individual 

can recite the Great Law of Peace and the Condolenœ Cerernony in its entirety. Consequently 

individuals can present their own interpretations of the Great Law of Peace and remain 

unchallenged. These interpretations are oRen perceived as the "authentic" versions of the 

Kaianerenkowa. The principal renditions of the Great Law of Peaœ fall into two categories. 

The first is the political interpretation of the Kaianerenkowa as the "Great Law", employed by 

the supporters of garnblinglcontraband activities, the second version is the spintual holistic 

philosophy of the Kaianerenkowa, practised by the opponents of garnblinglcontraband 

activities. 

2.7 The Great Law Of Peace As A Socio-Political Construction 

During the 17 and 18th centuries, concepts such as imperialism, nationalism. power and 

defence found their way into a modem pro-Warrior venion of the Great Law of Peace. For 

example ''the Great Peace shall be enforced on peopies who refuse to accept it. Its 

enforcement shall be done by singing war songs and wamng against the opposing and 

obstinate Nations under commanding war chiefs" (Vachon 1993: 36). Modem versions of the 

political interpretation of the Kaianerenkowa include the written versions of Newhouse (1897), 

Parker (1 916) and Hall (1989). 



From this perspective the Kaianerenkowa al30 refend to as the Great Law, is a type of 

political revolutionary manifesto. or a constitution supporting the creation of a Mohawk state. 

The poliücal interpretation of the Great Law of Peaœ emphasues the concept of kashastensera 

- power; Kashastenseni is necessary to enforce the peaœ and to protect the rigMeousness of 

the law. Power is jurisdictioml authorîty. "the authonty of law and wstoms. backed by such 

force as is neœssary to rnake jusüœ prevail" (AHisd 1995: 85). The KaMio plays no rob in the 

Kaianerenkowa sinœ it is a reflection of ChrirtiarVQuaker beliefs intenningled with 

Haudenosaunee cultural beliefs. 

This contingent of the Longhouse also refen to itself as 'The Warriors' Society" which 

had distanced itself from the Confederacy in 1986. In Akwesasne this contingent is composed 

of such individuals as John Boots, Francis Boots (the War-Chief), Kakwikeron, Loran 

Thornpson, Rowena General, Minnie Garrow, Diane Lazore, and certain Mohawk clan mothers. 

Many of these individuals were inspired by the civibrights struggle of black America and the 

American lndian Movement (AIM). Others had participated and supported the Longhouse 

element in Kanienkeh and Raquette Point. Aceording to Mike Doxtater, economic opportunities 

in the Confederacy have created two kinds of Wamon: the silk shirts and the fraedom- 

fighters,"*ie former comipt exploiters, the latter romantic idealists. The greedy "silk shirts 

exploit the freedom fighters for tobacco profits (and gun profits, in some cases)" (Doxtater cited 

in Moses, Globe and Mail, 6/14/1994). Doxtater regards the Warrion in the same Iight as alf 

other leadership hopehils, 'Yhe chiefs and Warriors should bo together, but they are not," 

because of this situation the [communities] are up for grabs" (Doxtater cited in Moses, Globe 

and Mail 611411 994). 

This faction is also associated to the promotion of such adivities as the sale of 

contraband liquor and cigarees, gas businesses and gambling. A noted spokesperson for the 

Wamors' Society argues that their position has "nothhg to do with the issue of gambling. It has 

to do with people puttïng an ecwiomic enterprise on our sovereign territory and another nation. 



the US. govemment. trying to dictate what they (cm] do" (Kakwirakemn cited in Gramza 1995: 

17). 

The opponents of tontmbandlgambling activities attest to a spiritual - holistic 

interpretation of the Great Law of Peaœ, this contingent is largely compasad of the 

Haudenosaunee Grand Council, the bnienkeheka Nation Council of Chiefs and their 

supporters in the Almesasne Longhouse. Some of the most prominent members of this group 

in Akwesasne indude Tommy Porter, Mike McDonald. Jake Swamp, Barba- Bames and Ron 

Lafrance. This segment of the Longhouse, which opposes the Wanion' Society rely heavily 

on the oral recitals of the Great Law of Peaœ and is heavily influenœd by the teachings of 

Handsorne Lake. The Good Word is explicït about alcoholbm, materialism. and garnblhg 

(Gramza 1995: 3). Thus. for this segment, gaming activities are immoral (D'Ambrosio 1995: 

26)- 

From this perspective the Great Law of Peace establishes a spiritual link. one of peace 

and interconnedness to al1 of creation. 'Wth respect to spirituality and ceremony, it is perhaps 

the most vital expression of innovative application of cultural symbols" (Alfred 1995: 84-5). 

Peace is the key to socioeconomic prosperity, economic empowenent will be brought about 

through land daim resolutions. Casinos erode authentic traditions and lead stnight to the 

menhg pot of American capitalism and to a loss of sovereignty. 

Giving the state any jurisdiction on Indian territory compromises their sovereignty 
and opens the door to taxation and assimilation .... once the state legalued non- 
lndian gaming, the next step will k forcing the Iroquois to pay taxes on gambling 
profts and to forgo land daims in exchange for casinos. You migM as well Say, 
onœ you give up jurisdiction you give up your sovemignty (Gramza 1095: 21). 

The diffmlty with the two factions of the Longhouse is that opponents of 

gamblinglcontraband adivities. while stressing peace, ignore the political nature of the 

Mohawk's nlationship with non-native society. The proponents of the political version of the 

Kaianerenkowa drive for the achievement of power without the balancing influence of the other 



principles (peaœ and rightaousness). This miaospplicaüon of the Kaianemnkowa's proœss 

by both segments Iimà the qumt br autonorny in Akwesasne. 

The Kaianerenkowa contains values and principk which mu& be integtated into 
the prodices of pdiücs m i n  the community for the system to funcüon praperly. 
For the most part, the trad'üonalist movement .... ha8 h a m â  on superliaal 
stnictural aspects of the Kaianemnkowa and has nagiected the importana of 
ernbedding the values undergnding tha Iroquois philosophy (Alhsd 1995: 85). 

Complicating matters further is the validity of the Kaianemnkowa as a 20th œntury 

socio-political ideology. "Most Mohawks screk the abstraction of values from the 

Kaianerenkowa, not the re-implementation of on ancient social and political order in the 

community" (Alfred 1995: 87-88). To understand why there are various interpretations of the 

Great Law of Peace and how it acts as a social construction in Akwesasne we tum to Diçkson- 

Gilmour. The author states: 

mhis is the League acwrding to reconstruction of the XIX and XX centuries. 
traditions may have been ucated or transformed. and may have never existed in 
the original version. This is to Say. that most of the contemporary descriptions 
do not reproduce the exact replica of the tmditions, since they are inevitably 
influenced either by history. by the authors digression and knowledge, or by real 
modifications added to the original version. In effect, no version escapes the 
influence of its author, kcause of personal conception of the social cultural 
context of the traditions (Dickson-Gilmour 1991: 32). 

2.8 The Longhouse In Akwesasne 

Skaniataeio and his followen created the Longhouse religion as a nonthristian 

alternative to the several Christian sects present in Haudenosaunee communities (Wallace 

1978: 442). The Longhouse religion incorporated Wiefs and rituels wch as the 

Kaianeren kowa, the KaMo, the medicine societies, the cydical ceremonies. and the political 

aspects of the Confedency into one encompassing holistic movement. And Iike the 

Peacemaker and Hiawatha had done before hirn, Handsome Lake choose the Longhouse as 

the ultimate symbol of Haudenosaunee unity. From the inœption of the Kaiwiio, the physical 



dwelling of the Longhouse would be perceiveâ as a sacredl3 dwelling where the œremonies of 

the Kaianerenkowa, the Condolance Council Cemmony. the cydial œremonies, and the 

Kaiwiio were to ba practice. The current structure of the Longhouse in Akwesasne msembles 

what Durkheim (1983) fabelleci as a church, "a religion is a unified system of belïefs and 

pradices which unite into one single moral carnmunity called a Chur&, al1 aiose who adhem to 

them" (Ritter 1993: 198). 

Brought to Almesasne by the Onondaga, the Kaiwiio and the teachings of the 

Longhouse, including the Great Law of Peaœ, retumed to Aicwesasne in the 1930s 

(Interviewee O: 1995). But it was only during the 1950s and 1960s with the publication of 

Akwesasne Notes and Paul Wallace's The Great White Roots of Peace, that the popularity of 

the Great Law of Peace was augmented (Interviewee G: 1095). This was abo a time were 

Christian Mohawks retumed to the "traditional ways of the Longhouse", many of these 

converted Mohawks sought to distance themselves from Christianity or anything resembling 

Christianity (Interviewee G: 1995). As a result many of the beliefs in the Longhouse hcluding 

the Kaiwiio became object of controversy. ln fact, some of the new members openly rejected 

the Kaiwiio. 

The contemporary Longhouse in Akwesasne is composed of orthodox and liberal 

elements. In the past these vatious ideological differences complimented one another. Today, 

they undermine each other. By 1990 two dialactical interpretations of the Kaianerenkowa were 

apparent, one supporting the Kaiwiio, the other contingent mjected it wholeheartedly. This 

division woufd have profound repercussions in the Longhouse at Aiauesasne and throughout 

the Confederacy. as members haggled over the validity of the KaMiio, as well as which 

interpretation of the Kaianerenkowa was the most appropriate for the Kanienkehaka nation in 

late twentieth century. 

l3 "An idea or material reality (object or animal) which is set apart by the social community and imbued 
with social power and force not inherent in the object" (Bailey & Gayle 1993: 440). 



2.9 Conclusion 

For a numbet of Akwesasronons, the Great Law of Peaœ was and continues to be the 

socio-political and spiritual foundations of the Haudenosaunee Confderacy. The iâeas of 

participatory dernocmcy, mspect. rwponsibility, and indïhnduaUcommunal rights are the 

founding elements of the Kaianemnkowa. Tday. in Akwesasne, the use of symbols and 

values as political ideologies tnnrforms the holistic process of the Kaianemnkowa from a living 

document into a letter of the Iaw where wampums now se- as articles. defining meaning, 

symbolism and values associated with the Great Law of Peace in a n a m e r  and more 

restrictive fashion. 

A historical ovewiew highlights the transformations which oœurred in both the 

Haudenosaunee Confederacy and the Kanienkehaka Nation. It also illustrated the various 

socio-political and cuitural changes wtrich occurred to the Great Law of Peace, and in the 

community of Akwesasne. It is important that we recognize the transformations such as wars, 

mass-adoption, and Christianity which continue to reverberate into twentieth century 

Akwesasne. These factors have had impacts on how the Great Law of Peace serves the needs 

of various (and sometimes opposing) Mohawk political groups in Akwesasne. In the next 

section we will examine the role (if any) of the Kaianerenkowa throughout fine social 

movements in Akwesasne. 



3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND A REVIEW OF THE 
LITERATURE 

A theoretical appmach establishes an analyücal framework m i n  which imues con be 

studied. It serves as a guide to develop certain issues. âesa*püon of phenornena, explanations 

of their origins, and our speculations about Mure possibiliües. PoMicrl Anthropology is 

interested in the analysis of sw*al political procsscrt and stn~chims in risditional" societies. 

Nichofas's theory of Segmentary-Factional-PoliticaI-Systems interprets the role of political 

organization and factionalism within Haudenosaunee society. Nicholast framework is relevant 

to our nsearch because we are examining social movements and political events in a 

Haudenosaunee wmmunity and how the Great Law of Peaœ is related to factionalism in 

Akwesasne. The Great Law of Peaœ has undergone numerous social and political 

transformations during the late twentieth century. Segmentary FadionaCPolitical-Systems 

theory will aid in the understanding of these transformations. 

3.1 Presentation Of Action Theoty 

From a Political Anthropological perspective, Action Theory is the examination of 

societies and political systems, with an emphasis on: 

[I]ndividual acton and their strategies within a given sociopolitical context. 
Theoretical frameworks of action theory have included those focusing on 
Transactions, Systems Analysis, and Gama Theory. Action Theory in 
anthropology locates the individual within the framework of social organization 
and then analyze poliical action and interaction. Wahin Political Anthropology, 
Action Theory is distinguished by its attention to political processes and 
formations such as factions, interests groups and so on, and by its fWldwork 
method, which concentrates on facetocface interactions, within given socio- 
political contexts. In part, Action Theory was a reaction to the tendency of 
Structural Functionalism to identify political structures and canœntrates on 
corporate groups and the moraVjunl dimension of pditical systems. Action 
Theory emphasùes dynamic modes of political behaviour such as strategy, 
decision rnaking and maximùation (Seymour-Smith 1986: 02-03). 

Action theory encompasses the research of both post-structural functionalism and 

process analysis. These two ideas a n  important in research which involves an Amerindian 



community. Past research in this field has dealt mainly with leaders and confiicts while very 

little was done to establish links between social construcüons, cuitutal revitalization, and the 

social dissension that followed. Action Theory can help to a d d m  rome of these 

shortcomings. In Akwesasne, the Great Law of Peaœ exists not only as a cuituml and spiritual 

philosophy. but also as a socio-political construction empowering the Mohawk% quest for 

sovereignty . According to the proponents of the Kaianemkowa, these elements (spiritualisrn 

and sovereignty) are essential components that will provide the Mohawks of Akwesasne with 

greater control over their Mure. 

3.2 SegmentPry Factional-Political Systems 

In 1960. Ralph Nicholas conducted a study of political organization and factionalism in 

the Haudenosaunee Community of the Grand River ferritory of the Six Nations. Action Theory 

and Evan-Pritchard's field-research was used in the Nicholas study. However. Nicholas 

expanded upon Action Theory by creating Segmentary-Factional-Political Systems. Other 

researchen who have used Action Theory. or concepts from Action Theory include Siegel and 

Beals (1 960) concepts of conflict and factionalism. Landsman's (1988) study of Kanienkeh, and 

Dickson-Gilmour (1991) Criminology study of Kahnawake; and. the most recent analysis 

conducted by Mohawk professor Gerald Alfred (1995). Aifred explains how a history tainted by 

external manipulation resulted in a revitaluation of the Great Law of Peace in Kahnawake. The 

theoretical framework for this research study will incorporate concepts from Action Theory. 

Nicholas's Segmentary Factional-PoliticalSystems, the works of Siegel and Beals (1960), 

Dickson-Gilmour (1991), and Alfred (1994). We believe that these theories and concepts can be 

used to explain socio-political organuation and fhgmentation in Haudenosaunee communities. 

Nicholas's work emphasized the way political organizations function to create social 

stability rather than political conflict or the contesting of existing socio-political systems. In this 

research, we will examine the Great Law of Peace and its mle in political conflicts in a factional 



society. Nicholas kgan hb study by describing factionalism in the Longhouses of the Six 

Nations (Seneca, Cayuga, Onondaga, Oneida, Tuscamn, and Mohawk) present in the Six 

Nations of the Grand River; and the Band Council of the Six Nations of ttis Grand River 

community. The latter, was the only governmental body ncagn~ed and supported by the 

Canadian Federal govemment He describeci these as movements operaüng within a political 

spectmm, al1 vying for some control over political power or management over resources. 

"Factions are primarily political activitbs bpnslated by an organued struggle over public power 

and the allocation of resources" (Nicholas 1966: 23). Power is defined by Nicholas as control 

over human andlor material resources. These resourœs can in tum be categorized as private 

andlor public resources (Nichobs 1966: 46). The acîors or participants engaged in political 

activity usually attempt to increase their power and subsequently expand their control over 

resources (Nicholas 1966: 46). "If they do not, they are not engaged in political action" 

(Nicholas 1 966: 46). In this Iight, the "revival" of the Great Law of Peaœ in Akwesasne by its 

supporters could be interpreted as attempts by this segment of the society to increase their 

power and subsequentiy expand their cantrol over resources. 

When using the term "factions", Nicholas mites that: 

It should also be noted that the use of "faction" does not imply a moral 
judgement. In many political systems, to accuse one's opponent of 
"factionalism" is to charge him with using unfair rneans in the pursuit of 
illegitimate goals. The view of factionalism implied in the rhetorical use of the 
terms has evidently influenced soma recent theories about this phenornenon 
(Nicholas 1966: 46). 

Factions are conlict groups that prform essential political fundions. According to 

Nicholas, a factional system is not the political "state of nature" of any societies bacause: 

[qacüons are so often found in npidly changed or changing societies and 
institutions has no doubt drawn the attention of Siegel and Beals as well as other 
obsenrers to the disruptive featuras of fadional politics [. . .] If we distinguish 
between the social disniption brought about by alrnost any kind of political 
system, our attention will be drawn to the functions of factions (Nicholas 1966: 
66). 



Nicholas focused on the contributions of pdiocal organïzations to social stability, while 

disregarding the disniptive affects of social canRict by politicai cornpetition. It was fmm this 

perspective that Nicholas desdbed the rapid rock-politid changes that o#wrnd at the Six 

Nations eommunity during the mid-twentieth œntury, changes that were caused by rapid 

economic growth, extemal and intemal p d i i l  divisions, and a deterioraüng environment. The 

similarities between the Six Nations of the Grand River and Akwesasne c m  not be overlooked, 

extemal economic migration. and environmental deterioration. 60th 'stressors' pemanently 

and radically transformed the traditional means of subsistenœ (fishing, farming) that until this 

time, had played a prominent role in both communlies. We will see that environmental 

transformations brought about by the St. Lawrence Seaway contributed to the cultural 

revitalization of the Kaianerenkowa in Akwesasne. The nlated socio-political changes would 

not only factionalize, but also polatke the communïty for decades to corne. 

3.3 The Application Of Segmentary Factional-Political Syrtems Theory To 
Akwesasne 

Nicholas establishes his methodology and concepts with the help of Evans-Pritchard's 

field work and Action Theory. In the following sedion we will first describe Nicholas's five 

characteristics of Segmentary Factionai-Political Systems. then we will discuss their relevance 

to conternporary Akwesasne. 

a) Factions Are Confiict Groupe: Factions emerge during social conffict out of a 

sociologically undefined background to dominate a political amna that is usually dialectical 

(Nicholas 1968: 27). 'Conflict explains why there is no such thing as one faction in any political 

arena; obviously, thete must always be at leart two factions" (Nicholas 1968: 27). To categorïze 

members of Akwesasne according ta their political vision overîooks the fact that rnany 

supporten of the band councifs also profess to follow the traditional culture and values of the 

Haudenosaunee and the Kanienkehaka. For example, the 1990 conflict was chatacterized by 



animosity between supporters of the Longhouse vs. supporters of the Longhouse and band 

council supporters vs. band council supporters. 

Factions appear as gmups (or perhap btter. as quasigroups) only during confiid. 

However. then are severai instances of facüonal cospemtion or foctional caaliüons (or 

alliances). An example whem factional coalitions may appear is during perïods of extemal 

threat (Nicholas 1968: 44). Consequently, 'Yadions do not lose their sepamte idenüties in an 

alliance . . . For allianœs in one crisis may msuit in a polarkation in the nextn (Nicholas 1968: 

44). This statement seems to confimi Did<oon-Gilmour's observation in her study of political 

division at Kahnawake, where the author states that "there is communal convergence when 

there are extemal menaces" (Dickson-Gilmour IQ91: 32). We will examine this further when we 

discuss the Mohawk's opposition to the construction of the St. Lawrence Seaway. 

b) Factions Are Political Groups: This proposition simply specifes the kind of conflict in which 

factions engage. "If we regard politics as "organued" wnflict over the use of public power, then 

it is factions which organize this confiict in certain kinds of society and institutions" (Nicholas 

1968: 28). One of the most constant factors in Akwesasne appears to be the stniggle for 

political power and access to natural, human, and financial resources. 

c) Factions Are Not Corponte Groups: This negative criterion expands the functionalist 

concept of fundional undifferentiation, this factor is signiftcant to ow analysis for it indicates the 

differences between fadional conflids and other types of political conflict. Niaiolas argues that 

factions seem to lack the permanence of dans or Iineage and wrporate political parties, sinœ 

'factions are not wrporate, they are basically impermanent ... This does not mean that they rnay 

not persist for a long period of time' (Nicholas 1968: 28). Nicholas explains that factions rarely 

occurred in traditional societies because disputes or irrevocable differences were solved by the 

relocation or secession of a group from the main body (Nicholas 1968: 28). In Mohawk ternis, 



this is known as the "Philosophy Of The Corn". a philosophy embodying the ideals of 

consen sus and fragmentation in Kanienkehakr society . 

Wdh the establishment of a fixed territory and timited rwourœs in the 19th œntury, the 

"Philosophy Of Corn" could no longer be applied in Akwesasne. Consequentiy, dialectical 

political affiliations kcame permanent fixtures in the poliocal spectnim of Akuresasnei4. These 

communal divisions have o lkn escalated to the bnnk of intemal warfare, such as in the case of 

Raquette Point and in the 1990 Civil Confiict. 

d) Faction Hemben A n  Recruited By A Leader: Nicholas explains that a fadional leader is 

a man who may possess more political or economic power than any of his foliowers. These 

followen or factional members aie 'connecteci ta a faction only thmugh the activity of a leader. 

since the unit has no corporate existence or clear single principde of recniitment '(Nicholas 

1968: 28) without 'him'. Displays of leadership-allegianœ occur when a member is willing to 

conduct any a d  (e.g. physical confrontations) that may be regarded as appropriate 'Io the 

cause" (Nicholas 1978: 29). Causes that are often created and manipulated by these leaders. 

Mohawk allegiances extend beyond leadership loyalty, even beyond resource and 

economic scarcity. For many Almctsasronons (especially supporten of the Longhouse, but not 

exclusively) a 'cause' oc 'causes' include one's pridc in the history, the culture, the spiritualism. 

the socio-political systems (collective and individual mponsabilities), and the ecological 

l4 The reludance of Nicholas to expand upon the idea of faction pmianence andlor impermanence 
results in a definition that is ambiguous and somewhat Eur~cent~c. Many socio-political divisions, what 
Nicholas and others would cal1 factions, such as the proponents of the Great Law of Peace in Akwesasne 
are much older than most corporate and political entities in Canada. Nieholas's examination of the 
Haudenosaunee at Grand River could be interpreted as Eufo-centric because the auaior did not use the 
same labels to define Amerindians politics as he did to Western politics. One could be ied to believe that 
this was an indication that Nicholas may have had only a basic understanding of the complexity of 
Haudenosaunee politics and/or he was unwilling to acknowIedge that the system and its processes and 
structures could have been as advanced and cornplex as similar existing political systems in Western 
Society. This type of "Euro-centricN analysis, which has been condemned by other researchers, must be 
acknowledged and understood in ofder that it is not repeated. 



attunement (sense of relationship with the land) of the Kanienkehaka. These factors contribute 

to factional whesion in Mohawk sociiies. 

Nicholas states that leadership movements can also be alliances: 

Leadership may be providd not only by a politically powerlul individual. but also, 
as mals suggest, by a "dique" bared in an influerNial family. Another kinâ of 
clique might be cornposed of several leaders, sach of whom has a modest 
followhg, but none of whom is individually capable of mobiiizing an effecüve unit 
(Nicholas 7968: 29). 

In communities where resoorces are scarce, men powerful enough b ba faction leaders 

are always potentialiy in conflict, for two leaders can never have identical intetests. These 

conflicting interests often result in 'personal' coinpetition for limitcd resources. (Nicholas 1968: 

63). The deterioration of Akwesasne's environment resulted in a community that was seriously 

depleted of natural resources and economic opportunities. Therefore, many individuals were 

vulnerable and open to new "sources" of incorne such as contraband and gambling. Many 

proponents of these activities justify their actions according to a history which depicts 

contraband activities as traditional Mohawk enterprises (see Dennis 1993 and Delage 1991). 

Opponents of gamin9 and contraband activities in tum felt that the Kaianerenkowa prohibited 

such activities since they were not based on the fundamentalist principals of the 

Kaianerenkowa (peace, power, and righteousness) and the Kaiwiio. 

The various expressions of leadership and their roles in the functions of political 

organizations and political conflict in Akwesasne will be examined with the help of the 

Segmentary-Faaonal-Polfiial Systems approach, Mi le acknowledging the enviromental 

degradation and limited socio-sconomic opportunies available in the community. In the 

following section we will examine the differences of Nicholas's concept of a leader and the 

Haudenosaunee concept of a leader. 

In the Haudenosaunee Longhouse political power and prominence is distributed 

throughout the circle of tehonetment-shaw8:kon (hands and anns linked in peace). Although a 



leader is permitted to move beyond and outside the circle. hi8 actions are dosely monitored by 

those who remaimd mthin. M the actions taken by the myane are interpmted as threatening 

the peace and stability of the Confederacy and the nation, he con be dehomd or mpeached 

(after the three proper warnings) by the clan mathers and deputy-chiefs. In mis leadership 

format the loss of a kader does not undermine the structural integrity of the system. In 

Abesasne, the Longhouse is represented by the Kanienkehaka Nation Council of Chiefs. The 

alternative to the KNCC is the bandltribal muncil systems. Band Council leaders or chiefs are 

elected through an eledoral vote. The Band Council chief is usually an individual mntrolling 

local political power from a stmctured bureaucratic œntfal~ed hienrchy. Whik power and 

resources can be quickly mobilied in the Band Councils, these types of structures are also 

susceptible to coups and revolutions, which can destabilize and disassemble the socio-political 

system. 

In his definition of a leader Nicholas asserted that a faction leader lacks charisma. An 

assertion unsuppotted by a closer examination of the Iiterature. Noted historical figures such as 

Seigneur de Tracy, and Thomas Jefferson were quick to compliment the oratory skills and 

dignity that Haudenosaunee people carried themselves with (Vachon 1995). Even 

contemporary joumalists such as Homung (1991), and Johansen (1993) have k e n  often 

overwhelmed by the charismatic qualïties of such figures such as Jake Swamp, Tornmy Porter. 

Kakwirakemn, and Loran Thornpson (Vachon: f 995). 

One of Nicholas's weakness is his failure to recugnùe the role of Mohawk women in 

Haudenosaunee politics. In Kanienkehaka society, "the Iroquois value system was inherently 

dualistic and lad to a manifast dichotomy between th8 idealized 'Temale" values stressing peace 

and health and the more often realized destructive "male" values of power and warfare" (Alfrad 

1994: 40). In the matriîinealls Mohawk society, women had rights and authority over the land. 

- - -- - - - - - - 

1s According to Seymour-Smith, matrilineal descent is that which is traced thmugh @males. ln 
Kanienkehaka society, children are affiliatecl with the group of their rnother, or as it is sornetirnes 
expressed, of their mottier's brother. The kinship group formed by persons linked by rnatrilineal descent 
to a known cornmon ancestress is temed a matrilineage. In the avuncular and matrilineal Mohawk 



Through their dan, and kins, and the owachim Kanienkehakn women maintained genealogical 

and political continuity in a matrilineal system in which the primary kin relationship was the one 

between mother and daughter (Thomas 1094: 15). Haudenosaunem wornen al80 participated in 

consensual politics and gave their adviœ on matters of diplomacy. In this system women could 

not only veto a dedaration of war. but also ftee or adopt captives to mjwenate family lines 

(Graymont 1991 : 100). "Iroquois women in their own society enjoyed more power and higher 

status than did white women of the day in their society" (Graymont 1991 : 101). 

In conternporary Mohawk society. the wornen of Abesasne (as well as those of the 

Longhouse supporters) and their roles have been diminished due to the Indian AcP, Euro- 

centrism. and patrilineal systems. Today. Mohawk women no longer o m  the land. yet many 

Haudenosaunee traditions penevere. Clan affiliations are still transferred through the mothets 

bloodline. Mohawk clan mothers continue to elevate the royane of the Kanienkeheke Nation 

according to the Kaianerenkowa. Mohawk women are also essential components of the 

Canadian and American band councils; some are elected chiefs, while others are employed by 

the band councib. These positions of power, past and present, have provided the women of 

Akwesasne with several opportunitics to play prominent roles as both leaders and members in 

Akwesasne's socio-political arenas. 

e) Faction Memkn  Am Recruited On Diverse Principles: Nichoias M e s  that "a faction 

leader ordinarily has several different kinds of connection with his followers; he makes use of al1 

society, political positions are generally held by men, though transmitted and supervised by the clan 
mothers (Seymour-Smith 1986: 185). 

16 The lndian Act of 1876 cansolidated and revamped pra-Confederation legislaüon of the Canadas 
into a nation-wide frarnework that is still in place today, despite amendments that began alrnost as soon as 
it was passed. The Act's fundamental purpose - to assimilate Arnerindians - has remaineci a constant 
(Dickason 1992: 284)- The Act touches on virtually every aspect of Arnerindians' lives. The Act 
establishes a definition of an Indian. It also defines the following labels a "band", "band membet", and 
"resewe". It defines the relationship between Amerindians and the brader Canadian society (Gibbins 8 
Ponting 1 986: 19-21). 



possible ties to draw supporters into his fiaction" (Nicholas isB0: 47). According to Nicholas, 

this idea resembles Firth's notion of faction recnritment: 

[fladions are usually sûuctumlly divem. they moy rsrt upon kin ties. patron- 
dient relations. mligiow or polïicalaconomic ties or sny combination of these; 
they are mobilizeâ and made effBCtjye through an authority structure of leader 
and henchman, whose roles a n  bmadly defined and whose rewards in many 
cases &pend upon the leader" s discmon (Nichoias 1968: 47). 

Faction divenity. faction mauitment (also known as resourco mobilizaüon), and 

leadership fundions will be examined as we look at the five events of Akwesasne. The 

"reasons" for uniting or mobilüing resources can range from kinship to dan affiliation and 

economic prosperity. We will also examine if Mohawk leaders have called upon traditions and 

the Great Law of Peace as a unifying and jusbifying force for "the p a t e r  good of the Mohawk 

people," and as a defensive measure against extemal intervention in the community. 

3.4 Oberschall, Siegel And Beals, And Dicksonûilmour 

The ovenights of Nicholasl7 are the reasons why we have chosen ta use Oberschall's 

(1993) definition of social conflict. Obarschall describes social conflict as refennig to conflict in 

which parties are aggregates of individuals, such as groups, organizations, communities. and 

l7 Wping in mind the context of Nicholas's study, which was conducted when Action Theory was in its 
developmental stage, the researcher may have overlwked certain phenornena or concepts that were later 
defined by Action Theorists. This coold be partly attributable to the ambiguities of Nicholas's definitions. 
(e-g., faction permanence andtor impermanence). From his perspective kadership and power are 
permanent social anamolies resulting in dichotomous mggles. Thus, Nicholas emphasized the role of 
the individual-rational man and his sûategies within a gken socio-political and conflictual context, while 
failing to recognize the socio-economicl and ecoiogical stress plaguing the community. By focusing on 
cornpetitive intraclass behaviour, Nicholas negfected to define the mciprocal rok of women and men in 
Haudenosaunee participatory democracy or the similanties evident within ~e factions thenrsehres (i-e., a 
general belief in Mohawk.aubnomy). Nichoîas's insights will be the fiundation of this theoretical analysis 
and his oversights will be addressed by adding new elements to Segmentaiy FactionaCPoIiücal Systems. 
These elements indude: the history; the mle of Mohawk women in the socio-political arena; the role of 
emotions in social rnovernents and conflicts; exo-social political impacts and transformations of the power 
structures in Akwesasne; relations and conflicts between social classes; the mie of functions and mflicts; 
and the impacts of environmental transformation in Amerindian communities. In the case of Akwesasne, 
the environmental impacts of the S t  Lawrence Seaway dramatically tmnsbrmed Mohawk smèty in the 
twentieth cenhiry. 



crowds. rather than single individuals. "SociPI conflict mbrs in common usage to interaction in 

which the means chosen by the parties in punuit of mir goals are likdy to inflict damage. harrn 

or injury. but not neœssarily in every casen (Obenchall 1993: 39). The followhg definition of 

social conflict by Oberschall and Coser is a fitting explanation of the fîve events in Akwesasne: 

Social conflict is o stniggle over values or daims to rtotus, power and scarce 
resourccw, in which the aims of the confiict gmup are not only to gain the desired 
values, but also to neutralize, injure, or eliminate iivsk. Soda1 confiict 
encompasses a bmad range of social phenornena: dass, mligiwr. and 
communal conflicts; riots, rebellions, revalutions; strikes and wil disorders; 
marches. demonstrations, protest gatherings and the likes (Obenchall 1993: 39- 
40). 

To compliment the analysis of political organkations and confiict in Akwesasne, we will 

rnake use of the Mohawk analogy of wnflict as a "creative-tension" by the council fire. Under 

this analogy conflict is the expression of disagreement, which brings into focus diverse 

viewpoints. and provides the opportunity to calmly, and rationally explore their strenghts and 

weaknesses. Under the Haudenosaunee system of governanœ disagreement itsel is neither 

good nor bad. Diverse perspectives bring into focus and explore the strenghts and weaknesses 

of ideas. assumptions and alternatives. The task is to work together to discover which choice is 

most acceptable to al1 members (Butler & Rothstein 1991: 57). Under the Great Law of Peaœ 

a proper mode of discussion avoids accusations. Condemnations impede discussions and can 

led to violence. However, the dear minded can discard the "grey ciouds of discantent" and 

stimulate a positive discussion, promoting conflict as an occasion for growth. This analogy will 

be incorporated into works of such Action Theorists as Siegel and Beals and Dickson-0ilmour. 

The ideas of these authors will provide the researcher with the appropriate tools to analyze the 

shifts in alliances throughout the five events and in the role of factictions and conflict within 

Akwesasne. Siegel and Beals developed the concepts of schismatic and pivasive 

factionalism. Accarding to the authors, the two ternis can be interpreted in the context of a 

largely quantitative difference (Siegel and Beals 1960: 399). 



The extreme or ideal case of pervasive factionalism would involve conflict 
batween unorganizad and transient groupings. whib the ideal case of schismaüc 
factionalism WOU# invohm confiid benNeen two wdl-organbed gfoups. 80th 
kinds of factionalism would lead to the abanclonment of ~ommun i t y~de  
coopewative adivities, but only in the case of pervasive fWionalism would 
woperation within tmaller subgroups dedine or œase to oœur (Siegel & bals 
1960: 399). 

80th schismatic and prvasivc facüonalism could k used to describ the pdiical 

events that occurred in the comrnunity. Yet. over the! bst fifty yean. the conflicts in Akwesasne 

have taken place within a socio-political arena which involves two dichotornous and well- 

organized factions, leading to a pmliminary assessment that kctional conflicts in Almasasne 

could be schismatic. However, the shift in alliances indicate a prvasiveness in Mohawk political 

affiliations. According to Johansen (1993). many memben of Akuwsasne believe that there is 

social disintegration within the cornmunity. This has resulted in each individual andlor groups 

punuing their own goals (Johansen 3). According to Siegel and Beals. this only compounds 

social problems: "ln this manner, an ordinary family quarrel may k transformed into a wnflict 

affecting most of the people in the village. The avowed purpose of such conflict is to "bring 

down" the rnemben of the othei group and so pave the way for a resumption of normal village 

function" (Siegel & Beals 1960: 396). The authors add that "such victories accomplished 

nothing beyond the temporary humiliation of memben of the opposed faction. Victory was 

usually followed by betrayal and the renewal of hostilities along new alignments" (Siegel 8 

Beals 1960: 397). 

Finally. Siegel and Beals suggest that social dissension is often addressed by the 

community through communal motivations that reffeate or mcover communal spirits or actions 

promoting the cooperation of the mernban of the community as a whole - one such enterprise 

is the Great Law of Peace. Within the holistic frameworlc of the Kaianerenkowa, social and 

communal cohesion are the foundations of the Confsderacy. Communal unity in this contewt 

was never questioned for safeguards such as communal participation, and clan representation 

and the Great Law of Peaœ existed (Dickson-Gilmour 1991: 29). Problems and conflids arose 

in Akwesasne when these communal interactions diminished and the safeguards were 



eliminated or in fad, the system (Great Law of Peaœ) war mplaœd by the band-tribal 

system(s)). The latters wem never klly or properly impkmented in the community. sinœ a 

compomnt of Akwesasronons perceive thsse fonns of govemanœ as foreign intrusions into 

local sovereign socîo-political systems. As a result, the community bacorne fragment4 and 

polarized, with each gmup questioning the otheh motives and objediïes. This 

misunderstanding endangers communal unity and distorts the uitimate a h  of Mohawk 

sovereignty (Dickason 1 991 : 29). 

3.5 Literature Review 

A literature review was conducted in order to examine the role of the Great Law of 

Peace in the past and its transformation within contemporary Haudenosaunee society. The 

material was divided into three fields; (1) historical documents fmm Jesuit reports and dianes 

and documents of eady explorers and military officiais; (2) the work of anthropologists and 

historians; and (3) Haudenosaunee and Amerindian literature. The literature review is 

supported by an examination of local Mohawk media (Amsasne Notes, Indian 7ims and The 

People's Voice) and their covenge of the five social movements. A series of interviews 

conducted with key actan in the five events wilt cornplement the literature research. 

3.5.1 Historicril Documenb, Jesuit Reports, Explomn And Historians 

This section examines the diary of the Dutch explorer Van den Bogaert. followed by the 

reports of the Jesuit Lafiteau and a review of the writings of the French explorer and military 

ofkial, Lahontan. 

Little is known about Harmen Meydertsz Van den Bogaert (1631-1647), a Dutch 

explorer who lived and died in the New Netherland's colony of Fort Orange. The journal 

detailing his obsewations (1634-35) of the lands of the Haudenosaunee was published in 1895. 

Van den Bogaert makes two observations that would bad us to believe that the Great Law of 



Peace was fimly established in the territory of the F i i  Nations. His fimt refere!nce. noted on 

January 1, 1635. is the descfipüon of wampum. "ln ths evening the Indians hung a belt of 

sewant and some other strung muant that the chief brought back h m  the French Indians as a 

token of peaœ ... A M  long deliôeraüon they concbdeâ the peaœ for four yeamn (Van den 

Bogaert 1 988: 15). According to ûennis (1 993) and Gehring and Starna (1 988) (the editon of 

Van den BogaeNs diary), fhe journal was perhaps the fira litemry mention of the existence of 

the Haudenosaunee confedemcy (Dennis 1993: 81). and a Haudenosaunee allianœ (Guering & 

Stama 1988: 46). On January 3 1635, during his stay in Oneida temtory, Van den Bogaert 

made the following observation: 

Mhich was to Say that I should go to al1 these places, by naming al1 the castles, 
and I would go there fleely and be free there in every place; I would have house 
and fire, wood and anything else. Whatever I received there would k mine .... 
and I was again made a present of a beaver (Van den Bogaert 1988: 16-17). 

This quote hints at the existence of concentric hunting territones in the lands of the 

Haudenosaunee, also refend to by the "People of the Longhouse" as the common beaver 

bowl, to which Van den Bogaert was given access. 

During his 10 year stay at Kahnawake (1724-1734), the Jesuit Lafiteau wrote two 

volumes describing the wstoms and policies of the Haudenosaunee people in Kahnawake. 

Although he does not specifcally mention the Great Law of Peace, several of his obsewations 

allude to the existence of the Kaianerenkowa, including his description of the leadership 

structures and the reciprocal role of the genders. 

Lafaeau conœntrated most of his work on the leadership structure of the 

Haudenosaunee, including the symbolic role of the council fim during official meetings (Lafiteau 

1983a: 85-90). It also described the mie of the clan rnothers, wampum and myane in these 

councils: 
La dignitb de chef est perpétuelle et hhrédïtaire dans sa cabane, passant 
toujours aux enfants de ses tantes, de ses soeurs, ou de ses nieces du cdte 
maternel. Des que l'arbre est tombé. il faut, disentils, le relever. La matrone qui 
est la principale autorité, apres en avoir confdré avec ceux de sa cabane, en 
confere de nouveau avec ceux de sa tribu. qui elle fait agréer celui qu'elle a 



choisi pour succéder, ce qui lui est assez libre. Elle n'a pas toujours égard au 
droit dainessa, et d'ordinaire elle prend celui qui parait îe plus propre, pres a 
soutenir œ rang par $88 bonnes qualit8s. Le choix en &tant d6termin6, la 
proposition s'en bit dans le village par des colliers de pondaine. On y produit 
celui qui est 6lu. qu'on ne fait simpkment qw montrer, et il est s u r ~ a m p  
proclomC e[t] reconnu (Lafiteau 1g88b: 81-82). 

Lafiteau (1988) describes certain protocds that are associated with the Condolenœ 

Ceremony (set chapter 2, section 2 4  for mon, details). He discusses the gib  of porcelah 

suspended from two rodD (Lafiteau 1988b: 93-94); he describes the great ontory given to the 

defunct and the role of the other moiety (me omet dan) during funenls (Lafiteau 1988b: 133); 

and last, he mentions the closing of the Condoknca Ceremony - the "Feast of the Dead" 

(Lafiteau 1 988b: 1 42). 

The French explorer and soldier Louis Armand de Lom d'Am, Baron de Lahontan 

(1666-1 7 16) is best known for his book the "Nouveaux Voyages de Mr. Le Baron De Lahontan 

Dans l'Amérique Septentrionale" This work is composed of 25 lettenr that describe his ten-year 

stay in New France from Novernber 1683 to January 31st 1694 (Translated from Ouellet 1990a: 

25). Lahontan describes the use of wampum by both the French and the Onondaga royane 

"On ne saurait faire aucune affaire, ni entrer en n6gociations avec les [Amérindiens] du 

Canada. sans I'entremi de ces diers, qui servent de contrats et d'obligations parmi eux. 

l'usage de 116criture leur 6tant inconnu" (Lahontan 199Oa: 305). The author also mentions 

sorne of the protocols that are associated with the Condolence Ceremony - the promotion of 

peace and the establishment of strong kinship ties: 

Écoute, Onnontio [de la Barre], ma voix est celle des cinq Cabanes Iroquoises ... 
ils entenarent la hache Cataracouy, en présence de ton prédeœsseur, dans le 
centre du Fort, ib planterent au meme lieu rarbn de Paix pour y etre 
soigneusement conserv6; qu'au lieu dtune retraite de Guerriers. ce poste ne 
serait plus qu'une retraite de Marchands .... Je t'assure au nom des cinq Nations, 
que nos Guemem danseront sous ses feuillages la danse du Cafumet; qu'ils 
demeuront tranquilles sur leurs nattes, et qu'ils ne ddtenwmnt la hache pour 
couper l'arbre de la Paix, que quand leur brrwr Onnontio et Corlar conjointement 
ou s6parement se mebont en devoir &attaquer les pais dont le grand esprit a 
dispose en faveur de nos anœtres (Lahontan 1990a: 309). 



Lahontan à also one of the first European authors to rekr to the rok of Haudenosaunee 

women in the adoption proœss. *Les Lmmes Iroquoises adoptent quelqudois les prisonniers 

qu'on leur donne pour s'en servir a leur gré. et alors ils sont regardez comme gens de la 

Nation" (Lahontan 199Oa: 72û-22). Last. r# desaibes the importance of sovereignty to the 

Haudenosaunee: 
Ils se moquent des menaces de nos Rois et de nos Gowerneurs, ne 
connaissant en aucune rnaniem h terme de dépendance; ils ne peuvent pas 
meme suppocter ce terrible mot. Ik se mgarâent comme des Sowemins qui ne 
nlevent d'autre Maltrs que de Dieu seul qu'ils nomment k Grand Esprit 
(Lahontan 1991 a: 287). 

Neither the Dutch explorer van den Bogaert. the seigneur de Tracy, aie Jesuit Lafiteau. 

nor the French explorer Lahontan. specifically mention the Kaianerenkowa. However, they do 

mention the Condolence Ceremony, the existence of the Five Nations Confderacy. the use of 

wampum, the role of women in the adoption pmcess. and sovereignty. Lafiteau and Lahontan 

also described the rok of leaders in Haudenosaunee society (Lafiteau 1983(a): 80. Lahontan 

1990(a): 639). What could also have k e n  mentioned is the description of the important 

metaphor - the great tree of peace. by both Lafiteau (1983(a): 82) and Lahontan (1990(a): 74). 

Through this bnef historical ovewiew. one can conclude that many of the concepts and 

processes stipulated in the Kaianerenkowa were well established by the time of the first 

Eutopean presence in Haudenosaunee lands. 

3.5.2 Haudenosaunee Experts And Anthropologists 

There have been several authors from various disciplines who have wntten about the 

Haudenosaunee. Yet, it has only been in the late 19th and 2ûth œnkiry that academia began 

to examine closely the Great Law of Peaca and "Haudenosaunw protocob". These eariy 

works gave rise to a new field called "Iroquoian research". The founders of this field of study 

were such notable anthropologists as Morgan (1845). Hewitt (1893). Goldenweiser (1899). 

Parker (1916). Henry (1955). R. Fadden (1954). Wallace (1968), and Fenton (1975). 

Contemporary scholan in this field are Venables (1980). Vecsey (1988). Vachon (1991). 



Bonvillain (1992). Dennis (1993). and Richter (1993). These authors describe the 

transformations of the Haudenosaunee and the Kaia~mnkowa during t h  ara of post- 

European contact Some, like Goldemiser, Parksr, H m ,  and Wallace wrote their own 

rendions of the ~aianefenkowa. This study wifl focus on tha worh of Henry Lewis Morgan 

and Beauchamp (1 9O4), and modem schoIars. induding Vecsey and Dennis. 

Morgan utiliied hh Haudenosaunee contacts to conanict hi8 soùo-political analysis of 

the Haudenosaunee Confeâeracy. His perception that the Haudenosaunee were a warlike 

people continues to be prpetuated within the modem interpretations and stereotypes 

associated to the Confederacy. 

The publication of League of the Haudenosaunee in 1û45. "made Morgan one of the 

foremost ethnologists of his time" (Henry 1955: 239). League of the Haudenosaunee, a classic 

in anthropological work, remains to this day an authoritative source book. It is notable, 

however, that throughout his study, Morgan failed to grasp several fundamental components of 

the Haudenosaunee social systems. Morgan. a lawyer by-training, interpreted the supposedly 

menial tasks of women as evidence that they were considered inferior to men, despite their 

political authority (Henry 1955: 75). Morgan also overlooked the extensive horticultunl 

practices of the Haudenosaunee and the reciprocal role of men and women in these fÏelds. 

Men cleared the fields and women tended and raised the aops. AJthough Morgan did 

recognized the Haudenosaunee's quest for peace, he nonetheless contributed substantially to 

the martial and imperial image of the Haudenosaunee Confederacy. Morgan b racognized for 

coining the term "Pax Iroquioa". Morgan defined the term as an imperial league based on 

conquest, warfare, and the subjugation of al1 who opposed the "Iroquois Empire." The "Iroquois 

Constitution" of the "lroquais Empire'' was an aggresrive punuit for peaœ in a military fashion 

(Dennis 1993: 97). F.C. Wallace (1966), Jennings and Trigger (1976), and Richter and Merrel 

(1987) are authors who adopted Morgan's idea "Pax Iroquoial' and incorporatecl it into their 

researcfi. Not one researcher recognized the inherent contradictions of the terni, for the 

Confederacy and the Great Law of Peace were founded upon peace and rationalkation. To 



conduct warfare is a failure to rationalire and echieve pesœ. i b s e  antfadidbn continue to 

contribute to the "stemotypical depidion" of W ConfWeracy as a League of War- 

The historian Dennis critiques Morgsn's "Pax Iroquioa" by outlining the numerous peace 

attempts (seventeenth œntury) of the Haudenosaunee with not only the Dutch. but also with 

the French Nation (i624.162S. 1655, and T684). Wnnk also explains that to the 

Haudenosaunee. 1-s of lif6 was the greatest tragedy of all. Only in p a œ  oould life be 

preserved. In this Iight. warhm was a failure in achieving peaœ and the good mind. War then 

became a drastic final solution and a failum of the Great Law of Peaœ. This viewpoint is 

confinned by the observations of William M. Beauchamp (1904) and F.C. Wallaœ (9958). 

Beauchamp expkined that peace was engrained in the leadership stnictum. üeauchamp 

states that "one of their own names for the wnfederacy was that of the Great Peace, and 

though they fought fierœly they always hailed pesce as one of the greatest blessings" (cited in 

Dennis 1993: 97). In the words of Paul k W Wallace, "peaœ was a way of He. characterized 

by wisdorn and gnciousness ... the Good expressed in action. that is. the good life" (cited in 

Dennis 1993: 108). The Great Law of Peace could only be pradiœ by the Kanienkehaka as a 

living embodiment of the "good philosophy". 

Consensus and factionalism provided the Confeâeracy with the means to adapt to the 

socio-acological changes occurring in North America. ûennis uülizes a seventeenth century 

qoote written by Claude C. le Roy Bockqueville de la Pothen' in order to illustrate this: 

The Iroquois wdd use their iriisions to great advantage, employing them to 
escape humiliating and disastrous debats; when things went badly. the faction 
or nation not imrnediately involvd could initiate peaœ discussion, even before 
hostilities œased. This process need not k seen cynically as a form of 
treacherous manipulation, but instead it can be vie- through the perspective 
of Iroquois history as a means of aiding kinspeople and malking or maintaining 
the larger cultural ideal - that is, peaœ (Dennis 1993: 252). 

Contemporary analysis by both Haudenosaunee authon (Mohawk (1 Q88), Aifmd (1 995) 

and non-Amerindian authom (Johansen (1993). Dennis (1 993)) have approached the subject of 

factionalism from a different perspective. To these authors. the strength of the Haudenosaunee 



systems may have been its capacity to fiagrnent into numerous socio-politid entities, without 

falling into total social chaos or anarchy. The follow*ng quote illustrates Dennis' perspective: 

Although the conflids of the Fwe Nations later expanded and took on new, 
unpreœâented dimensions, we should sue such a development n a  as a Iogical, 
inevitable mul t  of Imquois culture but rather as an aberration forœû on the F i e  
Nations by the defonning Meds of European colonialism (ûemis 1993: 69). 

Vecsey, an "lroquoian Expert," examined the transbrmations of the Great Law of Peaœ 

from an oral transfemnœ to a m e n  document To Vecsey the Writfen versions of the 

Kaianerenkowa coincides with the "codification" of the Great Law of Peaœ as a constitution 

with wampum representing artides of the Iaw. Vecsey argues that experts in lroquoian studies 

such as Hewitt, Goldenweiser, Parker, and Fenton, "have al1 becorne embroiled in the debate 

about the possibüity of aboriginal constitutionality, and their disagreement has coloured their 

work" (Vecsey 1988: 97). 

Morgan's impact on anthropology and "Iroquoian Studiestt cannot be overlooked. for he 

established the notion of the "warrÎng Iroquois League". It was only much later that non- 

Amenndian scholars such as Vecsey and Dennis began to explore the "other facet" of 

Haudenosaunee society - the concept of Pace. 70 these authon, the Great Law of Peace 

was much more effective in peace then in war. Yet, even in times of tremendous social 

upheaval, the dynamic flexibility of the Kaianerenkowa allowed the Confederacy to survive 

through factionalism. 

3.5.3 An Ovewiew Of Amerindian And Haudmaunee Litemture 

To the Haudenosaunee and many Honkwehonwe, the Great Law of Peace is a living 

embodiment of natural and spiritual laws. To Haudenosaunw authors such as Jake Thomas 

(1 994, Oren Lyons (1988), John Mohawk (1988). and Gerald A M  (1995) the Great Law of 

Peace is a cornplex-adaptive system founded on dynamic and dichotomous processes. 

Wendake (Huron) author George E. Sioui (W89) explains that the Confederacy was modified 

as a reactive adaption to the socio-cultural repercussions brought about through their contact 



with the Europeans. Some of th- repercussions wem huge population demases, 

epidemics, warfare, and alcoholisrn. According to Sioui, amendments to the Great Law of 

Peaœ, such as the adoption of captives. piovided the Confedemcy with the means to suwive 

the European onslaught. 

Amad (1995) is partiwlarly interestecl in the flexibility and the adaptability (or lack 

thereof) of the Kaianerenkowa. In his analysis, AFbd examines the historical transformations 

of the Kaianerenkowa from an alkncompassing 'Way of Ife'' to a political ideology: 

Crises and conflict in effect provide the impetus for the re-evaluation of history 
and culture essential to maintaining a salient set of politicai values. Political 
conflict became this necessary by-product of rejecting the ktgacy of an unjust 
history, the imposition of fonign systems in Kahnawake and the struggle to ra- 
integrate traditional values by Kahnawakons. Different v i e ~  on the nature and 
meaning of tradition lead to intemal facüonalism and conflict; challenging the 
laws and structures of a colonial regime lead to reaction by. and confrontations 
with, the state (Alfred 1995: 2). 

Alfred describes how consensus and fragmentation were dichotomous yet 

complementary components of the Great Law of Peaœ: 

mhe role of consensus, the traditional pattern of Iroquois political development. 
revolved around the continual formation of new political units. Failure to achieve 
consensus had a paralysing effect on govemanœ. Political disputes tradiiionally 
played themselves out as polarking arguments, and the problem was resolved 
through the factionalbation of larger units and the formation of smaller, more 
homogeneous wmmunitiesl usually on the village be l .  Duality of interest was 
in fact m m o n  even among the pr%.cantact Mohawk, and it gave rise to the 
Iroquois systern as the prototype for later decentraluad federal systems (Alfred 
1995: 42). 

In this contextl the flexibility of the Kaianerenkowa is paradoxicslly its strength and 

weakness, this factor L evident when we examine the various interpmtations of the Great Law 

of Peace, according to Alfred, there are at Ieast four diffemt versions of the Kaianerenkowa in 

circulation today. 

Onginally an oral document, it was translated into m e n  fom during the 19th 
century by various interpretenr. A version transcribed by Seth Newhouse in 
1903 remains one the one most closely adhered to by most of the Iroquois 
Longhouses. The central con of the stotory remains consistent, but there is much 
disparity in emphasis and detail which has led to disagreement among the 



Iroquois as to the specific content of the Kaiartemnkowa as a lm, particulariy in 
the effort to maka it a set of guiding wks for govemrnent in the conternporary 
era. Them remains one individual. Cayuga elder, Jacob Thomas. capable of 
reciting the oral version from memory (AKreâ 1995: 197). 

3.6 Conclusion 

The amalgamation of Segmentary FactionaCPoiiicaI Systems and the woiko of Dickson- 

Gilmour, Siegel and Beais will help hiihlight the roîe (if any) of the Kaianemnkowa in fadional 

politics in Akwesasne. fhrwgh an historical perspective we see that the protowls and 

philosophies establishcd within the Great Law of Peace have been noted by the eariiest 

European explorers. We also described how Anthropolagïsts and Historians have contributad 

to the modem perception of the Haudenosaunee Confedency and the Kaianerenkowa, as both 

instruments of war and an vehicles of peace. The Haudenosaunee spatial proximity to both 

Euro-Canadian and Amcrican govemrnents also contributed to varying degrees of impacts 

within the Confederacy and to the Kaianerenkowa (i-e the concept of a-leader). Some of these 

changes continue to reverberate in the modem Confederacy and throughout the contemporary 

interpretations of the Great Law of Peaœ. 

Alterations and mutations have altered the Kaianerenkowa from a socio-cultural 

teaching of ''the clear mindecl" into a po l ih l  ideology. Examples of the the Kaianerenkowa's 

mutations are illustrated in Figure 6 'The Transfomiaoon of The Kaianerenkowa" pl74 in the 

Appendix. The diagram corresponds to the information provided in sections 2.6-2.8 of Chapter 

Two, and it illustrates how the Kaianerenkowa was transforrned fmm an oral tradition into a 

written code known as the Troquais Constitution" known only by a handfull of orators and 

authors. The second mutation occurecl with the creation of the K H o  in the early nineteenth 

century, and the role (if any) of the Kaiwiio within the contempomry interpretations of the Great 

Law of Peace. 



Both the "constitut*onn and the KaWo have been used to validate of refute various sanctives 

and mutually contradidive political ideofogies. We will expkre these contradictions in the next 

section through an examination of five social movements in Alnnnsasne's modem history. 



4. FlVE SOCIAL MOVEMENTS IN AKWESASNE 

The next chapter is an analysis of five m a l  movements in Aûwesasne h m  a 

Segmentary-FacUonaCPolitical Systems Theory anaîysis. Historically, the Haudenosaur~~e 

have never wavemd from their assertion of sovemignty and nationhd. Numerour peace 

treaties with the Dutch. French. English, and American nations te- to th Haudenosaunee's 

conviction that they have Kashmtha (nationhoad) and fewtotahie (sovemignty). 

Contemporary expressions of Haudenosaunee sovemignty am found in the rejection of the US. 

Congress "Indian Reorganuation Aa" of 1934. as well as resisting the Fedenl Liberal 

Govemment's proposed White P a p r  of 1968. 

The post-World War II e n  was a tirne of enonnous social and environmental changes in 

North America. Rivers became hydroelectric dams and conals, and sevenl of these types of 

infrastructures encroached upon the Mohawk temtory of Akwesasne. The most notable of 

these projects was the St. Lawrence Seaway project. The first social rnovernent that will be 

examined in this chapter is the organized resistance to the construction of the St. Lawrence 

Seaway. The next four social rnovements, which follow the construction of the St. Lawrence 

Seaway will k presented in a chronologid order. 

4.1 THE ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY AND THE COMMUNITY OF A M S A S N E  

In 1959. the St. Lawrence Seaway became the workl's largest inland navigable 

waterway, providing accass to the centre of the continent, 3,750 km away from the Atlantic 

Ocean. Extending 1,500 km, and traversing two provinces, the St. Lawrence River became a 

key route for the transportation of cargo18 (The State of Canada's Environment 1991 : 194). 

The Mohawk Nation was largely ignored during the wncepüon and implementation of this 

mega-project. In l M g ,  a contingent from Akwesasne. concemed with the possible destruction 

18 Between 1959 and 1989, more than 1.2 billion tones of cargo were transported (The State of 
Canada's Environment 199 1 : 194). 



of marshes and shorelina habiits, presented their wnœms to aia S t  Lemsnœ Seaway 

Review Cornmittee. After listening to the arguments brought forth, the panel, consitting of 

Americans and Canadians elected to pmeeâ wïth the project (Liiem lQQ4). Ten yean later, 

after the failuni! of several court injuncüons by the Mohawks to halt the pmject, tfm St Lawnce 

Seaway was compkted. 

Many of the Seaway'r infrastmctures wsm emdeâ mar or on th. Mohawk territory of 

Akwesasne. In 1954, the Power Authority of the Stoto of New York aborbed the Mohawk- 

owned Bamhart Island (upriver from the community) and built the Moses-Saunders Power 

House and the Long Soult spillway Dam (Goodman-Draper 1994: 53). In 1956, the St- 

Lawrence Seaway Authorïty (the Canadian agency) expropriated 130 acres on Cornwall Island 

and constructeci the Cornwall-Massena International Bridge, The Mohawks of Ahesasne 

responded by taking legal adion. After a lengthy court baffle lasting neaiIy four years, the 

Authority reluctantly agreed to pay $45,000 for three yeam bockqent (Smith 1993: 14748). 

For Akwesasne the Seaway 1) brought about large environmental changes; 2) 

transformed both traditional and local subsistance adivities by stimulating new economic 

ventures in what had been a rural area; 3) generated palcal facüonaluation within the 

community; 4) and lastly, it mvived socio-political Mohawk traditions such as the Great Law of 

Peace. These phenornenon are reviewed in the following paragraphs. 

The hydro-eIedric dams transformed much of the landscape upriver from Akwesasne: 

entire islands that had belonged to the Mohawks disappeared; marshes, onœ productive 

hunting and trapping grounds, were flooded. Whirlpools and nearby rapids were drastically 

altered. According to local sources, much of the dredged St. Lauwenœ river bed was dumped 

on Cornwall Island (B. David: 1995). During the course of construction, the Seaway's engineers 

found t necessary to straighten out the channel of the river. In order to accomplish this feat, 

four families had to be displaced, and a portion of Raquette Point was dynamited and bulldozed 

(Wdson 1959: 91). 



Seeking retribuüon for these consequences, the Mohawks of Alauesasne became quite 

active in the legal and judicial arenas- The first case invohred the 1954 expropriation of 

Bamhart island by New York State. In IgSQ, the StPto of New York was fined o damage 

allocation of $5,960,000 (Wilson 1959: 100). To this date, no document mords mat the 

distribution of momy ever twk place exist (Wilson 195Q: 100). Frustrated with the standstill 

and alkgations of the corruption of American OniciaIs, the Mohawks of Akwesasne kought their 

case to the US. Supmrne COUR On January 1059, the petition was denieâ by the US. 

Supreme Court (Wilson 1959: 100)- 

The compensation package for the Raquette Point displacement totalled $1 00,000, half 

of which was allocated to the removal and relocation of the displacad Mohawk families while the 

remaining amount was to be equitably divided among the people of the cornmunity. According 

to Wilson "only $62,000 of the total has been fomiarded to the Mohawk negotiators [elected 

chiefs from the band wuncils]" (VVhon 1959: 99). 

The new econornic opportunities provided by the construction phase allowed many 

Mohawks to become highly skilled machinists and worken in the 'High steer industry. These 

economic incentives separated the Mohawks benefhing ftam the employment opportunities 

from those opposing the construction of the St. Lawrence Seaway. Ironically, mveral years 

later, many of the high steel workers employed during the construction phased of the St. 

Lawrence Seaway would become active members of the Warriors' Society, resisting further 

American and Canadian enmachment on Mohawk lands (Wilson 1959: 91). 

The two bridges that had been wnstructed because of the St. Lawrence Seaway, 

improved local transportation routes, but also contributed to disputes over the concept of 

Mohawk rights and Mohawk sovereignty. Although the United States nwpected the freadom of 

free passage over the international border, Canadian authonües refused to recognized this 

right. In 1956, Louis Francis, an Akwesasronon decided to challenge the Canadian customs 

and tariff law by tmnsporting and failing to declare a u s d  washing machine over the Canadian 

border. He was charged with being in violation of Canadian law. Francis wntested the 



imposition of d m  under artide III of the Jay Tmaty and toak the matter up to the Supreme 

Court. In the 1957 case. Fmnas vs. the Queen. the Canadian courts nilecl mat the Jay Tnaty 

had been abrogated by the War of 1812 (Akwesasne Notes 1995: 63). The court ncords read: 

The Indian Rights unâer the Jay Tmaty was never impkmented or sanctionad by 
legislation and that the Indian Act of Canada was not applicable and wu# not ... 
provide immunity from the Customs Acts of TaM A d  of Canada. The Court also 
implied that the Jay Treaty. despite the Tmaty of Guent of 1814, had bmn 
abrogated by the War of 181 2 (Hauptman 1988: 147). 

Many Kanienicehaka interpreted this decision as Canada's to acknowkdge its 

responsibilities recorded in treaties betman Britoh and the Haudenosaunee ConWeracy. A 

new action strategy was required, one that would aswrt Mohawk sovereignty and revitalire 

ancient socio-political systems such as the Great Law of Peaœ. On August 1957, 200 

Mohawks led by royene Francis Jonhson (Standing Arrow). of Akwesasne, repossessed the 

site of an ancient Mohawk village near Fort Hunter. N.Y., and tnnsfonned a nearby old barn 

into a Longhouse. The following winter (March 1958). the New York State Troopars responded 

by evicting the protesters. This event which kcame known as the Standing Arrow movement, 

was in stark contrast with the cooperative strategy of the band council: it was an open protest of 

the injustices of the Seaway's expropriation. Standing ArroWs leadership. although short-lived, 

offered new strategies for Mohawk suivival. It illustrated the need for stronger militancy and 

renewed affirmations of Mohawk tmaty rights and land daims. This wuld only be 

accomplished through a retum to traditional values such as those espoused in the 

Kaianerenkowa (Hauptman 1986: 150). Moreover, during the Standing Arrow event, the 

Mohawks were able to express their grievanœs and conœms to the general public through the 

media. A new medium had bean found that wuld legiümize Amerindian conœms (Hauptman 

1986: 150). 

Standing Arrow's actions were important on a number of levels: 1) it addressed the 

problems associated with the lndian Act in Canada and Treaties in the United States at a time 

when political correctness and Amerindians were not an important part of public awareness 



(Interviewee C: 1995); 2) it "revitakeû" the G a t  Law of Peaœ as a Iegitimate Mohawk 

ideology. by maffirming the Kanienicehaka's nght to Kashwnfhe ancl Tewatotahre; 3) the ment 

also increswd cuitural pride, a consequenœ that would encourage Mure leaders such as 

Tommy Porter. Mike Mitchell and Francis bots to assert their Mohawk sovereignty in a feshion 

akin to that of Standing Ammr. 

n ie  Standing Arow movement was not without its downside- The rapid mobilaation 

needed to accamplish this act was undertaken wiaiout the unanimous consensus of the 

Longhouse. Many proponents of the Longhouse who had nmained in Akwesasne interpreted 

Standing Anow's actions as disnipüve and aggnssive (Interviewee F: 1995). In fad, the event 

was so controversial that much of the raquired support by the Kanienkehaka nation and the 

Haudenosaunee Confederacy was simply not present (Intervieww H: 1995). By the time the 

activists h m  Schoharie Creek had retumed home in 1958. division wiaiin the Longhouse was 

evident. The participants were informed that their departure from' the community had also 

involved their leaving Tehonetenent-shsw$:kon "the circle of the Longhouse", an act that was 

interpreted as k i ng  a transgressions against the Great Law of Perce. In other words, their 

actions had resulted in a "seif-impeachment" of their authority. Consequently, any titfe that had 

been held by Standing Arrow or his followers, including several dan rnothers, had been Ieft in 

Akwesasne (Intewiewee H: 1995). Although most of the clan mothers were able to regain their 

authority, Standing Arrow was subsequently dehomed for his participation in the event 

(Interviewee C: 1 995). 

During the winter of 1968, bordercrossing issues arose again in Ahsasne, when 

Canadian Customs officiais began to clamp down on Mohawks transporong groceries and other 

goods frorn the US. into Canada. Longhouse supporters inspired by Standing Armw 

responded by blockading the U.S-Canada-Transnational Bridge, located near the Canadian 

Customs and Immigration office on Cornwall Island (Mohawk Temtory). Spearheaded by the 

Longhouse, the event was a cooperative effort betwwn Christian Mohawks, Band Council 

supporters, and Longhouse proponents. "The Band Coundls themselves the St. Regis 



Mohawk Tribe or the Mohawk Council of Akwesasne did not openly support or oppose the 

event" (1 ntervkwem F: 1995). 

Fmm one penpedive, the event was momentout. as it united the community in a 

wmmon cause: 

The International Bridge was good for the communily and everyona involveâ, for 
it initiated tradiüonalism. encauraged the S t  Regis wohawk Tribel and the! 
Mohawk Coundl of Akwesasne to cooperate ... it was al1 very hedthy for the 
community (Interviewse 0: 1995)- 

The protesten composed mostly of women, chikiren and such Longhouse supporters as 

Mike Mitchell and Tommy Porter. expressed their conœrns over the Canadian govemment's 

refusal to recognize the Jay Treaty of 1794 and the Tmaty of Guent (1812) (ARed W95: 63). 

As illustrated earlier in Fmncis vs the Queen, Canada forced Mohawks and al1 Ametindians to 

pay tolls and customs duties (Hauptman 1986: 147). The Cornwall police and Mohawk police 

responded by arresting a total of 47 protesters, including Sarah Shenyl and Tommy Porter. All 

charges were eventuafly dropped, as the Canadian govemment was unwilling to address the 

issues underlying the stniggle (Interviewee F: 1995). 

Differnig somewhat from this perspective is the belief that the Longhouse Supporters, 

Christian Mohawks, and the Band Councils supporters were mrced into participating in this 

event (1 nterviewee H: 1 995). The victories accomplished through the protest, providing 

Akwesasronons with h e  bridge accass, and some minor wmpensation package. were battles 

that had been fought and paid for by the Longhouse (Interviewee H: 1995). This daim is 

substantiated by stating that it was the Mohawk police, controlleâ by the Band Councils, who 

assisted in the arrest of the protestem (Intarviewee H: 1995). Yet, it was the Band Councils 

that benefRed frwn the adivities of the Longhouse: The compensation package is what the St. 

Regis Tribal Council had been espscially eager to achieve from the beginning ... Meanwhile the 

real-Ry is that Canada still refuses to recognize the Jay Treaty" (Interviewee H: 1995). 

Throughout these events (Standing AKOW, the 1968 Bridge Protest), although the 

tension often rose to unbearable limits, the demonstrations remained peaceful (Intenriewee F: 



1995). This indicates th4 "both the Great Law of PM- and Kanienkehaka values wem very 

much relevant to contempomry chalknge# (Intervhme E 1995). The significanœ of the 

revitalkation of Haudenooounee and Kanienkehab beliefo was to rwonate throuahout the 

community. In 1968, €mie Buneciid and Jerry Gambil estaMished the Norai American lndian 

Travelling College, the White RooQ of Peaœ Society and Abesasne Notes, thm instituüons 

founded upon the validation of tlaudenosaunee and Honhehonwe wstoms and beliefs 

(Interviewee D: 1 995). 

The completion of the St. LPmsnœ aaway, the international bridge, locks, and two 

powerdams led to a general incmase of industrial admty within this f o m r l y  rural area: 

Concentrated in Akwesasne's immediate north and west is heavy industry, drawn to this 
othemise rural region by the lunr of cheap hydroekctfic power and access to 
international shipping on the St, Lawrence Seaway. Operating hem are aluminum 
smelters (ALCOA, Reynolds Metals), a foundry (General Motors), chernical 
manufacturers(Canadian Industries Limited CIL, Cornwall Chemicals, Courtaulds and 
British Cellophane Limited BCL) and a paper miIl (Domptar Fine Papers) (Greenpeace 
1988: 32). 

The environmental impacts of these industries were numerous. The following section 

will examine both direct and indirect repercussions of industrialùation in Akwesasne's 

environment. 

4.1.1 The Socio-Ecological Impacts Of The S t  Lawrence Seaway In Akwesasne 

This segment of the paper will be dealing with the sociaawlogical impacts brought on 

by unrestrained industrial acüvity resulting in the pollution of Akwesasne's environment. The 

socio-ecological transformations can also be used to trace socio-political and economical 

transformations in the community. 

The St. Lawrence Seaway caused a rnyriad of impacts in Akwesasne, altering the 

fonnerly sw% flowing waters of the St. Lawrenw river into a series of Iakes and mervoirs. In 

Akwesasne, al1 three renewable resources of land, water and fish, which were the foundations 

of traditional Mohawk activities, were transfomed as a result of the industrial activity and 



resulüng air emissions and effluent in the ama. The activities in Akwesasne, which at one time 

supported fanning, bee farming, rmall home and cattle ranches. and dairy herds, was by 1973 

nearly eliminated (Lidcenr: 1995~). Fiiing, anothef important means of subsistenœ in the 

community, was devastated. due to aîtereâ habitats and spawning gmunds. Fsh kicame 

contaminated by PCBs, myrex, merwry and mer havy metals pnwmt in the mer. By the 

late seventies, the Mohawk and non-Native govemments had bued restrictions on 

consumption of fish in the St. Lawrence. As a consequenœ. "where them used to be about 20 

Mohawk commercial fishennen, now there a n  only three" (Greenpeaœ 1988: 24-28). 

By the middle of the 18th century most of Akwesasne's forest had h n  wtdown. but it 

wasn't until the.late 20th œntury that the Snye marshes and wetlond areas of the aommunity, 

that were used for hunting and trapping, wem adversely affected by water and air 

contamination. "mhe marshes that had sustained a trapping industry of about 22.000 ta 

30.000 muskrat pelts a year, along with s m e  baver and marten. had completely decayed 

(Lickers 1995: 94). 

The changes brought about in traditional subsistenœ aaivities contributed to a bck of 

independenœ and communal sustainability. According to Lickers (1994), by 1985, the pollution 

and the habitat changes that began with the Seaway construdion were causing a keakdown in 

the traditional structure of the Mohawk community, with little or no time for eeo-social adaption. 

'The Seaway is a huge socio-ecological trauma for the Mohawk Nation and t s  way of Me" 

(Licken 1994: 94). Materialism. greediness. decüning spiritualism were al1 indicators of a 

society on the brin& of chaos, intensifying soda-political fadionaliraaon and competition. 

Violent manifestations such as amon and anned wnftontations became alf too common in 

Akuwsasne. Changes in wnsumption patterns (high carbohydrate diet) resutted in increasing 

cases of diabates, obesity, hypertension and heart disease in the community. Social ailments 

such as chernical abuse (drugs and alcohol) and family violence illustrated a wmmunity's 

inability to adapt to the sudden and dramatic changes that were augmented by the construction 



of the S t  Lawrence Seaway. These transformations occurred at such a -id rate and on such 

a large scale that the communal cohesiveness of Abesasne was irnparaôly altemi. 

The constniction of the S t  Lawrenœ Seaway is interpreted by many as the catalyst 

projecting the Mohawk Nation into the international rpotlight and mvitaliing the Great Law of 

Peace in Akwesasne (Hauptman 1986: 135). Demonstratbns and poliocal protests became the 

hallmark of Akwesasne (Alfrsd 1995: 65). These protests wem organizad accordhg to two 

different perspectii. The Band Council approach attemptd to work within the structures of 

the Western judicial and pdiücal rystems; whik the Longhouse approach, embraced tactics of 

organized demonstration. challenging Norai Arnerican socio-political structures. Since neither 

Canada nor the U.S. had proven able to respect or enforce their own treaties, the revival of the 

Kaianerenkowa, a "traditional" Haudenosaunee socio-political structure, was perceived by many 

as the key to social and cultural survival for the Mohawk nation. 

The next section will be an application of Segmentary-Fadional Political Systems 

analysis to the social movements opposing the construction of the St. Lawrence Seaway. 

4.1.2 Segmentary Factional-Political System's Analysk Of The Mohawk', 
Opposition To The Construction Of The St. Lawrence Seawry 

The S t  Lawrence Seaway crystallized the Mohawk struggle for power and s u ~ v a l  

within the poltical arena of Akwesasne into two socio-political unb. Duiing the decade that it 

took to complete the Seaway, traditional Mohawk institutions such as the Great Law of Peace 

began to gain prominenœ. 

60th the proponents of the Great Law of Peaœ and the Band Council supporters were 

engaged in poliücal actions during the construction of the S t  Lamence Seaway, whether it was 

in cornpliance with or in resistanœ to the project Due to this stniggle for power and mources 

political organizations stirnulated social stabilii and paradoxically also contributed to instability 

and socio-political conflicts in Almesasne, since each segment professed their own 



interpretation of what local govemanœ, autonomy and sovefeignty was to signify for the 

Mohawk people. 

Let us tum ou? attention to Nidrolas's fiw factors of wmentary-FadonaCPoliticaI- 

Systems in order to analyzes the opposition to the S t  m n c e  Seaway as a signifiant social 

movement Akwssasne's pst World War II history. 

a) Factions A n  Contlkt Groupr: The wnstructbn of the St. Lamance Seaway transfonned 

the historical pervasive factionalism (unorganued and transient political segments), apparent 

throughout Akwesasne's and the Confderacy's histories, into $chisrnatic factionalism (socio- 

political conflict occuned between two-well organized and competing groups). The conflicting 

groups. the Band Council supporters and the Longhouse proponents, became entrenched in 

Akwesasne, since relocation was an improbable strategy. Both segments founded their 

authority upon historical, Vadiional, and bureaucratie structures. For the Mohawk Council of 

Akwesasne. the legitimizing structure was the lndian Act; for the St. Regs Mohawk Tnk  it was 

legisfation instituted by the State of New York and the US. Congres. For the Longhouse. it 

was the Great Law of Peace and treaties signed between nations (e-g. the USA and the British 

Crown). 

Each socio-political segment attempted to mobilue resources. by approaching their 

political agendas ftom two dïfkrent perspectives. The Band Councils and their suppocters 

approached the Seaway from a andliatory fashion. Sinœ all efforts to cease the construction 

of the St. Lawrenœ Seaway had failed, a new approach had to be taken. The new approach 

sought restitution for the damages done to the community. The Band Councils' approach was 

to consent to the legitirnacy of the Seaway's agencies and their expropriation of Mohawk lands. 

with the help of the judicial system. The Band Councils were also ainvinced that the St. 

Lawrence Seaway could have some positive economic benefits for the community (Wilson 

1959: 100). 



The L o ~ Q ~ o u $ ~  proponents interpreted this position as passive and wmpromising 

Mohawk sovereignty. Fmm their viewpoint, what was needed was a sûonger assertion of a 

Mohawk identii. This "n& assertive identity could chalknge the kgitimacy of th8se projects 

and their supporters. It also was crucial for ilIustrati*ng the federol agencies' inability. or 

unwillingness to defend Amerindian rights, and their unwilingness to ncogn~e  hiMorical 

treaties such as the Jay Treaty (1794). and the Treaty of Ganandaigua (1794). Aecording to 

Hauptman (1986) the implementation of the St. Lawrenœ Seaway had dernonsttated a 

callousness and indifference by Euro-Arnerican-Canadian officiab towards Kanienkehaka 

concems. What was needed were Mohawk institutions such as the Great Law of Peace to 

protect and defend Mohawk rights. The revitalization of "boditional" Mohawk institutions also 

inspired a younger generation of Mohawks to leam more about their history and their culture. 

Many of these young activists wauld bewme prominent leaders and acton in Mure social 

movernents. To summarize, both the Band Councils' and the Longhouse's approaches were 

somewhat successful. But it would be the "militant" confrontational tactics espoused by 

Standing Anow and his followers that would be regarded as more effective, espeually by the 

younger segment of the Longhouse in Akwesasne. It should be noted that the two groups 

were not diametrically opposed in open. hostile conflict, for the Seaway also unified the 

community . Facing a common extemal menace, so ovemhelming , and devastating , t ha 

Mohawk community of Akwesasne eleded to put aside its intemal disputes and unified against 

a common extemal threat. An example of this was the communal coalition that occuned during 

the 1968 International Bridge Protest, where Longhouse supporters. Christian Mohawks and 

Band Council proponents, united to gain guannteed frec access to the bridges (they no longer 

had to pay toll fees). 

b) Factions Are Political Groups: Social conflicts during the construction of the Seaway 

encompassed a broad range of social phenornena from individual confrontations, and national 

dernonstrations, to land reclamation by Standing Anow and his followen (Obarschall 1993: 39- 



40). "If we regard poüacs as "organized" conflict ove? the use of public power. then it is factions 

which organize this canfiict in certain kinds of socMies and institutions" (Nicholas 1968: 28). 

One of the mord constant factom in m a s n e  appean to be the sûuggie for political power, 

by both proponents and opponents of the Band Councils. 

80th Band Council suppocten and Longhouse proponents contested the use of political 

power by the other. The goals of the Longhouse was to pnwswe the natuml and socio-cultural 

environments pmsent in Akwesasne. The Band Councils, seeing the conanidion of the St. 

Lawrence Seaway as inevitable, were detemiined to strengthen their power and legitimacy in 

the cornmunity by seeking compensation for the environmental damages- The diierenees in 

approaches were apparent: whib the Band Councils demonstrated resignation in face of the 

projects. the Longhouse supporters on the other hand interpreted the construction of the 

Seaway as a breach of contrad(s), illustnting the point that Euro-Americans-Canadians were 

not interested in preserving Amerindians rights. Longhouse supporters believed that because 

the Band Council's authority was derïved from non-Mohawk institutions, they were tainted by 

Euro-centric beliefs. Thus, it was up to the Kanienkehaka to stand and defend their rights. The 

debate had now entered a new political realm where each faction questioned the legitimacy and 

validity of the other. For example, during the construction of the St. Lawrence Seaway. the 

Band Councils, facing growing resentment and criticism from the Longhouse, often acaised the 

latter of k ing  "nostalgie tnditionalists" with lillle conternporary relevanœ. The Longhouse 

replied that the Band Councils, through their passive stance, wen acœpting the assimiiative 

policies of both govemments. 

c) Factions Are Not Corporate Gmups: According to Nicholas. "factions are not corporate ... 
they are basically impemanent" (Nicholas 1968: 28). However, throughout this paper we have 

alluded to the role and perrnancy of factions in both Haudenosaunee and Kanienkehaka 

societies. In fad, Alhed (1995). L. Beneâict (1995b), and Lickers (1995b) believe that it was 

this ability to fragment without severing al1 ties that provided the Confedency with the apacity 



to survive enormous social and ecologicol changes. The capoc@ is offen refenad to as the 

"Philosophy Of The Corn". However, an attempt to implemant the "Philoeophy Of The Corn8@ by 

Standing Amm and his fdlowers failed. The hiled attempt at rellcsotion outside of 

Akwesasne's boundaries indicated thit conflicts had becorne physically connr#d to the socio- 

political arena of Akwesasne. The Band Counci1 supporters aâvOC3fed the libeml philosophies 

of individual choiœ and economic prosperity espourad by Amencan and Canadian 

govemments and their legistlation (1802 (US); 1899 (Canada); whik the proponents of the 

Longhouse resisted the further deterioration of the wllectivity and pmmoting a mtum to past 

Mohawk values. with the help of an ideology several œnturies old. These political strategies 

espoused by both poliücal groups during the Seaway indicate's some form of factional 

permanence in Akwesasne's socio-political arena. 

d) Faction M e m b n  Are Recruited By A Leader: The importance of historical treaties and 

socio-cultural institutions would indicate that @@causes" must effectively extend beyond the 

leadeh persona! aims. This is not to say that a leader's emotion, chansma, or goals play no 

role in faction recruitment it means that if factions are political and corponte groups, then 

faction recniitment in Akwesasne must extend beyond the leader's pemonal abilities, and 

"causes". A number of factors led to the Standing ARoW movement, induding: the 

transformations of the economic-subsistance patterns in Akwesasne; the failed court attempted 

by Louis Francis in 1956; the environmental transformations in the community; and the socio- 

historical acculturation of the Mohawks. All of these factors contributed to a social environment 

primed for a movement such as Standing Amw. Standing Arrow's "charismatic" attributes ("a 

great orator, a man of action8@ (Intewiewee H: 1905), combineâ with Akwesasne's social context 

inspired others to support the royener efforts, and his and ainsequently their assertions of 

tewatatowie (sovereignty). However, the communal and consensual aspect of Longhouse 

politics prevented the centraluation of power in any one leader such as Standing Arrow. When 

a leader failed in hislher reoponsibility and accountability to the Longhouse, hisher actions 



could be interpded as a fundamental transgression against the Kaianerenkowa. the clan 

mathers, deputydiefs, the dans and aie nation. As a consequenœ a raysne couM be 

"dehomed". This a d  ocarmd when Standing Arrow wao hpeochad for hi8 participation in the 

Schoharie Cmek reciamaüon- "An act that never reœivd the full support of the Longhouse" 

(1 ntenriewee C: 1995). 

fhroughout the thrm main events of the opposition to the construction of the St. 

Lawrenœ Seaway (Louis Francis and the Canadian Customs (W56); Standing Afrow and his 

followen (1957), and the International Bridge Protest in (1968). factions and political activities 

were not limited to the activities of men sincc they were joined by al1 segments of the population 

including wornan, elders, and chidren. This communal participation refled's the Mohawk belief 

in sovereignty and responsibility. The clan system allows each Kanienkehaka (no rnatter the 

age or gender) to assert herlhis responsibiiity as a sovereign individual within the 

Haudenosaunee Confederacy. 

a) Faction Memben A n  Recniited On Diverse Piinciplu: In Akwesasne, recruitment 

strategies may include kinship, religious affiliation, political or economic relations, nationality, a 

collective history, a cornmon ethnicity, cultural ties to the environment, or a revitalkation of the 

Mohawk identity, and lastly, the threat of a foraign power wiîhin intemal Mohawk affairs. 

Nicholas argues that social faetors are mobilued and made effective through the authonty 

structure of the leader whose roles are broadly defined and whose rewards in many cases are 

at the leader's discretion (Nicholas 1968: 47). What bemme apparent during the construction 

of the St. Lawrence Seaway was tradiiional beliefs such as the Wnemnkowa was becoming a 

prominent and important tool for socio-political mobiliation. 



4.1.3 The Gnat Law of Pmce And Tho Construction Of The St Lawrence Seaway 

The construction of the St. Lawrence Ssaway profoundly a b r d  the community of 

Akwesasne, sociaIfy. ecologically and economiailly. Ecological and physical tronsfonnaüons of 

the river, transformeci the local, sustainabk industries of fming and bhing into a dependenœ 

upon extemal aconomic stimulus (high steel wns$ucaon and transfer payments). But the 

transformations wem also indimctly associated with reviving such Mohawk institutions as the 

Great Law of Peace. The Kaianerenkowa although obscureâ in the beginning of the Seaway's 

constniction. was deaily prominent by 1956 and 1957. It doas not appear that the Great Law 

of Peaa had a divisive impact in the community. In faQ the tg68 alliance of both Band 

Council rnemkn and Longhouse proponents would indicate that the Great Law of Peaœ may 

have played a role in uniting the community. Although differences in interpretations arose in the 

Longhouse (Standing Anow) conœming the Great Law of Peace. the Kaianerenkowa was still 

a misundentood ideology that was largely ignored by the genenl population of Almesasne. In 

the next event we will examine shifts in alliances in the Longhouse, and the growth in 

prominence of the Great Law of Peaœ dunng the social movement known as Kanienkeh. 

The events sumiunding the establishment of the Mohawk comrnunity of Kanienkeh in 

1974 transpired after the creation of the Mohawk Singing Society in Kahnawake, the 1972 

Longhouse - Band Council confrontation in Kahnawake (pitting the proponents of the 

Longhouse against the Band Council supporters), and the 1974 Loon and Stanley Island 

(located in the St. Lawrence Rivet near Akwesasne) reclamation. These events had a two-fold 

effect within the Mohawk Nation. It revived traditional aictivism, and identified the Wamor 

Society as the defender of the Longhouse (Landsman 1988: 26). These events also illustrated 

the nsing tensions between Longhouse supporters and Band Council proponents. in both 

Akwesasne and Kahnawake. The socioaconomic raafiiies (high unemployment, substance 

abuse and violenœ) present in Haudenosaunee communities only compounded these social 



dissensions. The Longhouse supporters believed that the only solution to these dilemmas was 

a open assertion of Haudenosaunee s~o~cultural belieb. One possibility intkrded The 

Philosophy Of The Corn". This group believeâ that change tould be bmught about through a 

relocation and a m-assertion of Haudenosaunee sovemignty in their former concenttic hunting 

zones. This nlocation would emphasize tewetetotahk, and highlight New York state's lack of 

responsibility (Interviewee O: 1995). Accorâing to the Evemtt Report (1918) the Mohawks still 

own the right to over 8 million acres of land in the State of New York The Kanienkehaka 

rnaintain that most of these parcds of land had been lost through illegal expropriations, 

fraudulent land deals and misrepresentation by the state of New York (David R: 1995). 

Late on the night of May 13. 1974, about 80 supporters of the Longhouses frorn 

Kahnawake, Akwesasne and Tyendinaga anived a an abandoned girl's camp near Moss Lake 

(located within the Adirondack State Park). These people had the hrll support of the 

Confederacy which advocated the take-over of this particular site for two masons 1 )  it was 

located within the traditional territory of the Mohawk nation, 2) it remained public land 

(Landsman 1991 : 38-49). The moming foflowing their anival. the Mohawks distributed copies 

of the "Kanienkeh Manifesto" ta the public, stating that they were reestablishing the 

lndependent North Amerïcan lndian State of Kanienkeh (land where the flint is found) on their 

ancient homeland. This new Mohawk settlement would be founded upon the concepts of 

sovereignty, power and Mohawk nationhood as stated in the Great Law of Peace. Kanienkeh 

was also to becorne the fimt Haudenosaunee settlement to k a self-sunicient cooperative 

faming community (Landsman 1991 : 3849). 

The Mohawks then proœeded to establish the new community with the help of a strong 

militant stand, supported by a political interpretation of the Kaianerenkowa. In Kanienkeh, the 

Great Law of Peaœ is a type of political revoluüonary manifesto. A constitution supporting the 

creation of a Mohawk state. "This legislative formulation of Mohawk sovereignty represents an 

abandonment of the uniquely indigenous conœptual framework to the embrace of a European 

perspectivet' (Aifred 1995: 85). Out of the three concepts of peace, power and righteousness 



espoused by the Great Law of Peaœ, power is prrremimnt Kashatensen, (powerlstmngth) is 

neœssary to enforce t h  peaœ and b protect tb righteousness of the Iaw *Power means 

authority. the authority of Isw and customs. backeû by such force as is neœssary to make 

justice prevair (Alfred 1995: 85). The KaMio plap no mie in the Kaianerankowa or Mohawk 

socio-cultural beliefS since it was considered to be a refiecüon of ChristiaWQuaker beliefs 

intermingled with Haudenosaunee cultural kliefs. Wdhin this perspective there is a dear 

acceptana of violena and warfan as legitimate methods to protect peaœ and social hannony 

within the Confederacy (York and Pindera 1 99 1 : 256-257). 

Local reactions conœming the inception of this new Mohawk comrnunity were displayed 

in a number of ways. h m  support of the event. to passive msentment to open hostility. 

Tensions between Kanienkehaka and Americans enipted on October 28, 1974 (Intewiewee E: 

1995). The accounts on what took place that evening Vary, but two nondmerindians were 

injured by gunfire. The fimt. a 20 year old man was hit in the shoulder, during a drive-by 

shooting when residents of Kanienkeh returned fire. The second victim, a nine year old girl, 

was wounded when her father participated in another drive by-shwting (Intewiewee E: 1995). 

In both cases, the victims were wounded fram a defensive response by Kanienkeh residents. 

Their daim was that they were reading in response to several wemks of harassment by the 

local town people who had fired sevenl shots at the Mohawk camp, nearly wounding women 

and children (Interviewee E: 1995). The state t roopn had offered to investigate and prosecute 

the offenden but the Kanienkehaka had mfUsed to testîfy (Landsman 1988: 29). The pdiœ 

reacted to the gunfight by barricading and establishing check points along a l  the roads leading 

to and from Kanienkeh. Tensions continued ta mount as the Mohawks asserted their 

sovereignty and msisted a police investigation on their territory (Landsman 1988: 29). 

Following this impasse the midents of Kanienkeh were given an ultimatum, "evacuate aoll the 

women and children from the settlement" (Landsman 1988: 29). The Mohawk nsidents in a 

demonstration of militant unity elected to stay put. This defiance was tupported and assisted 



by other Mohawk and Honkwehonnm, individuals h m  nearby communities (Truâel and 

Chartrand 1991: 119). 

On May 1977, Mer a long and tanse stand-off, tha Governor of New York and Mohawk 

representatives agmed to a land sefflement. The state obtaineâ a guamntwd that the 

Mohawks would leave ttie site of Moss Lake, in retum for land in Clinton County. The land in 

question was Miner Lake, a 698 acre site located Mar the town of Altona in the northaastem 

portion of the state. about 13 km h m  the Canadian border. l h e ~  five year "Turtk Island Trust" 

(under a revokable permit) gave the Kanienkehaka the exclusive use of five thousand acres in 

the Macomb Reforestaüon Area, for the purposes of hunting, fishing, and lumbering. An 

additionat 198 acres were set aside for the construction of houses and farms (Landsman 1988: 

32). 

The site of Kanienkeh or the Turtle lsland Trust was established in a manner that 

sunnounted the bamers faced by both negotiating parties. Throughout the negotiations the 

State of New York coufd not œde any land to the Mohawks. The Mohawks could not accept 

any land, since to do so would compromise future treaties with the state and the Federal 

Govemrnents. The solution of a land trust leased to a neutnl third party (partisans of the 

Mohawks) was approved by al1 three parties (Landsman 1988: 32). Accarding to a Kanienkeh 

spokesperson: 

This solution provided us with the ability to maintain Our sovereignty, whL never 
comprishg our land daims. We enabled ourselves not to jeopardue pragmatic 
decisions within the Great Law of Peaœ (Interviewa3 E: 1995). 

The Miner Lake site was also named Kanienkeh and continued to be a place for the 

strong assertion of Mohawk nationalbm. Lote in the wmmer of 1977, the Mohawks erected a 

barricade restriding any access to Miner Lake (a popular recreation ama). Afier reaching a 

judicial impasse, the State opted for the k s t  alternative, to close down the road indefinitely 

(Trudel& Chartrand 1991 : 1 19). 



Relations between üw Arnericans and Kan&nkehakas at Altona wem ako coloureâ by 

events at mesasne. In the summer of 1980, tensions escalateci in both Akwesasne and 

Kanienkeh as a police assault seemed inevitabie at Raquette-Point Kakwiikeon, a bading 

spokespenon for the settbrs at Kanienkeh, was p l a d  under seal indidment for issuing the 

following press release, 'Should state troopers attack mir traditional brothers and sistem at 

Akwesasne, Kanienkeh would launch a countsr-ofbnsive at Altona to prevent state police h m  

being able to deploy aY their forces to Akwesasa" (Landsman 1988: 37). Fortunately, tensions 

were diffused by a peaceful raoolution in Akwesasne, and Kanienbh msumed Ps normal 

activities. 

Ten years later. tensions in Akwesasne would once again reverberate in Kanienkeh. On 

March 29 1990, a military helicopter, flying over the wmmunity on an emergency medical 

mission. was hit by three rounds of AK47 gunfire (York and Pindeera 1992: 188). One civilian 

doctor was wounded, and the helicopters' fuselage was damaged. The helicopter was 

subsequently forced to make an emergency landing near Kanienkeh. People at the settlement, 

apparently mistook the lone National Guard helicopter for the advance guard of a military 

invasion proœeding towards Almesasne (Landsman 1988: 40). The Mohawks initially refused 

to allow state troopers ont0 the land to investigate the incident. Claiming that it was a 

fabrication justifying a police nid (Wright 1992: 188). New York State troopenr surrounded the 

cornmunity. initiating a staredown fasting several days. On Apnl 10. 1990, the Kanienkeh 

standoff ended when the Mohawks permitteci a limited search of the genenl ares k and around 

Kanienkeh (Johansen 1993: 63). The N ice  did search a few homes but no evidenœ was 

found, sinte many Mohawks had fled into the wods  with their weapons (Homung 1991: 149). 

Foiiowing the search, federal Amencan authorities issued fourteen amst warrants, all on the 

count of obstnicting justice, by interfering with the execution of a search warrant (Homung 

1991 : 149). No Mohawks were ever apprehended for these charges. 

Neaily twanty years later, residents of Kanienkeh cultivate tome crops (corn), raise 

seedlings in their barn. breed and seIl rabbits, and operate a small sawmill (Landsman 1988: 



39). Numerous socioghysical factors contribute to Kanienkeh's inability to kcome self- 

sufficient. including a fluduating population - l o w ~ t  during the wintertirne; poor soi1 quality and 

a short growing season. Contributhg to these challenges are intemal sacial dissensions 

between the most prominent figures in the community. Today, moet of the pmminent actors 

present during the inœpüon of the community no longer liva in Kanknkeh. These acton 

include Mark Marade, Kakwirakeron, and Paul and Alan ûelesronde. ln the late 19709, Wo of 

the most prominent figures in Kanienkeh. KalnMrokenin and Tekamtake (Aian Ddesronde) 

grew apart over political and personal matters (Homung 1991: 140). Kakwirakeron left the 

community to establish hirnself in Akwesasne. Tekmntake abo withdrew fmm the community, 

and later joined- the Wamors Society in Kahnawake (Homung 1991 : 140). Nevertheless, the 

community is able to sustain some local enterprises including a small garage. a community 

school, a visitor centre, and a bingo hall (Vachon 1988: 39). The bingo hall is somewhat 

controversial since it has no support from the Confederacy or New York State. "Since the 

jurisdiction of New York State does not apply in Kanienkeh, the bingo hall is nin as a part of our 

sovereign temtory" (Interviewee E: 1995). Additional income is procured from extemal sources 

such as iron-working (Landsman 1988: 39)- 

Ties to the Confederacy, the Mohawk nation, and other Konienkehaka communities are 

kept through kinship. clanship and nationhood. for the community is racogn~ed as a Mohawk 

community within the Haudenosaunee Confederacy. The residents of Kanienkeh utilire a 

system of govemship that b simibr to the Great Law of Peaœ. There are clan mothen and 

even a royene, although the latter are somewhat controversial in the Confadaracy (Interviewee 

E: 1995). The community mceives no transfor payments from either the Federal American 

govemment or the State of New York. This is because of the widely held belief by many 

Longhouse proponents that transfer payments are used as a form of debit against future land 

daims. The followhg quote from a former Kanienkeh spokesperson summarizes the 

philosophy of the community, and wams of the possibility of other similar events: 



We don1 acœpt any govemment money. and we don1 want any. We ask only to 
be left alone. to âevelop according to our own princi pisS... We needed fightem 
to establish Kanienkeh, now we need builders teachem. fannem. That's where 
the chalienge is todiay. and why w know if we a n  s u d  and I balieve we can - you may be saeing mom Kanienkeh in the Mure (Aden 1987: 392). 

4.2.1 An Analysis Of The Kanienkeh Social Movement 

Kanienkeh was succ8ssful whem the Standing Ammr rnovememt was not. Numerous 

factors can be attributed to its sueœss the most notable k ing the unanimous support by the 

Confederacy for the project. M e r  factors indude a c a W  stfategy and qui& mobilization of 

resourœs; the support of the movement by local non-Amerindians individuab and gmup and 

former New York state Govemor Mario Cuomo; and last, a strong, aggressive stand by 

Kanienkeh residents, supported by a political interpretation of the Kaianerenkowa. The 

Mohawk relocation to Kanienkeh was also important on another level, it demonstrated that the 

"Philosophy Of The Corn" was stiI1 applicable in modem times. The close ties. and spillover 

between Akwesasne and Kanienkeh illustrated that events in the Mohawk Nation did not remain 

localked. This phenornenon will become evident as we examine the social movements of 

Raquette Point (1 980) and the 1990 Civil Conflict. Futthemore, the ideologies generated out of 

Kanienkeh were not without ramification h Akwesasne. The emphasis plaœd upon the concept 

of power by the Kanienkeh residents demonstrates that Mohawks could sucœssfully assert 

their sovereignty and jurisdicüan through a political interpretation of the Great Law of Peace. 

The political version of the Great Law of Peaœ provided the Mohawks with a political ideology 

to challenge New York otatets jurisdidion by asserting their own position as sovereign citizens 

of the Mohawk nation. This type of stance. had in the past, permitted the Confederacy to 

survive the European onslaught Through Kanienkeh it pmved quite capable of meeting 

contemporary challenges. These strengths w e n  not without drawbrcks, for these same factors 

that had contributecl to the survival of the Haudenosaunee had also resulted in political divisions 

and leadership struggles in the Confederacy. These same socio-political manipulations would 

reappear once again in the twentieth century Mohawk nation. The justification of weapons and 



violence as a means to resolve conflict "got the attention of young people here. For the level of 

violence soon rose afierward'' (Interviewee 6: 1995)- Another obsewer believes that the grouuth 

of the Wamors' Society in Akwesasne was a result of Kanienkeh (Interviewse A: 1995). 

Many Akwsasronons feit that Kanienkeh indicated a movement away from communal 

beliefs to narcissistic pursuits: 

The project had good intentions, yet the motivation of certain individuals was 
questionable. Their intentions kgan to appear as they began to assert their 
own ideas. As soon as they began to do so, th8y forgot the participatory proc6ss 
espoused by the Great Law of Peace (Interview86 D: 1995). 

Decisions in Kanienkeh wen  made by individuals, not the community, not the nation, 

not the Confedency. "If Kanienkeh was a tnie participatory democracy then why did the most 

prominent leaders in the communïty leave?" (Interviewee D: 1995). Another participant adds: 

"Although the confederacy got rnileage out of this successhil endaveoun by Mohawks .... mey 

later withdrew their support for Kanienkeh on the basis of personal differences" (Intewiewee H: 

1995). Penonality conflicts at both the local and confederate level would seem to indicate that 

there was a breakdown within the Longhouse of Almesasne, and the Haudenosaunee 

Confederacy since traditional communal representation was no longer responsive to 

contem porary challenges. 

Following the Standing Arrow movement, dierences within the Longhouse in 

Akwesasne had remained submerged. However, interpretative diffennœs of the Great Law of 

Peace would reemerge during and after the turbulent inception of Kanienkeh. Kanienkeh was a 

social conflict that erupted within Vie Mohawk nation but soon transcended à borders. 

4.2.2 A Segmentary Factional-Political Sysbm's Analysir Of Kanienkeh 

Although the social conflicts transcend provincial, state and national bordes, this 

Segrnentary FactionaCPolitical Systems' analysis m'Il focus mostly upon the impacts of 

Kanienkeh in the community of Akwesasne. 



a) Factions Ara Conflict Gmups: The acüons of csitain acton in Kanienkeh and their 
/ 

confederate bmthren provokeâ social dissension in the Haudenosaunee Confderacy. These 

divisions in ideologies bacorne apparent as the Mohawks in Kanienkeh assertad their. 

sovereignty and jurisdicüon through a political interpretation af the Great Liaw of Peaœ. a 

version of the Kaianemnkowa justifying a militant. adiuist position. The Haudenausonee 

Confederacy Iargely opposed this interpretation by embraang the spiritual-holistic interpretation 

of the Great Law of Peaœ. a version that emphasized the conœpt cf peaœ and passive 

resistance. These contradictory ideals divided the Longhouse in Aiauesasne into defenders and 

activists, both segments utilizing the& interpretations of the Kaianemnkowa to support their 

agendas. These differences would eventually polarize the Longhouse into two different 

ideological segments. 

Proponents of the spirituaüholistic version of the Great Law of Peaœ believe that 

Kanienkeh was the movement that transformed the Mohawk rationat fmm an emphasis upon 

peace as a strength, to one of power as strength. In the past conflict was seen as a last resort. 

"now violent confrontation is seen as a means to achieve one's goals" (Interviewee G: 1995). 

Supporters of the political interpretation of the Kaianerenkowa argue that a defensive stand was 

necessary at Kanienkeh to protect and counter the anned New York State troopers. 

It is very important to note that Kanienkeh was originally successful due to a united 

stand by the Haudenosaunee Confederacy and the Kanienkehaka Nation. All segments 

involved in this coalition benefited Rom the land reclarnation, because it addressed the land 

daims issues on a larger scak than the Standing Anow movement ever had. Although support 

from the Confederacy and part of the Longhouse in Akwesasne waned ove? time, both sides 

were able to address an issue that had laid dormant for some time. Furthemore, Kanienkeh 

was interpreted as a victory over New York State, something that neither the Confederacy nor 

the Kanienkehaka nation had been able to daim since the American Civil War. 



b) Factions A n  Political Gmupr: The Mohawks who participated in the social movements 

known as Kanienkeh cmated a fadion mat was samewhat exdusive for those Kanienkehaka 

present at boü~ Moss Lake and Kanienkeh wwcr Longhouse pmponents. Thersfore, the 

participants prewnt at Kanienkeh were united under similar political, economical. cultural. 

moral, and spiritual aspects of Mohawk politics. The initial goal of me Kanienkeh supportam 

was to assert the Mohrwk nationt$ mvereignty maiin its fornet conœntric huntnrg toms that 

were now part of New York State. The aim was to illustrate to North Americans that the 

Confederacy still existed. beyond the araficial boundaries mated by Canada and the United 

States. Secondly. it was an attempt to demonstmte New York State's transgression against 

treaties that had bem signed beîween the US fedenl govemments and the five sovereign 

nations of the Confederacy. 

The inception of Kanienkeh was founded upon the Kanienkeh Manifesto. A manifesto 

that was interpreted as a political validation of the Mohawk nation. The manifesto was in tum 

supported by a political interpretation of the Kaianerenkowa, or what Newhouse and Parker 

refer to as the Iroquois Constitution. As the movement progressed another eomponent was 

added, a struggle for political and sociowltural kgitimacy within the Longhouse of the Mohawk 

nation, a stniggle once again ilfustrated by two competing interpretations of the Gmat Law of 

Peace (proponents of the spirituaüholistic of the Kaianerenkowa; and the supporters of the 

political interpretations of the Great Law of Peace). 

c) Factions Aie Not Corponte Groups: The social conflid that resulted in Kanienkeh was a 

result of prior conflicte in both Akwesasne and Kahnawake. But even the philosophy behind the 

relocation (Philosophy Of The Corn) iliustrated an age old dichotomous phenornenon within the 

Confederacy - the suwival of the Haudenosaunee at al1 cost, a philosophy, apparent during the 

17th and 18th centuries. as adoption. warfare, and War-Chiefs gained status within the 

Confederacy. Kanienkeh also reawakened ancient power struggles principally within the 

Longhouse proponents (proponents of the spirituallholistic version. versus supporters of the 



political version of the Great Law of Peaœ) within the Haudenosaunee political arena. The 

propensity by both segments of the Longhouse! to useci concepts from tfm ancient Great Law of 

Peace (peaœ, power, sovereignty) would seem to indicate that fodions and social dissension 

in the Mohawk nation had some form of pemanency and swalization. In addition, the 

reservation system imposed by both the Canadian and American govemment, a system 

intemalizing and localizing factions. mada any attempt at carrying out the "Philosophy Of The 

Corn" nearly impossible. On the other hand, the relocation that did occur with Kanienkeh did 

not solve the differenœs within the Mohawk nation or the Haudenosaunee Confederacy, in fact 

it enhanced them. 

d) Faction M e m k n  A n  Rocmitad By A Leader: As stated earlier, the relocation to 

Kanienkeh had essentially corne about thrwgh a consensual decision by the Confederacy and 

the Mohawk Nation. This consensus had b e n  achieved through traditional networks, where all 

Longhouse supporters young or old participated in decision making processes. The movement 

itself was influenced by the Great Law of Peace, since the site in question Iay within Mohawk 

tem-tory. Due to this fact, it became the responsibility of the Mohawk nation to initiate the land 

reclamation. 

The site of Moss Lake was chosen after careful planning, indicating strategizing and 

maximization by the leaders of the Confederacy and the participants of Kanienkeh. The heavy 

woods surrounding the property provided an ideal site for a small number of people to defend 

(Interviewee E: 1995). Many of the membem selected for the event had wme f om of field 

training whether it was military combat or bush experience. These qualities were deemed 

necessary in order to withstand any potential attack on the campound. Yet, Kanienkeh was to 

be first and foremost a community, therefore, Mohawk women, children, and elders were 

brought in, in ordet to establish some semblanœ of a communal life. 

The Great Law of Peace prohibited the leadership structure of the Longhouse ta coerce 

any individuals, therefore, it was the individual himselfherself who made the final decision to 



participate or not in Kanienkeh. Thus. many participated in the event as an expression of their 

Mohawk solidarity. whiie othem saw theif actions as an enadment of the 'Philosophy Of The 

Corn". 

Several key actors appear in Kanknkeh's short history, aIthough the community has no 

specific designated or elected leader or c h i  the names of such i nd~dwls  actors as 

Karonniaktajeh, K a M m k e m  Zekamntake, Paul ûelasmnâe and Mark Mamie appear 

frequently. ûften quoted and interpreted as community kadan, these adors were simply 

wampum bearers (communication experts) canying the Wampum" or tha message of the 

community. A wampum karer is usually an individual gifted in oratory skills, hisher duty is to 

act as a spokesperson and effectively transmit the message of the community to both Mohawks 

and non-Mohawks alike. The same could be said for the War Chiefs' in Kanienkeh, these were 

simply individuals chosen for their special abilities in combat, instructed to defend the 

compound and its habitants. Their power was not to extend beyond this parameter, if it did. it 

was infringing upon the informal. uncentralied and communal aspects of Longhouse politics. 

Nicholas's statement that "rnembers can be connected to a faction only through the 

activity of a leader, since the unit has no corporate existence of clear single principle of 

recruitment" (Nicholas 1968: 28) is somewhat inapplicable in the case of Kanienkeh. For if we 

were to label Kakwirakeron and Tekamntake as the most notable spokespeson in Kanienkeh, 

then their departure would have led to a collapse or a total disorganization of the community. 

This is not the case, when Kakwirarkeon departed the community for philosophical reasons, 

and later Tekarontake departed to Iead the Waniors' Society in Kahnawake, the cammunity 

continued to exist. This could lead us to ask the question how? It would seem that Kanienkeh 

was able to preserve its structural communal integrity by underpinning its socio-political 

institutions on the Great Law of Peace and the community Lelf, not individual leaders. The 

concept of communal govemance, stipulated in the Kaianerenkowa perrnits Kanienkeh's socio- 

political institutions to be specialized to local needs. 



8 )  Faction Memben Am Rltniited On Dhreiw Pdnciples: These participants also 

disillusioned with the cunent social dissension in their communiües. A number of these 

participants atû-ibuteâ the dissensions in their community to the lndian Act. and the Band 

Council System. For these participants, a rs-irnplementaGon of the Kaianerenkowa as an 

altemate goveming and philasophical structure, provided thsm wiai ths essential foundation to 

re-assert their sovemignty. These factors enaurageci many participants to join the movement. 

Each Kanienkehaka chose to acwpt or dedine their participation in the event Due to the 

numerous unforseen consequenœs such as possible incornration, a sp~wlative victory. 

withdrawal of leadership support, and the possibility of violence, the event was far from a "fait 

accomplis". The leaders, therefore, played a rnhor rob for rewitïng and maintaining members 

in Kanienkeh. The intense cornmitment in many individuals, thmughout the social movement. 

would seem to indicate that it was a Mohawk conviction in both individual and collective rights 

that help establish this new Mohawk community. 

4.2.3 The Revitalization Of The Great Law Of Peace 

The revitalizatïon of the Great Law of Peaœ united the Confedency and Longhouse 

supporters against a common opponent: New York State. However, past historiail divisions 

that had resulted in a fragmentation of the Confederacy kgan to reappear in a contemporary 

context. For example. the main actors of this event began to question the legitimacy of the 

others through different interpretations of the Kaianerenkowa (one segment bslieved that its 

interpretations were more appropriate to contemporary challenges than the others). 

If Kanienkeh was successful in revitalking the Great l a w  of Peace and the "Philosophy 

Of The Corn" it paradoxically revived ancient social and polical divisions in the Confederacy. 

These divisions were expressed through a fallout of the support for Kanienkeh by the 

Confedency and the Kanienkehaka Council of Chiefs et Akwesasne. As stated earlier, 



Kanienkeh was not without its influen~es in Akwesasne, for the success of the Kaianerenkowas' 

concept of p e t  would reverberate in the next two events in Alcwemsne. 

4.3 THE CONFRONTATION AT RAQUmE POINT 

The confrontation at Ahnawate Tsiiofoniate, also known as th8 RaqUBffe Point Stand- 

Off, is a social movement that k g a n  in tk spring of 1979 and endad in the wmmer of 1980. 

The event is distinguishad by an open and hostjle confiontrioon pitting Longhouse proponents 

against Band Council supporters. The conflict bahnreen these two contingents in Akwesasne 

echoed the on-going struggle that had begun in the eariy nineteenth œntury: 

Throughout the nineteenth œntury, the State of New York made numerous 
efforts to establish a cornpliant government in the [American] portion of 
Akwesasne [....] The prirnary motivation of New York was to facilitate the 
annexation of additional Mohawk lands (National Lawyeis Guild Cornmittee on 
Native American Stniggles (NLGCNAS) 1982: 157). 

The State of New York enforced its jurisdidion in Akwesasne by three legislative 

measures. The fnst two legislations instituted in 1948 and 1950 by the US Congress, basically 

accorded the State of New York. criminal and civil jurisdiction over al1 the territory, including the 

territories of the Haudenosaunee Confedency and the Mohawk Nation (NLGCNAS 1982: 157). 

In addition. the 1948 "Franklin County Ruling" stated that the Mohawk Nation no longer existed, 

that these people were simply "St Regis Mohawks" whose lands and perrons were subjed to 

state laws (Mattiesen 1988: 137). These non-Haudenosaunee measures wen interpreted as 

violations of the right of the Kanienkehaka Nation to seifdetemination (NLGCNAS 1982: 157). 

The Longhouse remaineci adamantly opposed to these Iegisktions and to the St. Regis 

Mohawk Tribe on the grounds that, 'the Mohawk people were never pmitted to choose this 

form of govemrnent, it was irnposed by New York lm to supplant the existing traditional 

govemment of the nation" (NLGCNAS 1982: 159). For the Longhouse proponents the 

concepts of Kashwentha and Tewatatohie reptesent the rigM of selfdetemination, Yhey a n  an 

absolute prerequisite for the exercise of human rights and fundamental freedoms"(NLGCNAS 



1982: 157). New York State sought to undermine this position by enforcing its jurisdiction 

through the threat of forc8. or through the more dandestine means offderal and state transfer 

payments (NLGCNAS 1982: 1SI). These events ocwrred fdlowing a long histoy of intemal 

colonialism and patemalism by the State of New York and fomed the backdmp for the 

confrontation a Raquette-Point (NLGCNAS 1982: 1 57). 

A fencing projed iniüated by the St R-is Mohawk Tribe was the catalyst that 

precipitated the confrontation at Ahnawate Tdfrotoniate. The aim of the fancïng project was to 

delineate Akwesasne's boundaries with the W p  of physical markers. themby, exposing the 

"geo-national" (American, Canadian) diffatances in the comrnunity. The Longhouse was 

strongly opposed to the fencing project. pmsuming that any artifidal boundary would further 

divide the Mohawk people and weakened their daim to their traditional territory outside the 

community. The St. Regis Mohawk Tribe not sharing this vievupoint. proceeded with the project. 

On the moming of May 22 1979, Loran Kanaseraken Thompson. a rerontamn of the 

Longhouse. and hb fricnd Joe Swamp found a work gang (hired by the S t  RegQ Mohawk 

Tribe) cutting a swath eighty feet long and two hundred feet wide near Loran's property on 

Ahnawate Tsiiotoniate. Loran Thompson reacted by confiscating the chainsaws and storing 

them on his property (Intewiewee H: 1995). The St. Regis Mohawk Tribe responded by calling 

for Thompson's amest. justifying their actions by virtue of the 1948 and 1950 U.S Congress 

legislations. The Mohawk police (oontrolled by the SRMT) amved at Thompson's house with a 

warrant for his amst. A Abef scuffle ensued between the amsting oficer Harold Cook and 

Loran Thompson, as the latter k i n g  of the Longho~e did not reqnize the authority of the 

Mohawk police force (Intewiewee H: 1995). '7hese "police offÏœrst' were simply conservation 

officen who had over-extended their jurisdiction" (Interviewee H: 1995). Kanasaniken was 

consequently amsted and incarcerated at the Mohawk Police Headquarters (Intenfiewee H: 

1995). On May 28, the Longhouse supporters responded to these events by holding an 

emergency meeting. Dunng this assembly it was decided by the people of the Longhouse that 

the actions taken by the St. Regis Mohawk Tribe and the Mohawk Police violated the 



sovereignty of the Haudenosaunee (Interviewee E: 1995). Following the protocols established 

by the Great Law of Peaœ, the Longhouse proponents attempted to resolve the problem 

through peacaful molution. The Kanienkehaka Nation Cound of C h i a  called upon Article VI1 

of the Treaty of Canandaigua and sent the follam'ng requert to the Pmsident of the United 

States. 

[P]olice forœs, representing the state of New York. invaded Our tenitory and 
imprisoned a leader of our government [we] reqmst the total removal of the New 
York State Police, the Franklin County Police, and any other Iaw enforœment 
agencies from our territories ... fiwther complications can ocair if New York State 
insists upon exerusing jurisdiction in Our territories (NLGCNAS 1982: 156). 

Despite the continuing wMngness of the Haudenosaunee to paœfully resolve this 

dispute through negotiations consistent with the provisions of the Treaties and the Gmat Law of 

Peace, the US. federal govemment failed to respond to their demands, unwilling to get 

involved in matters it deemed up to the state (NLGCNAS 1982: 156). New York State, who 

until this event had sîmply supported the actions of the S t  Regis Tribal Poliœ, responded by 

"fonnally charging twenty-three citÏuens of the Mohawk Nation induding four of the traditional 

chiefs with serious crimes" (NLGCNAS 1982: 156). New York State's assertion of jurisdiction 

was "applied in such a manner as to prevent the Mohawk nation from exercising other aspects 

of its right of selfgovemment" (NLGCNAS j982: 158). 7herc actions were interpreted by the 

Longhouse as fundamental transgressions against the Gushmtha (1 643), the Treaty of Fort 

Stanwix (1 7M), and the Treaty of Ganandaigua (1 794) (NLGCNAS 1982: 156). 

New York State's jurisdictional imposition forced the Longhouse to take matters into its 

own hands. In accordanœ with the Great Law of Peace, the Longhouse proponents requested 

(three times) that the SRMT disband and mlease KanaSaraken (Interviewee E: 1995). The St. 

Regis Mohawk Tribe and the Mohawk Police supported by the State of New York ignored these 

demands. After the third and final warning, the Longhouse supporters marched to the St. Regis 

Mohawk Tribe's headquarters, disbanded the councii, and then proceeded to take over the 

police headquarters and free Kanasaraken. Fearing rephab from the state, the proponents of 



the Longhouse and their leaders optd for Mensive measurwr at the Thompson cornpowid. 

The SRMT and the State of New York reacted by issuing warrants and sealed indictments 

against al1 traditional Mohawk chieb (Inteniiewee H: 1995). 

Soon thereafter. a mini grand coundl was held at AhnaWe TsNooniate. Many 

representatives from the Haudenosaunee Confederacy were sent as a demonstration of 

support for their Mohawk bmthren (Interviwee E: 1995). lhe council along with the popular 

support of the people decided that they had to take a stand against any further emsion of their 

rights (Interviewee E: 1 995). 

On August 28. 1970. a large anned force including New York State Troopers, Mohawk 

Police, a special weapons and tactical unit and a police helicopter entend an encampment of 

eldenlg. men. women, and children established by the Kanienkehrka Nation Council of Chiefs. 

Four Longhouse proponents induding one royene were amssted and remowd from the 

community by the cornbined forces of New York and Mohawk Police (NLGCNAS 1982: 157). 

The police force did not dare to enter the Thompson property, where a gunfight would probably 

have ensued (Mattiesen 1988: 144). The police then reinforced their presence in the 

community by establishing two roadblocks, the main roadblock was erected on Highway 37. the 

other on the road to Raquette Point itself. This effectively sealed aII road access to the camp 

and placed the Thompson compound in a state of siege (Mattiesen 1988: 144). Entrenched. 

within the wmpound. the proponents of the Longhouse (mnging in numbers from 100 to 300) 

resisted the police and the supporters of the Band Councils (Interview8e F: 1g95). The latter 

were mostly composed of St. Regis Mohawk Tribs's deputirad officiais and amed vigilantes 

(Mattiesen 1988: 142). While the Mohawk Council of Almesasne as a political entity. remained 

neutral during the conflict, many of its supporters allied themselves with both factions 

(Intenriewee H: 1995). "Some declared themselves loyal to the Band Council system as a 

whole, white others backed the Longhouse supporters at Raquette Point" (Interviewee H: 1995). 
ppppp 

19 An elder, is an individual who is gifted with wisdom, spirituality and foresight Afthough experience is 
highly valued arnongst the Haudenosaunee, the concept of "elder" is not solely associated with age, there 
are numerous cases of young elden in the Confederacy. 



During that winter. divisions maiin the Longhouse segment emerged. lndividualism and 

different interpretations of the Kaianerenkows, two bcton that had appeared during Kanienkeh. 

were sc~tping into the Thompoon compouid. To rorne, the similariües between Kanbnkeh and 

Raquette Point was disconœrîing: 

Once again the fwst mesurse had m n  to weapons and vioknœ without the 
consent of eithet the clan mothers or the IDdhaner [[..] Keeping the peaœ in the 
compound was challenging. For many participants wanted to load their weapons 
and retaliate against the state (Intewiewee F: l9B5). 

Some participants were under the impression that Kanasereken had somehow 

manipulated the whole event in order to create this confrontation, which would in the end be of 

benetit to him (lnterviewee F: 1995). Apparent inequities pertaining to food distribution kd to 

intemal dissension in the compound. Food shortages forced the Longhouse supporters to 

undertake food foraging expeditions in the surrounding area. lt was during one of these 

expeditions that Mitch Faner, an Onondaga. frore to death (Interviewee F: 1995). 

The Band Council supporters began to vent their fnistroüons against the Longhouse 

proponents by gathering at the police blockade on Raquette Road. Earfy in the spring of 1980, 

they had gained control of the bamcade (Mattiesen 1988: 130). Dedaring themselves the 

"Concemed Citkens of St. Regisl', an organization dedicated to protecting 'the tax-paying and 

law-abiding citiiens of the wmmunity" the Conœmed Ciizens" beeame permanent fidures in 

the conflict (Mattiessen 1988: 130). The police never made any effort to disarm the crowd or 

take d o m  the barricade, despite its disruption of highway trafic. On June 13th. 1988, a 

messenger was sent into the camp with an ultimatum: "Unless. certain Mohawks under 

indictment were delivered to the police, and al1 "outsidersn, [Amerindian] or othemise. were 

removed ftom Raquette Point. action would ba taken in Iwo hours" (Mattiessen 1988: 130). 

Faced by this ultimatum, the members of the Thompson compound consisting of Mohawk men, 

wornen and childmn elected to remain united within the camp (Interviewee F: 1995). They were 

supported in this stance by the Haudenosaunee Confderacy and the communities of 

Kanienkeh and Onondaga, who issued their own ultimatums to New York State. The goal of 



these dedarations were to divide the New York State police force and prcmnt an al1 out assauk 

on Akwesasne (Intewiewee E: 19QS). Pmsums w e  rubsequently dafused as 

spokespersons fmm both sides succasshlliy negoüated a tsrnporary peaœ accord (Mataesen 

1 988: 130). 

In the last week of July 1980, a gmup of thicty-frire or forty  con^^ CitOansgt many of 

them Vietnam war vetemns, amed with automatic weapons, establisheâ a "beachhead" near 

the Ahnawate T&iiotoniate trailer park ( m e d  by the St. Regis Mohawk Tribe), a mile or so 

upriver from the Thompson compound. This gmup wat W by the bmther of an Akwesasne 

policeman. "a man - according to one Band Council supporter "in no way [Amerindian] in his 

thinking at all" (Mattiesen 1g88: 130). For several weeks, the "Conœmed Citizens" patrolled 

the river, and shot at boats carrying supplies into the Thompson carnpound (Mattiesen 1988: 

130). 

Ongoing negotiations by all sides were successfUl in difhsing the tensions present in 

the community. By the end of August, the bamcades were taken down. The repercussions 

from the event wouM continue well into the fall. In late October, a bomb exploded outside the 

house of Solornon Cook, the only chief from the St. Regk Mohawk Tribe who hed lobbied for 

Mohawk unity in the community. A week later, the house of Tommy Porter, lacicïng eledricity. 

bumt down to the ground. Amon was suspeded (Mattiesen 1988: 130). In the winter of 1981, 

Judge Plumadore finally dismissrd the controversial indidment against Kanasamken, an 

indictment that had done much to accentuate the intemal and extemal pressures upon 

Akwesasne (Mattiesen I988: 162-63). 

4.3.1 Observations About The Raquette Point Social Movement 

To many Akwesasronons the confrontation at Ahnawate Tsiiotoniate illustrated the 

social cleavages within the community. Cleavages that extended far beyond sociocultural 

differences. Lloyd Benedict former Chief (Environment portfolio) of the MCA explains: 



A lot of the people are starting to think Hey, this isnl politics any more, it's a 
question of rights and wrong. ThHs when they thoosen. Like every kmily Dn 
the wmmunityJ. the Benedid [family] was pirinfuily split by the whoie 
controversy. Lloyd's cousin. Brian Cok, was a security "buamor in the defense 
bunkers of the t nd i i l  camp .... A lot goes through you mind out there, ha told 
me. See it's not a fight, betwwn pdiocal factions. iYs between your undes, your 
cousins, maybe aven your brothen (L. ûenedict cited in Mattiesen 1998: 158). 

The response of St. Regis Mohawk Tnbe and the 'Coneemsd Cithens" depided the 

levef of acculturation of Akwesaomnons. "Many of the Band Council membn  had no 

understanding of the clan system or the Great Law of Peaœu (Interview88 A- 1995). The 

reaction of some individuals such as the Mohawk veterans illustrated that ''their attitude towards 

the tradiüonalists was no dfierent than any bigot or redneck's approach" (Interviewee C: 1995). 

Another observation made of Raquette Point was that "many Mohawks identified more closely 

with the American culture than with their own Mohawk kin" (fntenriewee C: 1995) 

The confrontation was not without its repercussions within the Longhouse and 

throughout the Confederacy. Aithough the concept of skennen (peace) was present durnig the 

early stages of the confrontation, it was soon wntested by the concept of Kashasiensera 

(power). By taking up amis against thek own people without the consent of any Clan Mothers 

or any mdiyane, the Longhouse had, in fact, excavated the war clubs from under the Great 

White Pine. "lt had becorne too easy to tum to violence, whenever we faced advenity. We 

were tuming our backs on the Great Law of Peacc" (Interviewee F: 1995). The resuk from 

these actions was an aggravation of the division present within the Longhouse (Interviewee B: 

1995). 'The Raquette Point Stand-ûff split the [Longhouse] alement right down the middle" 

(1 n terviewee C: 1 995). 

Other observers believed that the conffontation at Ahnawate Tsiiatonriate had positive 

repercussions. The "Confederacy was strong, it was united ... We even had a mini grand 

council held hem" (Interviewee E: 1995). Furthemore, the state of New York had to recognize 

that any action taken against Almasasne could ako be interprsted as an act of aggression 

against the Confederacy. New York State cwld no longer deny the existence of our united 

Confederacy (Interviewee E: 1995). The Raquette Point Stand-Off also increased the 



legitirnacy of the Longhouse in the community, 'me Longhouse supporters had demonstmted a 

great deal of rastraint and control over the whole flair. They had adad responsibly" 

(Interview- D: 1995). Supporthg this obmnratbn, snother Akwesasromn dûs,  "aven some 

Christian Mohawks were persuaded that it was the elected counul who had aded violently and 

in a nondemocratic way" (Intenriewee B: 1995)- 

4.3.2 A Segmentiy Factional-Political System's Analysk Of Raque- Point 

Because the Mohawk Council of Akwesasne as a political entii opted to remsin neutral 

during the conflict. while covertly supporüng boUl segments, the application of Segmentary 

Factional-Political System's analysis be limited to the Longhouse pmponents and the 

supporters of the St. Regis Mohawk Tribe. 

a) Factions Am Confiict Groups: Prior to the social conflict at Raquette Point. dissension in 

Akwesasne had been partially diffused thtough relocaüon (e.9. Kanienkeh). The confrontation 

at Ahnawate Tsiiooniate was a political battle consisting of two antagonistic forces - the Band 

Council supporters composed of Christian Mohawks, 'Conœmed Citiiens", and Mohawk 

veterans. opposing the Longhouse proponents. a coalition of Haudenosaunee Confederate kin. 

Amerindian and non-Amerindian supporters. At Raquette Point, the Longhouse pmponents 

who had been somewhat divided during the Standing Ammi and Kanienkeh rnovements, rallied 

in support of their kin and clan members struggling against the Band Council supporters and 

New York State. 

The conflid at Raquette Point illustrated that the social cleavages separating the Band 

Council supporters and the Longhouse proponents evident throughout the opposition to the 

construction of the St. Lawrence Seaway and Kanienkeh had only increased throughout the 

years. Factors such as environmental deterioration, New York State's presence in Mohawk 

politics; the growing cigarette trade; and, the sucœss of the Longhouse at Kanienkeh 



intensified the confrontation at Ahnawate fsiiotmiate, as rach segment wpported its political 

position by meanr of Wo distinct sociogoliücal institutions. The Longhouse proponents used 

the Great Law of Peaœ, the GushwenUra, and the Tmaty of Ganandaigua. whik the Band 

Council supporters maintatined their position by appealing to the threo trustees system of 1890 

and the institution of the St. Regis Mohawk Tribal Council (St. Reg& Mohawk Trb) in 1948 by 

U S  Congress legirlaüons. 

b) Factions Am Political Gmups: The political confrontation at Raquette Point converged 

around the concepts of sovemignty, jurisdiction and treaty violations. As each communal 

segment called upon specifïc socio-political wnstniaons to jusüfy its position of political 

legitimacy. the conflid intensified. The conflict erupted because many of the Band Council 

supporters had no idea of what the Mohawk culture was or what treaties were being violated 

through the actions of New York State and the SRMT. According to the SRMT, the Mohawk 

Police had done no wrong by arresting Thompson. in fact they had simply carrieci out their 

duties as police offiœrs. The St. Regis Mohawk Tribe was shply asserting its jurisdiction 

which was given to it by New York State in 1948 and 1950. The actions taken by the 

Longhouse. may have been interpreted by the Band Council supporters as menacing their 

lifestyles, and threatening their political system (Interviewe8 C: 1995). 

The Longhouse interpreted the action of the SRMT and the Mohawk police as an 

erosion of Mohawk sovereignty. Any further compromise of their tewatatowe through the 

recognition of illegitimate a fomign power (New York State) would severely hamper any 

possible future hopes of Kashwnthe. On May 29, 1979, their fimt recounm was to notify the 

Amencan president concemirtg New York State's inftadions. When this faikd, the 

Kanienkehaka Nation Council issued the three tmditional wamings callino for the disbandment 

of the St. Regis Mohawk Tribe. When these warnings went unheeded. the Longhouse asserted 

what it believed was its responsibility as a sovereign political entii. It declared its jurisdidion 

over the St. Regis Mohawk Triba by disbanding this political organuation and freeing Loran 



Thompson. The 1979 dismantlement of the SRMT was a repetition of history. for in 1894, the 

Longhouse had expressed its contempt by disbanding tho thme tnistem of the State of New 

York (the pndecessor of the S t  Regis Mohawk Tribe) (NLGCNAS 1982: 157). These acts 

demonstrated the Longhouse's contempt for the tiibaüband corncil systern. a system of 

governance that "they had never wllingly consent& ton (NLGCNAS 1982: tg) .  From an 

Action Theory perspective it appears that both segments were striving for a decisive vidory that 

would perrnanentiy neutralize or eliminate the thmat of the rival facüon in the community. 

c) Factions A n  Not Corponte Groups: The schismatic factionalism that had permeated 

Akwesasne's socio-political arena had escalated from civil protest marches during the 

construction of the St. Lawrenœ Seaway into armed relocation at Kanienkeh. The 

repercussion of Kanienkeh illustrated that the "Philosophy Of The Corn" had proven to be only 

partially successful in neutnlizing social dissension in Alonesasne, for both the Longhouse and 

the St. Regis Mohawk Tribe remained divided on many issues. Tensions between the Band 

Council supporters and the Longhouse proponents which had until this social movement 

remained relatively passive and controlled, expfoded into an arrned and confrontational stand- 

off between the two factions. 

As the impacts from the St. Lawrence Seaway continued to deplete the natural 

resources in the community, struggles over resources increased, resulting in deeper socio- 

economic rifts. with groupe competing not only for resources but for cultural survival and 

political prominence. Alliances which had until this event remain relatively ambiguous or 

pervasive became clearly distinct into two competing factions. Socio-political divisions in 

Ahsasne had becorne well organized. permanent, schismatic political entities in the 

community. A phenomenon that appears to contradid Nicholas's assertion that factions are 

basically impennanent components of socio-political systems. 



d) Faction Memimm A n  Recniltrd By A Leader Raquette Point diiemi somewhat from the 

other previous social movements, because so much attention was focuseâ upon Loran 

Kanataken Thompson. Consequently, the ceuse of the cOnflci, became a raIIying symboi for 

the Longhouse proponents. Due to this fod. Mme Akwesasmnons belïeved that Thompson 

manoeuvred himself into this central position of leadership, to inmase his powbr and capitalize 

on the event. But odher prominent Longhouse adM8ts w m  also involved in the event induding 

Tommy Porter, Kakwirakeron. Anne Jock, Minni Gamow, Ron LaFrance and numemus Clan 

Mothers, eiders and royene (Intewiewee O: 1995). Although the specific names of the Clan 

Mothen and royene rarely appeared in the press or in historicai books it is not indicative of 

politically apathetic individuals, this factor simply demonstrates a historia1 trend, where the 

owachira and the myane usually remained outside of the public arena, Those who were noted 

by historians and reporters alike as "leaders" were the wampum harem, the same 

spokesperson that in the past were the fimt to be notiœd by Eumpean negotiators. 

Kanataken like his predeœssor Standing Anow has been described as an ontor, a man 

of action, a man who inspired othen to follow him (Interviewee F: 1995). Much like Standing 

Arrow had done in 1957, Kanataken also asserted his Tewafatohie in 1979, Thompson went 

further by questioning and defying the jurisdiction of the St. Regis Mohawk Tribe in Akwesasne. 

Through his action he was able to motivate other Longhouse proponents to assert their 

sovereignty. Kanataken's cause may hove contained soma fom of vested interest for personal 

gratification, and political maximuation, but oüier factors were afso at play induding the 

increasing environmental pressures, and the encroachrnent of New York State into Mohawk 

politics. These two important factors muimhed the intensity of the event by inwrporating 

environmental and political issues into concems that had b e n  fomerly relegated to histofical 

and cultural debates. Wdhout these issues it kr very difficult to ascertain if the Longhouse 

would have rallied behind Thompson in such a unified foshion. Although it appeared that the 

event was largely focused upon the key figures of the Longhouse, it was the Longhouse 

mernbers who choose to assert their sovereignty not the leaders (Interviewee E: 1995). Thus, 



once again the consensual aspect of the decision making piocsss of the Longhouse, negated 

the œntralizaüon of power by any one person. 

e) Faction Memben Ai. Recruîtod On D i v ~ ~  Prînclples: In Akwesasne, the leaders in 

both factions recnlteci members on various principles in order to support m i r  visions. The 

Band Council supporters' vision was m g l y  infiuenœd by the Amerian culture. The 

Longhouse proponents' vision was distincüy Haudenosaunæ and Kanienkehaka. In each 

faction the leaders maximizeâ mligious, cultutal, political, and economic affiliations. 

The greatest nllying point for the Longhouse proponents was the unification of 

numerous principles induding a collective history, kinship, cuiture, and a common socio-political 

affiliation under the Haudenosaunee Confederacy. The arrest of Kanataken was a violation of 

the Great Law of Peace, the Gushwentha, and the Treaty of Ganandaigua. The 

Kaianerenkowa and the concepts of Kashwentha and Tewetatohie provided the structures by 

which the Longhouse proponents could challenge New York State and the St. Regis Mohawk 

Tnbe's jurisdiction in the community and thereby assert their own sovereignty. 

The supporters of the St. Regis Mohawk Tribe regarding the American institutions of 

Band Councils as legitimate were prepared to cal1 upon their sociogolitical institutions (U.S 

Congress legislation of 1948 and 1950) to enforce the St. Regis Mohawk Trik's jurisdiction in 

Akwesasne. Culture, ethnicity, nationalii, and a cdlective history aithough significant in the 

Longhouse segment was often considered irrelevant to the supporters of the St. Regb Mohawk 

Tribe (e.g., The Concemed Citïzens, and the Mohawk Veterans). The latter's close 

identification with the American culture, Christian se-, and a high level of amituration 

created a social canflict, frequently opposing Mohawk against Mohawk. 



4.3.3 Repercurrions Fmm The Raquette Point Social Movement 

The conhntation at Ahnawate Ts~ïotoniate has been described as a communal nenrous 

breakdown (S. Banadid: 1995) fepfesenthg the deterioration of the Mohawk culture and the 

increasing deavage between hivo conflicting segments of the u m e  ethnic gmup. It also 

demonstrated that the daim of sovereignty by the Longhouse cannot ultimately 86cure the 

rights of al1 conœrned. 

Almesasne's political systems' eomplexity and interdependence is neitbr a sign 
of weakness nor a sign of strength for anyone conœmeâ. Negotiaüons and 
compromise between equals, not between sovemign and subordinate, is 
required. Claims of preference or precedence should be redefined so that the 
rigMs of individuals and individual groups are perceiveci dualistically, mutually. 
and simultaneously. The necessity is to achieve a composite order without 
which no individual can survive in peaœ (Venables 1990: 126). 

Communal factional spiiits in Ahesasne became conflictual, unsolvable, and 

uncontrollable when New York State refused to acknowledge the treaties of Fort Stanwix, 

Ganandaigua and the Jay Treaty (Dickson-Gilmour 1991 : 29). In this Manifest Conflict scenario. 

each group openly defied the legitimacy of the other. This resulted in a misunderstanding 

endangering both communal un@ and sovereignty (Dickason 1991 : 29). 

The influences of the Great Law of Peaœ were paradoxal, at times it served to promote 

the cooperation and cultural re-awakening in the community, at other times it rnagnified the 

differences within the Longhouse, especially wtien it pertained to which version of the Great 

Law of Peace was the most accurate (S. knedict: 1995). 

Some attempts at nconciliation were made after the confrontation at Ahnewate 

Tsiiotoniate. Despite the fact that both the St. Regis Mohawk Tribe and Mohawk Council of 

Akwesasne remained the "recogncmd govemments", all thras goveming bodbs, the Mohawk 

Council of Akwesasne, the St. Regis Mohawk Trik, and Kanienkehaka Council of Chie6 

agreed to become an active playen in the healing proœss of the community. According to 

some Akwesasronons this was due to the strong participation of Longhouse supporters in both 

band council systems, and their affiliations with the Kanienkehaka Nation Council of Chiefs. 



Their effort resulted in a coopentive triparMe govemmental structure in Akwesasne. lntemal 

collaboration was increased (Lrlher with the following molution: 

In 1980 the traditional and mir opponants agmd to a compromise and to this 
day each side parüapates in the existing electd system. f.r diirent h m  the 
past when the traditional boycotted M eîectoral pmœss (Hauptman 1986: 232- 
33). 

Although somewhat sucœssful, the Tri-Council could not eliminate the complex and 

intense differenœs within the community. These diiennœs would explde into another social 

conflict less than one decade later. 

4.4 THE 1990 CIVIL CONFLICT OF AKWESASNE 

In an attempt to address the despondency present in their community, Akwesasronons 

initiated a multi-phased healing process. The first initiative was to modify the Electoral system 

of the Mohawk Council of Akwesasne. A feat that was accomplished in 1988. The second 

initiative was to create a Tri-Council govemment in Akwesasne. wnsisting of the Kanienkehaka 

Nation Council of Chiefs. the Mohawk Council of Akwesasne, and the St. Regis Mohawk Tribe. 

The TriCouncil was to play a fundamental role in drafting Akwesasne's Constitution, a 

document incorporating Haudenosaunee and Western socio-political institutions. specific to 

Akwesasne. The goals of the Tri-Council and the constitution continue to k the unification of 

Akwesasne under one jurisdidional body. Even with these attempts at munification, the 

initiatives of the Tri-Council met with resistanccr from the AmeMn and Canadian govemments 

"most of the communal by laws (about 99%) passed by the Tri-Council have been disallowed by 

the Canadian authorities" (Vachon 1991 : 45). 

By the end of the 1980s, traditional subsistence adivities in Akwesasne had nearfy 

disappeared (Licken: 1990). Environmental changes brought about by the construction of the 

St. Lawrence Seaway. and a lack of economic opportunities lad many Mohawks to tum to 

contraband activities, such as the smuggling of alcohol and cigarettes. Two processes were 

used to seIl cigarettes. Cigarettes were sold tax-free in Akwesasne's (throughout the American 



portion) numerous moke shops (recognizeâ by the United States); or Canadian cigarettes 

were bought in the US. (. he). transported back into Akwesasne, smuggkd back into 

Canada. and sold at discount rates in the unâerground market. [kdining economic revenues 

also lad the S t  Regis Mohawk Tribe to support casino entepmas. Although this is a 

simplification of the socioleconomic issues plaguing Akwesasne during the eighties, it is 

necessary to illustrate the general social context that degemratd into the Civil Conflict of 1990. 

The gaming issue entered the Longhouse in 1987. That year. Loran Kanataken 

Thompson debated that the Longhouse had already sponsomd minbingos in Akwesasne, and 

he GOUM see nothing in the Great Law of Peace prohibithg gambling. This perspective 

encounged Kanataken to pumue a tentative gaming agreement with an extemal investor. 

Doug George, proponent of the Longhouse, then editor of Ahtesasne Notes, and longtirne 

critique of Loran Thornpson, exposed Loran's dealing with the gambling investor. Facing 

resistance within the Longhouse, Thompson was asked (three tirnes) to abort the project. 

Tension rose so npidly in the Longhouse that the gaming issue quickly degenerated into 

fistfight between the Thompsons and the George brothers. Soon, thereafter. a meeting was 

called by the Kanienkehaka Council of Chiefs and the Clan Mothers. Dunng a rapid assembly 

(according to Longhouse standards), the topic of gambling was addressed and a decision was 

taken to impeach Thompson and his clan rnother (Interview H: 1995). This act meant that the 

two no longer had a voice in council (Vachon 1891: 88). Upon his depaihne frorn the 

Longhouse, Thompson took a multitude of 6ear Clan rnembenr, and oaHr supporters with him 

(Interviewee A: 1995). After Kanataken's departum. the issue of gaming was once again 

brought forth, this time by the women. The issue proved to be so controvenial, that neither the 

rwaner,  the owachiim, or the Longhouse in geneml were able to achieve consensus. As a 

result when the casinos were built in Akwesasne, the Kanienkehaka Nation Council of Chiefs 

was unprepared as a political entity to address the issue (Interviewee 0: 1995). 

The Band Councils were also diametrically opposed when it came to the gambling issue. 

The Mohawk Council of Akwesasne publicly refused to endorse any projects that pertained to 



gaming, although many of ito memben privately supported gaming establishments and even 

contraband activities (Akwesasne Notes 1984: 76). The St. Regis Mohawk Tribe maintained 

that gaming establishments wsm a much madd source of income and that ümy were 

suppoited by the "Indian Gaming Adn (1988). This f a m l  kgislation gnnted the right to the 

depndent sovereign nations within the tenitory of the US to promote gamMing as an economic 

incentive within their communitiis. Even though, the St Regb Mohawk Tribe nswr m i v e d  

approval under the lndian Gaming Act, they nevertheiess establishd Billy's Bingo Hall 

(Johansens 1993: 23). 

The social alliances that had been present during the construction of the St. Lawrence 

Seaway. Kanienkeh, and Raquette Point, were about to be transfomed along new political. 

ethical, philosophical and economic beliefs. By the end of the eighties, the issues of garnbling 

and smuggling had divided Akwesasne into two unls cansisting of a Canadian and Amencan 

portion. The community was further sub-divided into three national-political units consisting of 

the supporters of the St. Regis Mohawk Tribe, the supporters of the Mohawk Council of 

Akwesasne, and the proponents of the Longhouse and the Kanienkehaka Nation Council of 

Chiefs. Members (opponents and proponents of gambling) from these segments were 

ideologically divided as to the benefits and drawbacks of contraband and gaming activiües. 

4.4.1 The Proponents And Opponenb Of Gambling And Contraband Activities 

The casino operaton were supported by the St. Regis Mohawk Tribe, about half of the 

Akwesasne Longhouse members, and the Wamors' Society. This segment of the community 

regarded the cigarette and casinos industries as desperately nwded sources of income that 

could also serve to revitalke the Mohawk identity in Akwesasne (Vachon 1991: 89). The mort 

notable individuals in this group were Francis Boots (the War-Chief), KaMrakeron, Mark 

Maracle, Loran Thompson Rowena General, Minnie Gamm, and Diane Lazore. 



The Longhouse supporters who advocated gaming and tontnrtwnd admaes, utilized a 

political interpmtation of the Great Law of Peaœ, based upon power, d&nse. and war chiefs. 

This version emphasized the concept of Kashastensera, for pouver îI neœssary 10 enforce the 

peace and to prottcf the rigMeousness of the law. The K8Mio played no mle in th@ version of 

the Kaianerenkowa, rinœ it is a refledion of ChristianiQuaker belieb in?enningled with 

Haudenosaunee cultural beliefs. 

The casino owners who were also part of this group, wem leâ by men such as Tony 

Laughing. Eli Tarball. Billy b a n ,  and GuiHord Whb. These were entrepreneurs who had built 

the bingo halls and the casinos, and tponsored seleded candidates in the St. Regis Mohawk 

Tribe elactions {Ahesasne Notes 1994: 76). They were Mohawks who daimed that their 

individual sovereignty provided them with the right to establish gaming establishments in the 

community, 

The last wmponent of this group were the chiefs of the St Regis Mohawk Tribe, David 

Jacob and Lincoln White, and a portion of their constituents, who supported the gaming and 

contraband activities and contested the authority of their Head Chief, Harold Tarball. 

Numerous Longhouse and Band Council supporters opposed gaming and the 

contraband industries, believing that the cumnt stnictums of these industries, were benefitting 

specific individuals and not the community. According to thb segment, casinos were eroding 

Mohawk traditions and leading Akwesasronons straight into the melting pot of American 

capitalism. The Longhouse segment opposd contraband and gsming activities from a 

spirituaVholistic interpretation of the Great Law of Peaœ uid the KaMio. Amrding to them, 

the Great Law of Peaœ is œntred around peaœ and cooperation. Furthemore. the Good 

Word prohibits alcaholism, materialism, and gambling (Gramta 1995: 03). This contingent of 

the Longhouse was largely composed of the Kanienkehaka Nation Council of Chiefs and their 

supporters. The most prominent adors k i n g  Tommy Porter. Jake Swamp, Barbara Bames. 

and Doug George. 



Joining the Longhouse supporten in thair opposition was the Grand Chief of the 

Mohawk Council of Akwesasm, Mike Mitchell. Mitchell had b e n  a kading advocate for the 

creation of the Tri-Councii and the Akwesasne Consdibnion (Vachon WQl: 45). Mitchell was 

also finnly oppocwd to gambling in the tommunity, and b was rupported in this stanœ by a 

number of MCA Band Council supporters. ûther notable acton niduded Head Chbf of the St. 

Regis Mohawk Tribe, Harold Tarkll. and supporters frwn the St. Regis Mohawk Tribe. 

However, both the Grand Chief of the MCA and the Head Chief of the SRMT wete also 

opposed by their own councils and employws. 

There were also those Mohawks who professed no alliances to any plitical or religious 

affiliations. These were individuals induding Christian and Great Law of Peace supporters who 

opted to distance themselves from the controveny tnnspiring in their community. 

4.4.2 The Repercussions From Gambling In Akwesasne 

By 1987, the St. Regis Mohawk Tribe had lost control over gambling activities in the 

community, as individual entrepreneurs began to interpret their Mohawk sovereignty as the right 

to operate casinos. Despite opposition from the t h m  govemrnental bodies in Akwesasne "slot- 

machine gambling at Ahsasne-.. was providing $7 million a year in tax-ftee profits to the 

ownen of six establishments" (Johansen 1993: 25). In order to reestablish its jurisdiction in 

the cornmunity the St. Regis Mohawk Tribe approved a casino n i d  by New York State troopers. 

On Deœmber 17, 1987. in a predawn nid. state trwpers seized ïï dot machines in 

Akwesasne. The casino oprators placed orden for new cilot machines the next day (Johansen 

1993: 26). 

Shortly after the raids of 1987, the supporters of gaming and contraband activities held a 

meeting at the Beafs Den restaurant and casino. Francis Boots. the rotiskenmke:te war- 

Chief) for the Warriors' Society issued the following statement: 

Any atternpt taken by outside police forces will be considerad as a military 
expedition against a people a peace with the United States. [...] Any attempt by 



the [St. Regis Mohawk Tribe] to request state police aid to enforœ its ban on slot 
machines would k unauthorized and unsandioned by the Mohawk mopk 
(Johansen 1 993: 25). 

This press mlease conbineci two elements of the Wamom' Society ideology, "an 

identifiwtion of g a r n b g  wïth Mohawk sovereignty and a penchant for identQing the Wamon' 

interest with those of the Mohawk people'' (Johan88n 1993: 25). 

On Mardi 22 1988, Mike Mitchell escortecl by numemus supporters. attempted to re- 

address the border aossing issues, that had b n  bmught forth by Mike Frencis in 1956. 

When asked by Canadian customs officiais to âedare the contsnt of his cargo, Mitchell refused 

to do so, contending that his status as Honlwehonwe, the Jay Treaty of 1794, and the Treaty of 

Guent of 181 5. did not force him to do so. Mitchell was subsequently charged with violating the 

Canadian Customs Act (Akwesasne Notes 1995: 66). This act demonstrates the Mohawk's 

cornmitment to their Tewatatohk and Kashwentha, and their unwillingness to ignore the treaties 

that had acknowledge and attested to these concepts. 

Meanwhile, in response to the growing problem of cigarette smuggling in Canada. the 

Ontario Provincial Police, the Cornwall City Police, the New York State Police and 250 ofîicers 

from the RCMP invaded Akwesasne in a pre-dawn raid (October 13, 1988). With the help of 75 

vehicles. a helicopter, and patrol boats, they sealed off Cornwall Island, for the next four hours 

they searched twelve locations (Mitchell 1991 : 127-29). 

They found $50,000 in cigarettes and $150,000 in cash, soma guns and 30 
grams of cocaina. Yet. throughout their search, the RCMP deliberately avoided 
the known cigarette. drugs. liquor, and weapons traffickem (Mitchell 1991 :1Z7- 
129). 

After the raid. membem of the Mohawk Social Security Force (the Wamors' Society) 

claimed that they were the legal police force in the community, even though they held no 

charter from either the Mohawk Council of Akwesasne, the S t  Regis Mohawk Tribe, or the 

Kanienkehaka Nation Council of Chiefs. The Warrion' Society labelled the Kanienkehaka 

Nation Council of Chiefs 'traitors" and "agents" of foreign govemments, "Who were using the 



doak of illegal garnbling to invade Akwesasne moi the mmplicity of the Tn-CounciP (Johansen 

On July 20 1989. anothar casino raid occumd. T m  hundmd aate troopem and FEil 

agents attemptd to exBCUte a search warrant at Tony's Vegas International. The Warrion 

armed with semi-automatic weapon defied the troopem Outgunned the police battalion 

withdrew (Akwesasne Notes 1995: 78). KakuWakemn. one of the main spotesperson for the 

Wamors' Society. was conseqwntly amsted for his participation at this stand-off. 

Following this event. an appeal was made to President Bush by the Kanienkehaka 

Nation Council of Chiefs (in accordanœ with the Treaty of Canandaigua) to restore peaœ in the 

community. Reminiscent of 1979, the appeal went unheeded by the federal govemment 

(Akwesasne Notes 1995: 78). The Warriors' Society interprated this act as another 

compromise of Mohawk sovereignty (Homung 1991 : 15). 

On November 13 1989, the Kanienkehaka Nation Council of Chiefs issued a press 

release stating that gambling proponents were no longer citizens of the Mohawk Nation. The 

Haudenosaunee Confederacy supported this position by issuing their own release: 

Be it known to al1 courts of law in Canada and the U.S. and their respective 
govemments that these businesses. or enterprises of gas and oil sales, casinos, 
high stakes bingo and gambling enterprises a n  illegal, gone have the consent or 
support of the Nations. Therefore, individuals and al1 ruch businesses are 
without the sovereign protection of the Confederate Nations of the 
Haudenosaunee (Vachon 1991 : 46). 

These political disagmements illustrated the growing rift in the Longhouse and in the 

community, by 1990 social dissension in the mrnmunity hsd desœnded into numerous acts of 

violence induding physical beatings. gunfire, drive-by-shootings. rnoney laundering. oiganüed- 

crime, and drug smuggling. Of al1 these adiviües none were more devastating than arson. 

Amon destroyed many private homes and public buildings in Akwesasne, the most notable of 

these buildings were the home of gaming proponant Diane Lazare; the Lucky Knight Casino 

(August 1989); and the North American lndian Travelling College that also served as the 



headquarters for Akwes8sne Notes (ApnT lm) (Akwesasne Notes 1995: 78). These adivities 

created a "near state of siege in the community" (Onma 1995: 06). 

During t h  winter of 1989-90 blocIcades m a n  to play s signifiant mie in Akwesasne. 

The very first blockade had been emad by the New York Ststa police on July 20 1989. 

through to July 31 1989, whan they withdraw their madbloek (Homung 1991: Glossary). After 

their departure, Akwesasionons oppasing casinos emcteâ thek own barricade. During the 

initial stages them whem only 10 wople, all from various denominations and political affiliations 

(Intenriewee A: 1995). 'The bamcades were not there for financiai gains, they were there to 

voice the people's opinions peaœfully" (Intewiewee A: 1995). On March 23. 1990, two noted 

opponents of gambling, Head Chief Harold Tarbell (SRMT) and Grand Chief Mike Mitchell 

(MCA) erected two barricade on Highway 37. The Eastern bamcade was located at the eastem 

edge of the community near Bombay New York. the Western barricade was located just before 

the Twin Bridges (passing over the Raquette River). The aims of these two barricades, unlike 

the blockades erected earlier, were to diswurage gamblers by physically diverting them away 

from the casinos (Hornung 1991: Glossary). Over the length of the Civil Conflict the women 

elders played a significant role in preserving the peaœ and unity at the barricades, "al1 fonns of 

spirituality were accepted, there was no disrespect sinœ they were al1 there for the same 

cause" (Interviewee A: 1995). 

The blockades often became the focus of violence as both opponents and proponents of 

gambling wnfronted each other near the bamcades. On April 23 1990, violenœ flared at the 

blockades, as the two segments squared off, the tum barricades wem eventually firebombed 

with moloktov cocktails and bumt to aie ground. The opponents of gambling responded by 

attacking several casinos, smashing slot machines, and firing gunshots into the walls (York 8 

Pindera 1991 : 183). 

lncreasing violence in the community for& the Mohawk Council of Akwesasne to 

declare a general state of ernergency, it was requested that al1 wornen, children, and eldedy 

people under the Mohawk Council of Akwesasne's jurisdiction evacuate the community. By 



April 26, over one hundred and finy msidents wen removeâ by boat from the village of 

Kanasatakon (St. Regis) to Cornwall Ontario. Residents on the U.S. side also m a n  to kave 

their homes without an evacuation order fiom the St. Regk Mohawk Trik, (Johansen 1993: 83)- 

In the last days of April a shootout ocwrred at David George's house. The events 

surrounding the shoot-out are unclear. M a t  is k n m  is that the Mohawk police had been 

ptesent eariier in Snye (district of Akwesasne), rime David George had ereetd a madbiock on 

the road to Snye (InteMewee E: 1995). Atthough details Vary about the nigM of April 3ûth. 

some consistencies do remain. Held up in the house of David George, the George brothers 

and some supporters faœdsff against gaming proponents. Gunfna was exchanged by both 

sides throughout the night This lasted until the eaily d a m  of May Ist, when Edward Pyke and 

Matthew Jr, were shot and died from the resulting wounds. Wnhin a few hours, hundreds of 

New York State troopers and Canadian police officers took control of the comrnunity, and 

martial law was declared. "Gunfire subsided, and a tense calm desœnded upon the 

comrnunity" (Johansen 1993: 96). The police effedively ended the Mohawk Society Security 

Force's security patrols, but the Wamors' Society endured (Wright 1992: 1 87-1 88). Allegations 

of cover-ups are bandied about by both segments, for no murderer(s) of either men has ever 

been found or convicted. 

The Civil Conflict of 1990 demonstrates the social repercussions of a society marred by 

rapid ecological changes, and an inability of the social systerns to adapt to these 

transformations. This social movement illustrates that the numerous acts of violence 

(shootings, beatings, lose of human Me) committad by individuals frorn both factions, were al1 

fundamental transgressions against the Great Law of Peaœ. In this type of social chaos, the 

possibility for peace, consensus or rationality were neariy impossible. 



4.4.3 A Segmenta y Factional-Political System's Analysb Of The 1990 C M  
Conflict In Absasne 

The Civil Conflict aithough disastrous as a social movement did m a t e  new alliances 

that would not have been possible foity yean eailir. The protest that had m a n  as a drift 

away fiom traditionai values, had, in fact, united fomey opposd groups (the pmponents of 

gaming and contraband aavities, and the opponents of gaming and contreband activ'ies) with 

two ideologies bath supporthg Mohawk sovemignty and autonomy. 

a) Factions A n  Conflict Groups: The schismatïc factionalism that had choracterized the 

socio-poliücal arena of Akwesasne since the construction of the St. Lawrence Seaway was 

transformed by the Civil Conflict of 1990. New alliances were made along new matrixes. uniting 

former opponents under new philosophical. economical and political beliefs. Albeit that three 

factions were evident during the Civii ConfIict, only two factions competed within Akwesasne's 

political arena. The third segment, the Neutrals, had relatively little socio-political influence in 

Akwesasne, rince it had never organized members or rnobiliied resources in order to compte 

in the socio-political arena. fhroughout the Civil Conflict, the Neutrals, rernained nonpartisan 

and impartial. According to one observer, 'the Neutrals cwld have pfayed a signifiant role in 

bringing about peace and raeotablishing orûer in the community" (Interviewee A: 1995), instead 

of recognking this possible contribution, the Neutrals were relegateci to a position of virtual 

insignificanœ by the two competing powers. lntemal and extemal differences between the two 

competiting factions (opponents and proponents of gaming and contraband octivïties) polarized 

former allies and created new coalitions based upon economical, philosophical, and political 

lines. The shïfts in allianœs created segments so pdarked, that they eventually became 

diametrically opposed in hostile conflict. 

Socio-political assocations were somewhat indistinct as Christian Mohawks and 

Longhouse supporters united under a common moral ideokgy opposing gambling in 

Akwesasne, while the Warriors' Society allied itseif with Band Council supporters (some former 



adversaries in 1979) and casino mers.  But to categorize memkn of Akwesasm according 

to their political and economical visions overloaks the fact that many supporters of the Band 

Councifs also profasseci to follow the tmditîonal culture and values of the Kanienkehaka. Grand 

Chief of the MCA, Mike MiWiell was one such individual. Mitctiell. a former L o ~ Q ~ o u S ~  

Faithkeeper, had been directed by the Longhouse to join the Mohmk Council of Akwesasne. 

Some Longhouse metnbes kliiveû that ho enjoyeâ mis position $0 much that ha never went 

back to the Longhouse (Interview6e B: 1995). fhus, throughout the avant, Mitchell mpresented 

both the interests of the Longhouse and the Mohawk Council of Akwesasne as Grand Chief of 

the MCA. This is not to Say to Mitchell had the full support of the MCA for some members and 

employees of tiis council wcn not convinced that gaming and contraband activities wen 

deleterious activities. "ln fact numerous chiefs from the MCA has been at one time runners in 

the gaming industry" (Akwesasne Notes 1994: 76). Head Chief of the St. Regis Mohawk Tnbe. 

Harold Tarbell, was another prominent figure during the confiict, although his council was the 

organization that had instiiuted gaming in Alnnresasne, the lost of control over gambling 

activities lad hirn to change his opinion, ally himseff with the gaming opponents, and resist 

gambling in Akwesasne, even while his own council (David Jacob and Lincdn White) called for 

his impeachment. 

b) Factions Are Political Groups: The issues in the Civil Conflia becarne political as both 

factions utilized economical, political and socio-cultural arguments to mobilize resouras, justify 

their actions, and forged new alliances with former adversaries. Geogrophieal and national 

differences that had begun to appear at Raquette Point reemerged during 1990. The ideologies 

of the St. Regis Mohawk Tribe wen again one of the catalysts in this event. for it was their goal 

to introduce the gaming industry into Akwesasne that precipitated the events. Lïke in 1979. the 

St. Regis Mohawk Tribe supported their adivities with the help of non-Mohawk legislation, in 

this case it was the Amencan Indien Gaming Act of 1988. Gambling in Canada was a still a 

contentious issue, only srnall-scale endeavors such as bingos were pemiitted in most 



Amerindian wmmuniües. Henœ, the philosophies of both band councils and thsir members 

refiected thair p o l i i l  and national conte* (s). 

The S t  Regis Mohawk Tribe was also @lling to enforœ iEr jurisâidion in  sasn ne by 

means of the US. Congressional legislation of 1948 and 1950. After 1987, when the SRMT 

had lost cocont over gambling amties in Almssasne. they approved two large casino raids 

the first being on Decembar 17,1987, and the second on July 20,1989. The Mohawk Council 

of Akwesasne used the fisdeml lndian Act (1876) and the TriCouncil b kgitîmite their authonty 

in the cornrnunity. 

The Longhouse proponents were philosophically diided, those supporting gaming 

activities explained that the Great Law of Peaœ did not pmhibit gaming activities. They 

validated their position by the Kanienkehaka Nation Council's sponsorship of past bingos. To 

this segment gambling and contraband activities were one possible avenue for economic 

autonom y since "sovereignty means nothing without economic seK-sfficiency" (Gtamza 1 995: 

21 1,. 

The Longhouse supporters, using a spirituai holistic interpretation of the Kaianerenkowa. 

opposed gambling on the grounds that it was immoral and it promoted greed and matenalism- 

They recognized that the Great Law Peaœ was silent conœming the issues of gambling and 

greed because these were not issues during the inception of the Kaianerenkowa. The Kaiwîo 

on the other hand did address these issues, because it had been instituted at a time when 

gambling, drinking and greed were destroying the Confederacy (Interviewse 6: 1995). 

Furthemore, the Longhouse supporters œmented their legiümacy within the cornrnunity with 

the help of the Grand Council of the Haudenosaunee Confederacy. the TriCouncil and the 

Treaty of Canandaigua. The Treaty of Canandaigua. an instrument that had been used to unite 

the Longhouse supporters at Raquette Point, was by 1990 perceived by some Longhouse 

supporters as compromising the sovereignty of the Mohawk nation. According to gambling 

advocates, by requesting the assistance of an extemal power, the Kanienkehaka Nation 

Council of Chiefs were inviting a former nemesis into a mattar that the Wamors' Society 



deemed internat. The Kanienbhaka Nation Council of Chieb responded to these allegations 

by extnditing the supporters of gaming activities. 

The conœpb of Tewatatohk and Kashwntha, concepts that had b e n  uwd exdusivsly 

by the Longhouse pmpownts in the previous events, were now used by al1 Akwsasronons as 

ideals embodying economic empowennent, and poiiücal autonomy. justirying thair iegSmacy in 

Akwesasne. 

c) Factions A n  Not Corponta Groups: The competing factions within Almesasne's political 

arena were looking to achieve economic prosperity and political autonomy in the community, 

these actions could be interpreted as means of interest articulation. The new alignments of the 

factions would also seem to indicate that factionalism in Akwesasne tended to sway between 

penrasîve and schismatic factionalism. Loran Thompson's departure from the Longhouse, and 

the exodus of many members of the Bear Clan also indicates that contemporary factions in 

Akwesasne could also be founded on clan-lineages. Furthennore, the exodus of the Bear Clan 

from the Longhouse also replicated the historical phenomenon of villages created around clan 

affiliations noted by Alfred (1995). Aithough none of the previous three events contained a 

large social fragmentation based upon clan-lineages, it b important to note this "newlancient" 

phenomenon of mernbership recniitment. sinœ Nicholas did state that dan. lineages and 

corporate political parties tend to be more permanent than factions (Nicholas 1968: 28). 

d) Faction Memkn A n  Recniited By A Leader: The new alliances uniang former 

antagonists in the Civil Conflid of 1990 could be interpreted as t'cliquest', political alliances 

where "several leaders each of whom has a modea following, but none of whom is indniidually 

capable of mobilizing an effedive unit" (Nicholas 1968: 29). Cliques occurred as new alliances 

were created under common philosophical, political and economic agendas. The proponents of 

gambling a n  an example of this type of alliance, where former rivals such as the Warriors' 



Society united with the casino oumers and some membarr, of the S t  Regis Mohawk Tribe under 

the banner of Mohawk sovereignty and ecanomic prorperity. 

The social movement of 199ô war highlighted by spokesprsons and specific actoe 

who began to dominate the œntn stage of Akwesasm's political amna. This r#npecüve is 

supported by the appeannch of individualism within the Longhouse kadership stnictura, "even 

before 1990, one of the proMems was that th8 Kanienkehaka Nation Counul of C h M  was 

associated with individuals [....) In fod the touncil was haking up" (Interview88 B: 1095). At 

the forefront of the Civil Conflict for the oppononts of gaming and contraband adivitiis were 

former Grand Chief of the MCA, and Longhouse proponent. Mike Mitchell. His American 

counterpart, Head Chief Harold Tarbell, aithough not dimdly assdated with the Longhouse, 

was nevertheless sympathetic to their cause. As editor of Akwesasne Nates. Doug George 

continued to play a prominent role in the stance against gaming in Almesasne. he was 

eventually implicated in the shoot-out at David George's house. Other actors within the 

Longhouse included Jake Swamp, Tommy Porter and Barbara Bames. Members were drawn 

to this segment for various reasons, including ewnomic and political factors, encapsulating 

sovereignty, cultural integrity, rnorality and the Kaianerenkowa. 

Tactics and ideofogies within the segment advocating gaming and contraband activities, 

reflected the leadership structure. Mark Marade (of Six Nations Ontario) and War Chief 

Francis Boot, both present during the Mosse Lake occupation, opted for a militant 

confrontational approach, stating that it would b better if the Mohawk Society Security Force 

(VVamon' Society) and th& allies stabilizd their positions, fom a standoff with New York 

State. and then, open negotiations (Homung 1991: 41). Kakwirakeron, a ieading spokesperson 

during Kanienkeh. advocated a stmtegy of non-violence, a war of attrition aimed at neutralüing 

the New York State troopers, thereby forcing the pditicians to bargain (Homung 1991: 41). 

Although, Loran Thompson played a minor role in the poliocal amna of the Civil ConRict, he was 

nevertheless influential for his support of the Wamors' Society and his outlook on the viability of 



the contraband industry in Akwesasne. Because of this position, many of Loran's supportefs 

allied thernsebes WWI the proponantr of gambling. 

Women bcame much more prominent figures duing tho Cid Confiict, this factor was 

due more to the media attention paid to certain ind~duab than a rise in activism. 

Nevertheless, Mohawk women fiom both segments played an integnl mie during the Civil 

Conflict. Rowena General, Diane Lazom and Minnie G a w  were crucial in voidng their 

support for the Wamon' Society. Minnie Garrow was &en identified as a spokerpecson and 

leader of the Wamors' Society. 

For the opponents of gaming and wntraband activ'ies it was Mohawk women who 

initially voiced their concem over gaming machines, ?bey were the one's who ulled the 

traditional council to action" (Interviewee G: 1995). Unable to stimulate the KNCC to action 

they asserted their own sovereignty by erecüng barricades pmtesting gaming activities in 

Akwesasne. They were supported in this endaveour by Mohawk women of diverse 

backgrounds (band council supporters, Christian Mohawks) who were aIso unsuccesful at 

acquiring support from their political organizations. Dispieased Mohawk wornen from diverse 

backgrounds united under the common theme of "gambling a harmfui activw. They presented 

their concerns to the community by erecüng a peaceful road-side blockade. As tensions roles 

weapons were picked-up against their counsel. M e n  this occuned many of these women 

became victims of the confmtations a the barricades. In addition many childnn and eiders 

were voluntary and involuntary participante in the conflict. "Many women, childm and elders 

were unfortunate victims of the violence" (Interviewee A: 1995)- 

The same non-Mohawk media which had 'notedn the tole of Mohawk women throughout 

the 1990 social movement were oftan overwhelmed by the charha  of such leaders and 

orators as Jake Swamp, Tomrny Porter, Kakwirakeron, Minnie Garrow, and Loran Thompson 

(Vachon: 1995). This observation seem ta question Nicholas's asserüon that "faction leaders" 

an not bestowed with chansmatic qualiies. In a d ,  this same chansma was used to persuade 

individuals to join certain ranks, and t was also utilued to solidify existing allegiances. The 



actions of certain leaders and spokespemons (men and women) could be construed as 

containing elements of animosity, cornpetition. strategizing for vested interest, and mwimizirtg 

one's potential for poiiücal prominence in W88asne. These personal and emoüonal factors 

often inf luend the segment% iideologies and swayed ~ a s r o n o n s  to these fodions. The 

Civil Conflict of 1990 illustrated that certain airna extendd for kyond the nrati~nal-man" 

pursuing 'rational goals". 

43) Faction Illembers A n  Reeruited On Diwrse Piinciples: Nowhere was mourœ 

mobilization more evident by the leadership structure than in the Civil Conflict of 1990. The 

calls for uniting members ranged from the philosophical, political, ethical. moral, national to the 

economic. Political tools Mat were used to mobilize resources and mernbero opposing gaming. 

included the U.S Congnss legislations of 1948 and 1950. the Indian Act of 1876, and the Tri- 

Council. The most important tool for resourœ rnobilization by both segments was the Great 

Law of Peace of which certain concepts were emphasked while others were conveniently 

discarded. Concepts such as Kashwenfha and Tewatatohie were used to legitirnize the actions 

of certain factions under the guise of defending the interest of the Mohawk nation. Throughout 

the Civil Conflict sevetal factors contributed to the distortion of concepts and philosophies 

contained within the Kaianerenkowa. These factors included a minimal understanding of the 

Great Law of Peaœ by a majority of the cornmunity, contnbuting to a distortion of the 

fundamental values of the Kaianerenkowa. 

According to sorne Aiwesasronons, memben wem s m y d  ta join the propomrnts of 

gambling and contraband activities by "the promise of a social and economic revolution. a 

revolution that never occurred" (Akwesasne Notes 1994: 76). this phenornenon supports 

Doxtater's concept of the dual Wamor type - the silk shiits and the fraedom-fighten, 'the former 

compt exploiters, the latter romantic idealists" (Doxtater cited in Moses. Globe and Mail 

6/14/1994). Because of Akwesasne's unique political, economic and cultural context the 

freedom fighters or "Mohawk nationalists" were convinced by the "silk shirtsl' that preserving 



Mohawk soversignty meant defending Mohawk casinos (Doxtster cited in Moses, Globe and 

Mail 611 411 994). 

Great Law of Pace became a m a a l  cornponent of the economic equation for 

sovereignty in Akwesasne- Numemus indbiduals, induding casino ouunen, and Band Council 

Chiefs utilizeâ their interpretations of the Gmat Law of Peaœ, brgely centrd upon Tewatatohie 

to justify their actions in the community. In this diakctic envifonment, the Gmat Law of Peace, 

became a wnvenient political and economic message, fpciliiting the mobilisation of individuals 

and resources. While such concepts as sovemignty, nationhood, and power gained in 

significance. othef s such as peacs. solidarity, sharing, raüonality, and unity wre uprooted. An 

obsewer noted that "ifs easy ta use the words of the Kaianerenkowa" (Intewiewee D: 1995). for 

the words are only one facet of the Great Law of Peace, there are also ceremonies and the 

"good mind" which were not evident throughout the conflid (Interviewee D: 1995). 

Nicholas's concept of bolstering membenhip recniitment during the Civil 

Conflid of 1990 was a cornplex equation of Mohawk pnde and enters the realm of culture, 

ethics, ecofogy, economics, and politics. To others, the common "cause" or bond of culture, 

ethnicity, nationality, and collective history proved virtually irrelevant. Thus, the 'causes' that 

arose dunng the C M  Conflict of 19QO were cornplex and flexible. 

The issue was not about pmbling, it was about sovemignty and jurisdiction. If 
they wuld shut down business, that happened to be casinos, convenience 
stores wuld be ned, the npercussions wen tao numerous, not to take acüon 
(1 ntetviewee E: 1995). 

This application of Segmentary Factional-Political Systems to the Civil Conflict illustrates 

the deep socio-political divisions in the community. Using Nicholas's theory we can see how 

ideologies such as the Kaianerenkowa were tmnsformed to accommodate certain political, 

economic, ethical, and cultural agendas, thereby distorting the Kaianerenkowa from b true 

purpose of unification by means of the "good mind, or what Siegel and b a l s  temed 

communal mobilization. Yet, Segmentary Factional-Political Systems is limited especially when 

dealing with the impacts of environmental damage and the subsequent socio-economic 



transformations in Akwesasm. It is important to unûerstand the rapid socbeconomic 

transfomations of the community which had IMe, if any tirne, for the social systems to 

accommodate the changes. On the other hand, Segrnentary FactiConaI-Political Systems does 

reveal how segments of aie population have capihI'aed on the environmental changes that had 

been brought about by the construction of the S t  Lownnœ Seawsy. 

4.4.4 Repercurrions From The 1890 Civil Conflict 

By the late 80s. the contraband and gaming industries had bewme opecialied 

corporations, for example the contraband industry employed wholesalers, runners, guards, 

bookkeepers, cornputer operaton and electronic technicians (AWsasne Notes 1994: 77). 

The income generated &y these industries began to ripple acmss Akwesasne, as the 

community was slowly transformed from an historically egolitanan society into a stratified 

society (Akwesasne Notes 1994: 78). The community began to look like a cross between a 

ghetto and a thriving suburban tract wiai shacks, and modest band houses standing next to 

enormous affluent mansions with swimming pools and five-car garages (Akwesasne Notes 

1994: 78)- Accompanying the prospenty were social ailments such as substance abuse 

(especially crack wcaine), and an escalation in diug-related suicides (Akwesasne Notes 1 994: 

78). 

After the closure of the gaming establishments in Akwesasne, the cigarette contraband 

industry became 8 leading employer for many Akwesasronons. An overwhelrning dependenœ 

on this single industry made Almasasne vulnerable to aie Jassic cycles of economic boom- 

and-bust. When cigarette taxes plummeted. the contrabond industries downsued and 

divenified into new markets of liquor, arms and drugs. These markets were much smaller 

requiring bss labour power. Former staff from the cigarette industry found thernselves 

unemployed, some turned to social assistance, others tumed to more elicit activities of crime 



such as drug Wkkïng and theft (Akwesasne Notes 1994: 79). By îhe end of 1992. 

Akwesasne was a community in a economic reœssion (Akwesasne Notes 1994: 79) 

Akwesarronons -me that the Civil Conflict of 1- "ta bacic Mohawk daman&" 

(1 nterviewee H: 1995). 

7990 didnY help anybody, it split the community. Furthartnom it assisted the 
divide and conquer tadia of New York State.[ ...] If we could have stood united, 
we would be in contml of our jurisdicüon today, not the tribal police (Interviewee 
E: i995). 

Reflecting this position is the foiiowing comment, "aie CM1 Conflid makenad, wnfused. 

and polarked the traditional ranks' (Interviewee B: 1995). 

From the inœption of the Great Law of Peace, the Peaœmaker and Hiawatha had re- 

established order and rationality in the land of the Haudenosaunee. lhey had aloo wamed the 

Haudenosaunee of the consequences of intolennce, narcissism, and antagonism. Emotions 

that would eventually culminate to an inability to rationalire and achieve the one mind of 

consensus. In order to avoid these shortcomings, the Great Law of Peaw was balanced by a 

careful combination of peace, power and nghteousness and the sacred œremonies. During 

the Civil Conflid individual perceptions of inequality were further compounded by a physical and 

cultural environment under stress. During this period of time, the Kaianemnkowa, a philosophy 

and a practical political ideology which had suwived and adapted to colonialism and warfare 

was on the verge of collapae or inevocabie tranaomation. For, if the Civil Conflid of 1990 

demonstrated anything it was that the Great Law of Peaœ could no longer bring peace to the 

land of the Kanknkehaka, in fact ït aggravated sociogdiocal dissensions. This of course was 

due to individuals focusing on specifc aspects of the Kaianerenkowa, thereby, nmoving the 

Great Law of Peace from its original teachings. In mis environment communal intendions of 

the past, symbolized by the 'beaver bowi' were transfomed ftom cooperative sharing 

endavours into the individual's pursuit of the American dream. By the late eighties, the 

Kaianerenkowa, a philosophy that had been principally used by proponents of the Longhouse 

was moulded, and altered to suit various philosophicaf, economic, moral and political agendas. 



In cases Mers its flexibility could not accommodate œlain perspectives, it was simply 

replaced by non-Mohawk institutions such as the lndian Act or the American lndian Garning 

Act. 

During the Cil Conflict most Mohawks m m  expressing their "Mohawk rights" to 

conduct themselves as they wisheâ in aiair hrritory, these "rights" wem appamntly granted by 

the Creator, the Great Law of Peaœ and numemus tmaties. But aimughout these events two 

concapts of the Great Law of Peaœ nmained conspicuously absent - rationality (ckar minded) 

and responsibility. DRenmt from rights (which am often static social constructions), rationality 

and responsibility are patented after natural, social and spiritual elements. From ais 

perspective. rationalii and responsibility are founded upon wisdom, foresight and 

accountability. These values allowed the Confederacy to adapt to changes, Mi le remaining 

tnie to peace, power and righteousness. 

As the political debates and the rifts in the factions increased, the segments had 

become so polarized that each side was acaising the other of undermining the Tewatatohie 

and Kashwentha of the Mohawk Nation. lnstead of applying the teachings of the unity of the 

good mind embodied in the Kaianerenkowa. the Great Law of Peaœ bcame an ideology 

justifying dissension and new political agendas. In this sœnario, complementary dualistic 

forces of nature that in the past had been abk to strengthen the Confederacy and the Mohawk 

Nation were no longer evident. In this type of envimnment, the Kaianerenkowa became an 

ideology justifying factions that were diametrically opposd in open, hostile conflict. To many 

Akwesasronons the Civil Confiict was an embodiment of the Peaœmakefs wamings 

conceming the inability to have the "good mind. "1990 was a wake-up wll. We need to 

address the social dissensions present in the community. Or else the next conflict could 

seriously threaten the integrity and sovereignty of the Mohawk nation at Almesasne" (Lickers: 

1 996). 



4.5 KANATSIOHAREKE 

In the spring of 1992, several Mohawk fsmilies miorated to a new Mohawk settlement 

called KenatsrOhenrke. Led by uncandokd m m t a m  Tommy SakakWenionkwas Pofbf, the 

group consisted of about 8 families (indudino Porteh fsmily) from Akwesasne. Ecological 

deterioration, economic probbms and social ailments in Absasne wsm factors that drove the 

settlen from the cammunity and inspirad them to set in motion the "Philosophy Of The Corn". 

as mentioned eaflier, a philosophy of relocation enacted to resolve political impasses. 

According to one informant "Kanatsioharuke is nothing out of the ordinsry, for in h past when 

Mohawk comrnunities got too big, they simply divided into new communitiest' (Intewiewee H: 

1995). Adding that in the past. "starüng new communities was good for Confderacy and 

the Mohawk nation, this proœss is still g o d  today" (Interviewee H: 1995). 

In 1992, the Haudenosaunee Confederacy reached a unanimous decision to support the 

establishment of a new Mohawk settlement in the Mohawk Valley. Located upstream from 

Schorarie Cnek. where Standing Arrow and his followem had established their settlement in 

1957, Kanatsiohareke was to be diierent from both the Standing Anow relocation and 

Kanienkeh. lnstead of utilizing a militant confmntational approach, the Confederacy and the 

Kanienkehaka nation opted for peaœful negotiations that would, in the end, be beneficial to dl 

parties involved. The Mohawk nation eventually negotiated a financial agreement with the 

Mennonite church for $1 million dollars in credii. The loans were then used to buy the 

Montegomory County Retirement Estate in upper New York State (Johansen 1993: 167). The 

Montegomory Estate was to becorne the site of the new Mohawk cammunity known as 

Kanatsiohareke- 

Located in mid-New York State, about 175 kifometres south-west of Akwesasne, near 

the villages of Canajoharie and Fonda, Kanatsiohareke is nestled in the hills of the Mohawk 

Valley, surrounded by ancient floodplains, wooded hills and the Mohawk River. The marne 

Kanatsiohareke is given two definitions: the locality is named afier the natural pot holes that are 

found in the rivets ôed (Fenton & Tooker 1978: 474); and it is also interpreted as ''the clean 



pot" (Akwesasne Notes 1995). Fonnerly a retirernent cornmunity of over 300 acres, 

Kanatsiohanke naw encompasses over thmhundred and finy acrsr of houses. barns, 

wooded hills and krmland. The site # slso of historieal and archaeological signilicanœ for it is 

located near an original Mohawk village calM Canatuie .  A settlement that had been 

destroyed during the American War of Independana (Fenton & Tooker 1978: 474). According 

to a local arehseologist 'Ksnatsiohareke abounds in evidenœ of centuries of Mohawk 

occupation of the tenStary. lhere are over six sitar of Longhouse dwellings and two hundred 

more sites that have yet to be propedy idenüfied (Smith: 1995). 

The goals of the settîers at Kanatsiohanke are to establish a sustainable community, 

combining conventional Mohawk practices with modern conservation technology and spiritual 

teachings. The community is to be a haven where the Kanienkehaka are frae to pradise the 

Great Law of Peace and al1 their sacred œremonies in the original teachings of the Mohawk 

language. The settfers comply with the ideologies found in the spirituaVholistic version of the 

Great Law of Peaœ and the KaMio. since al1 gaming activities are prohibited in the community 

(Akwesasne Notes 1994: 76). 

During the spring of 1994, the Mohawks of Kanatsiohareke inliated the fiot phase of a 

sustainable agriculture plan. They planted more than 10.000 strawberry and potato plants; 

pruned fruit trees; sowed fields of hay and corn, and planted several gardens 

(Sakakwenionkwas: 1995). They also began renovation of a barn which now houses chickens, 

geese, pigs and homes. The settlen also diversified their economic base by constnicting a 

Haudenosaun88/Honkhonhwe mf t  and book rhop (Sakakwenionkwas: 1995). 

The goals for 1996 are to diversify their agriculture crops with speciaiii/cash crops, to 

establish a Honkhanhwe Spintual Centre, and possibly to participate in a cooperative aqua- 

culture project with the University of New York (Sakakwenionkwas: 1995). 

Kanatsiohareke is an attempt by Mohawks to empower themselves by fuifilling their 

responsibilities as memben of the Kanienkehaka nation. Unfortunately this expression of 

sovereignty and responsibility "corne a a price, these arenY concepts you can just talk about, in 



order for sovemignty and respansibility to be suuccssful, you have to bcome a living 

expression of them" (Lidon: 1995s). Kanatsiohamke is symptomaüc of how difficult 

empomrment can be, "many of th8 funiiii and supporten who had fought for so long for the 

establishment of this community, have either kft or never camen (Interviame F: 1095). 

Shortages of labour power compîicate l i i  in the community, "any attempt to go beyond simple 

renovations and the daily maintenances of a farm are nearly impomible" (Inte- F: 1995). 

Ovenll, the rabcation has been very good for the Mohawk nation. The sefflers at 

Kanatsiohareke have receivd an enonnous amount of national and international support, the 

challenge ahead appears to be convincing the Mohawks themseives about the validity of 

Kanatsiohareke: 

WNi al1 these offers of assistance, one can't help put ask, are we worthy? In the 
past we never heard people's cheers, we were never encouraged to punue Our 
dreams, we were told to confom. Today things are difleent therems support 
from al1 over, unfortunately, this is something we aren't use to, we are not 
supposed be happy. we are supposed to self destnict (Interviewee F: 19gS). 

Replacing dependency and acculturation with empowerment and cultural awareness is a 

long and arduous task for "it takes time to heal social wounds" (Intenriewee F: 1995). 

4.5.1 A Segmentary FactionalSolitical System's Analysis Of Kanabiohareke 

In the next section Nicholask five characteristics of bgmentary FadionaCPolïtical 

Systems will be utilized in order to examine the Kanatsiohareke social movernent. 

a) Factions A n  Conflict Groupe: Sinœ them was no resistance to Kanatsiohareke in 

Akwesasne, and the social movement did not invohre any political mobilization, social 

dissensions, dialedisrn, or fractional shifts, the event can not be considered a social confîict. 

However, it was notd  that the migration to Kanatsiohamke was composeci of members of the 

Longhouse who supported a spirituallholistic interpmtation of the Great Law of Peace. 



However, no Mohawk is prohibited from the mmunity as long as shelhe is Mling to acœpt 

the group's interpretation of the Great Law of Peace. 

b) Factions Are Political Grnup.: Kanatsiohareke cauld be interprsted as a political 

movement by the fact that it was a reaction to the Civii Conflict of 1990. The rifts created by 

1990 n n  so deep. that many of the settlers pemived the social dissensions as permanent. 

This delusion with the reality at Ahesasne unified the participants under a similar belief, which 

encouraged them to contemplate the viabi l i  of Kanatsiohareke. The similarities with 

Kanienkeh and Kanatsiohareke begin and end with the fPct that they were both applications of 

the "Philosophy O1 The Corn". Unlike Kanienkeh, the "Philosophy Of The Corn", and the Great 

Law of Peace provided the settlers of Kanatsiohareke with philosophies and political systems 

exemplifying skennen From this perspective the Kaianennkowa provided the Mohawk nation 

and the settlen of Kanatsiohareke with a structure pemitüng them to recognue, acknowledge 

and achieve a settlement equitable to al1 parties involved. In this environment, there was no 

organized conflict over the use of public power since there was an acknowledgment of bath 

Mohawk and non-Mohawk political and judicial systems. 

c) Factions Am Not Corponte Gmups: Nicholas stated eariier that verbal or physical 

confrontations "rarely occurred in traditional societies because disputes or irrevocable 

differences were solved by t h  docation or secession of a group h m  the main body" 

(Nicholas 1968: 28). This is exactly what accurred at Kanatsiohareke, as one segment of the 

population, conscious of the dissensions and social rifts in the community, sought to alleviate 

these tensions by enacting the 'Philosophy Of The Corn". In this sœnario, the settiers of 

Kanatsiohareke, were attempting to alleviate political duress and retum the poliücal proœss to 

consensus. Thetefore, the "Philosophy Of The Corn", and the Great Law of Peace emphasked 

the positive aspects of divenity by encoumging fragmentation and relocation. The "Philosophy 

Of The Corn" is an age old-ideology addressing specific issues as social dissension and 



consensus. thus it can be interpreted as a functianally diiemntiated socio-political construction. 

However, upon doser examination the impkmentation of the "Philosophy Of The Corn" 

indicates that f.ctbalism was Ml1 very much present in Akwssasne, even during times of 

relative peaœ. Cornposed enümly of rupportem of the holisticlspiritual interpretation of the 

Great Law of Peace, the sefflement of Kanastiohareke indicates that factionalism in Akwesasne 

was permanent, and only tempor~riIy allevisted by emigmtion. 

d) Faction Memkm Am Ricniited By A Leader: The most piorninent actor associated with 

Kanatsiohareke was Tommy SakakWenionkwas Porter. Sakahnionkwes is described as "a 

man of peace exuding a quiet charisma" (Vachon: 1995). Porter was thmughout the five events 

a leading advocate far the spirituallholistic version of the Great Law of Peace. This position 

along with his personal disillusionment with Akwesasne, contributed to the selection of Porter as 

Kanatsiohareke's leader. Ironically, Porter himself stated that he never wanted to lead the 

movement for he felt that he was not ready (Sakakwenionkwas: 1995). Again, Mohawk politics 

put a unique twist on this event. As an uncondoled rammntomn of twenty yean, Porter was 

considered a leader in the camrnunity, as a Haudenosaunee leader he is fimt and foremost a 

servant of the people. Thus, when the people (women, eldem. and children) requested that 

Sakakwenionkwas lead the move ta Kanatsiohareke, Porter complied with the wishes of the 

people and facilitated the migration. 

Du ring the m i t m e n t  process SakakWenionkwas was on1 y pa rüall y res ponsible for 

recruiting personnel, although his status as uncondoled ramntamn did provide him with some 

political prominenœ in the community, the stn~cturec of the Gmat Law of Peace pmvented him 

from mobilizing political power in oider to attract more settlen. In fad Porteh own son and 

daughter never participated in the migration. choosing to remain behind in Akwesasne. Those 

who chose to join the movement did so on their own accord, prhaps disillusioned like Porter 

was with the cumnt state of Akwesasne and encauisgad by the prospect of a ôettet Mure 

somewhere within their ancestral lands. 



e) Faction M m k m  Are RocruRed On Divam Piinciples: The establishment of 

Kanatsiohareke was founded upon two principles. the psisting social dissension in 

Alrwesasne; and, a vision of a bettet, deaner Mure for Mohawks somewhere in aieir ancestral 

lands. The pemisting social dissensions that had b e n  p m n t  throughout the Civil Cofifiict of 

1990. were only d isp lad  or rubmerged fofIowing the end of tha movement. One observer 

noted that even after 18BO. "ümm was Mill much distrust in the wmtnunity" (Interviewee O: 

1995). Many of the social problams evident throughout the Civil Conflict, such as the 

contraband industry, the subrtanœ abuse and the violenœ "have becorne a way of life for 

many Akwesasrononsgl (Akwesasne Notes 1994: 75). The persistenœ of this type of 

environment encouraged some Akwesasmnons to look elsewhere, when Kanatsiohareke 

becarne a reality, many Longhouse supporters perceived this chance as an f'opportunity to live 

the way we want tofl (Interviewee B: 1995). By returning to their homeland the Mohawks could 

make Kanatsiohareke a cultural stronghold, "1 was an opportunity to renew and revitalize the 

Mohawk culture" (Interviewee 0: 1995). without any of the physical or social pollution that was 

occumng in Akwesasne. 

The interesting phenomenon about Kanatsiohareke is the fact that notwithstanding its 

association with the proponents of the spirituaüholistic interpretation of the Great Law of Peace, 

the movement did not ma te  any immediate social dissension in Alwesasne, for example: 

Personal fwlings aside. I have no problem with the msettiement of our ancestral 
Mohawk lands. We are Mohawks, and we have the nght to do $0, just as we did 
at Moss Lake. If they can mestablish a valuable camrnunity it con only be 
valuable to us as a Mohawk people. They ara exercising their rights, their 
Kaianerenkowa. It do8sn't hurt, then are no negative effects (Intenriewee E: 
1 995). 

This is not to Say that lhere are no conœms over Kanatsiohareke, one member raised 

the following question conœrning the viabilw and sustainsbility of the community, "Do they 



really want to ba suaassfUl? How dependent am t k y  upon extemal loans?" (Intenriewee H: 

1995). Whik the loans have been mpaid. the goal of a sustainable Mohawk community 

remains elusiw. Kanatsiohareke will mvar be sustainable until a large infusion of pemanent 

labour power and capital is inverted in th8 community. Without a permanent and able bodied 

work force. the community can do very little Jse than meet the m d s  of everyday f i  chores. 

Projects such as renovations. dearÏng and Qlds mquire humon labour. time. and 

machinery. resoums that Kanatsiohareke is somly lacking. One a n  not help but note the 

irony of Kanatsiohareke venus Ahesasne. The fbtt with an abundanœ of natunl rwrources 

and spintual significanœ. and a shortage of labour power, and the latter, with an exœss in 

labour power. and a Iack (or polluted source) of natural resouroes. 

The founding principb of the "Philosophy Of The Corn" and the Kaianerenkowa are 

clearly evident at Kanatsiohareke, but they are once again different from the other social 

movements such as Kanienkeh. Unable to achieve consensus at Akwesasne the settlers 

departed from the community to establish tewatatohie and keshwentha in another area. Four 

yean later, the close ties between Kanatsiohareke. other Mohawk communities. the 

Confederacy. and even the international community an evident. Indicating that Kanatsiohareke 

is indeed a success. 

Last, the settlers at Kanatsiohareke are not advocating a retum to their ancestral 

technologies, they recognize the inroads. and the possible contributions that contemporary 

ëchnology can bring to the community. According to the settkn a proper balance of culture, 

spintualisrn, economy, politics, technology and hard work can pmserve and revitalire the 

Kanienkehaka way of life. as a suitable alternative for the late twentieth century and the twenty 

first century. 



4.6 CONCLUSIONS 

In this the last section of this chapter. we will highlight the correlation ktween 

Nicholas's five characteristics of Segmntiary Fadional-Poiiiwl Systems and the p s t  Worlb 

War II arena of Akwesasne, and the role of the Great Law of Puace in and the five social 

movements. 

4.6.1 Nicholw's F ive Chrncbrktics Of Segmentiry Faetional-Politicll Systems' 
Theo y In Akwiesasne 

In the following five characteristics we will determine what purposes (ii any) social 

fragmentation played in Haudenosaunee communities, and if the Great Law of Peace had any 

role in the factional politics of Akwesasne, 

Beyond stating that M o n s  are conflict groups pe~orming , "essential political functions 

such as stimulating social change" (Nicholas 1966: 51); and. "in situations of rapid social 

change, factions frequently arise-or becorne mon dearly defined because factional 

organization is better adapted to cornpetition in changing situations than are the political groups 

than are charaderistic of stable societies" (Nicholas 1966: 54). Nicholas was unable, or 

unwilling to rewgnize the possible benefits of factionalism. For he perceivecl factions as social 

anarnolies disrupting 'social noms' or 'social equilibnums'. Hence, factions could not contribute 

to social stabiiity. Nicholas's perspective created inconsistencies and ambiguities in his 

definitions (e.g.. charisma, fadional permanence), especially as fragmentation applies to 

Haudenosaunee communities. In ouf examination of the f ie charactesücr of Segmentafy 

FactionalPoiiical Systems' Theory we will attempt to addreu, these inconsistencies. 

a) Factions Am Conflict Gioupr: DuMg the mid to late twentieth œntury an incmasing 

presence of extemal govemments (New York State and Canada) in Mohawk poliücs, 

associated wïth an improbability of nlocation, resulted in a dualistic respanse to the 

construction of the St. Lawrence Seaway. lnterpreting any msistance ta the construction of the 



St. Lawrence Seaway as Mile, the Band Councils sought financial restitution for the 

environmental damages brought about by the construction of the St. Lawrence Seaway. This 

conciliatory arotegy was to challenge the agencies oî the St. Lawrence Seaway in the judicial 

systems of their mspective cwntries. The Longhouse pmponents intepretd this position as 

passive and jeopardiung Mohawk sovereignty. Frorn this perspective, the construction of the 

St. L a m n œ  Seaway by its officials dernonstrateci a Eur&Arnerican-Canadian i nd i i rene  

towards Kanienkehaka conœms. Thus, the Longhouse proposed an alternative strategy to the 

Band Council's. Supported with traditionalist concepts, Bis pro-assewon of the Mohawk 

identity was espoused by Standing Arrow, and the 1968 bridge protesters. Out of the two 

events. it would be the Standing A m  movement that would be regarded as most effective, 

especially by the younger segment of the Longhouse in Akwesasne. Standing Anow's 

movement would lead to a reapplication of the 'Philosophy Of The Corn" at both Kanienkeh 

and Kanatsiohareke. 

b) Factions Are Political Groups: Throughout the four social movements (Kanatsiohareke is 

excluded since there was no organized opposition to the relocation), the St. Regis Mohawk 

Tnbe and the Longhouse at Akwesasne (KNCC) were the principal political organizations 

involved in the political arena of Akwesasne. Although many members of the MCA participated 

in the five social movements, the Mohawk Council of Aiauesasne emerged as a distinct political 

organiration only during the Civil ConRict. 

The Longhouse which had h n  a leading critique of the Band Council system, was able 

to remain a whesive unit until the 1980s, when the intemal divisions (apparent throughout the 

five social movements) exploded into two wmpeting groups. The Longhouse contingent 

promoting gambling and contraband enterprises in Akwesasne explained that the Great Law of 

Peace did not specifically prohibit gaming activities. Ftom this perspective gambling and 

contraband activities were one possible avenue towards ewnomic self~uRiciency (Gnmza 

1995: 21). The Longhouse supporters opposing gambling activities declared that these acts 



were inherentiy immoral and materialistic. They supparted mir positions on the grounds that 

both the spirituaüholistic version of the Ksianerenkowa and the KaM& prohibited these types of 

adivities. By 1990, the rift between the two groupr haâ gmm so gmat that former strategies of 

unification, for example. the use of the Treaty of Csnandaigua at Raqmtte Point, was ten years 

later perœived by the gaming pmpnents of the Longhouse, as a ûeasonous a d  undennining 

Mohawk soversignty. Poliücal polarkation was not Jimited to the Longhouse. By 1990. the two 

Band Councils in Akwesasne, openly opposeci one another on the issue of gambling in the 

community. As noted earlier, the "Neotrals" can not be considered a faction sinœ there was no 

attempt by any of these memkrs to mobilize resources or select a leader. 

c) Factions Are Nat Corpomte Groups: Nicholas also obsewed that factional coalitions often 

occuned between leaders of modest influence. ha called these cliques. Cliques and fadional 

coallions were apparent throughout the five social movements. These coalitions in Akwesasne 

appeared to be most effective when unlng against a perœived extemal threat wch as the 

construction of the St. Lawrence Seaway. 

The 1968 bridge protest coalition could be interpreted as a dique of sevenl leaders, 

because it was only through this alliance, consisting of rival factions. that the Mohawks were 

able to present a united front, and achieve a victory over the St. Lawrence Seaway 

organuations. The unity displayed during the opposition to the construction of the Seaway 

demonstrated the unifying force of the Great Law of Peace, "in any confrontation the Mohawks 

unite, and the full force of the Kaianerenkowa's message and the energy of al1 Mohawks is 

brought togethet' (Aifted 1995: 87). 

Cliques also ocarmeci during the Civil Conflict of lQ9O as new kadership alliances were 

created along similar economic vie-. One example of this type of dique was the 1990 alliance 

between the proponents of gambling, including the Warriois' Society, the casino owners and 

some members of the St. Regis Mohawk Tribe. Ongoing shifts in allianœs, and temporary 

coalitions created political factions so polaiited, that they eventually became diametrically 



opposed in hostile confiict in IWO. Novuhem was Wona l  irnpermanenœ more evident than 

during the Civil Confiid. Wem the Longhousets unification at Raquette Point resuîted in a 

polarkation of the Longhouse in the next event. During the Civil Conflid alliances wem made 

along new maaixes, uniting former opponents umkr similar philosophical, economical and 

political beliefk Theref6ra. one cwld assume that the presenœ of dichotomous factions was a 

permanent component of Mohawk political systems, whik factions intemal 

components/constituents shifted and responded to various foms of extemal and intemal 

stressors (perœptions, environment, economics) . 

d) Faction Memben Are Recniited By A Leader: Nitholas's assumption in factional 

allegiances and leadership structures is illustrated by the following quote, "memben can be 

connected to a faction only through the activity of a leader, since the u n l  has no corponte 

existence or dear single prhciple of ncruitment" (Nicholas 1988: 28). An assumption that is 

somewhat inapplicable to the social movements of Kanienkeh and Kanatsiohareke. If we were 

to label Kakwirskemn and TekamMe as the most notable spokesperson/leader(s) in 

Kanienkeh, then their departure would have resulted in a collapse or a total disintegration of the 

cornmunity. A phenornenon that never ocairred, because Kanienkeh was founded upon 

communal govemance, and the Kaianerenkowa. This deœntralhed participatory democracy 

and power allocation pemitted the residents of Kanienkeh to maintained their socio-political 

system, even when certain key figures departed from their community. The social movement of 

Kanatsiohareke also highlight's the leadership structure of the Longhouse. For example, when 

nquested by members of the Longhouse to lead the relocation a Kanatsiohareke, Tommy 

Sakekwenionkwas Porter aquiesœd, knowing full well that his status as an uncondoled 

rarontamn did not permit him to remit any members. What Kanienkeh, and Kanatsiohareke 

demonstrate is that leadership '%auses" in the Almesasne Longhouse were monitored by 

safeguards established in the Great Law of Peace. These safeguards induded transparency, 

responsibility and accountability. 



The pmsenœ of the Longhouw women throughout the fïve social movements was 

unmistakable. h m  the Cfan Mothefs impeachment of Standing ARoW during the mistance to 

the construction of the S t  Lomanœ aaway. to their active opposition to gambling acüvities in. 

1990. In the latter event, a group of Longhouse women, imluding Mohawk Clan Mother's 

unable to motivate the Kanienkeheka Nation Council of Chiefs, took matters into their own 

hands and opted to voiœ their ainœms over the gambling enterprises in Akwesasne by 

erecting roadside pmtest blockades. Their assertion of sovereignty, in tum, promoted the 

unification of numemus Mohawk women, of several different denominations, under a general 

banner of gambling opposition. Akhough it appears that the women of the Longhouse were 

often at the vanguard of poliücal mobiluation in Akwesasne, by 1990, Mohawk women of al1 

denominations were involved in the community's socio-political amna. 

e) Faction Members Are Recruited On Diverse Ptinciples: During the fitst three social 

movements, the leaders of the Longhouse mobilized a series of ideas and conœpts along the 

lines of kinship, clanship, a collective history, a wmmon ethnicity, cultural ties to the 

environment, spirituaiism, a revitalkation of the Mohawk identity, emotions, and the role of 

extemal manipulants(New York State and Canada) in Mohawk politics. Nicholas argues that 

these social factors are mobilized and emphasked and made effecüve through the authority 

structure of the leader (Nicholas 1968: 47). Therefore, 'binœ a faction leader draws support 

from any and al1 available sources. hiMer following may cross-cut normal party, dass, or 

castes fines" (Lawallen 1983: 109). One example of membership enmachment was the 

factional coalitions of the 1990 Civil Confiict. 

The mula-jurisdictions in Akwesasne may have tantributcd to the lack or poorly 

structured safeguards apparent in both the Longhouse structure and the Band Council systems. 

However, the safeguard of Tewetatowie (sovereignty) prevented Mohawk leaders from 

consolidating resources and centralising political power. The actions of Standing Arow, and 

Loran Thompson, occurred without the consent of the Longhouse, but they were nevertheless 



tolerated because they were rovereign Kanienkehaka indkiiualr. In Akwesasne, individual 

and cdledive responsabilities/fight0 am the founding cornponents of Alrwesasmnons. 

4.6.2 The Great Law of Peace, Social Fngnwntition, And Fhn Social Movemenb 
in Akwesasne 

By 1980. many of the unifying Wals in the Longhouse (e.g. arbre, ethnicity) proved 

irrelevant when petaining to the Band Council supporters. The lattefs identification with 

Christian sects, Arnerican w L m  and a high level of acculturation (mognizing that this did not 

apply to al1 Christian Mohawks) rekindled factions and social wnflids in Akwesasne. While 

such concepts as sovereignty, nationhood. and power gained in significance. concepts such as 

solidarity, sharing, and rationality, wen uprooted or discarded. Therefore. it appears that a 

distorted and fragment4 Great Law of Peace exarœrbated social dissension in mesasne in 

lieu of alleviating it. 



5. CONCLUSION THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE AND 
FACTIONALISM IN AKWESASNE 

5.1 Reviewing Our Goal. And Objectives 

In the first chaptér we stated that the aim of thb thesis was to make a contribution on 

three different levels: 1) desuibing changes and transformations in the Great Law of Peaœ; 2) 

explaining the cancmte and spurious effeds of tfw Kaianenerenkoum within the socio-political 

arena of Akwesasne throughout five social events; and 3) examinhg the contemporory 

significanœ of the Gmat Law of Peaca in the wmmunity. In order to anmm these three 

transformations we developed the fofIowing working question and hypothesis. H m  is Gmat Law 

of Peace related to factionalism in Akwesasne? We believe that the Great Law of Peace is a 

cornplex-adaptive system. Its dynamic fiexibility allows the Kaianerenkowa to be used as a 

political construction to sewe the needs of vafious (and sometimes opposing) Mohawk political 

groups. The goal of this chapter is to examine whether we have been abk to achieve our 

objectives. 

5.2 Factionalism and the Great Law of Peace in Akwesasne 

Through his studies on Amerindian society, Nicholas became aware of the pattern of 

factionalism in Amerindian communities. 

Among [Amerindians] the pattern of fodions is cewtainly deep-seated. In some cases 
two factions have survived for genemtions. (...] Opposition seems to be the main reaoon 
for their existence, their policies and deciareci grounds for opposition shifting with ~e 
cirwmstsnœs. In sorne cases any cause which is espouseci by one will immediately be 
resisted by the other (Nicholas 1968: 54). 

From this observation we wuld also note that the Kaianerenkowa in Akwesasne was 

itself a factional philosophy œntred upon the core values of peacs. power. fighteousness. 

accountability and mspontibility. However. kyond noting these 'fragmentational tendencies" 

which could in some social context perfonne, "essential political fundions such as stimulating 

social change" (Nicholas 1966: 51). Nicholas never expanded upon the idea of factions as 



contributhg to social stability. However, the poliücaConthropoIogist LwwIlen (1983) obsemd 

that factions can be more adaptive than conventional poliacr in organokrg and channelling 

politicai conflid, espsdally during peiodr of mpid W a l  change (Lml len 1983: lm). A 

speciaiized version of Segmentary Facüonal-Foliical Systems cornbimd mth a hiatorical and 

contemporary analysis of Almasasne and the Great Lsw of Peaœ demonstrates that factions 

factions within Alonnsasne's poliocal amna have cordinusd to exist over suai an extended 

period of time with neither side winning a decisive victory. This characteristic has created an 

environment where conflicts became inmasingly ntuaiiied. gamelike, and somewhat 

institutionalued (Lewellen 1983: 1 09-1 10). The following quote by Richter (1 992) compliments 

Lewellen's observation and illustrates how fragments are perceived as natural and integral 

components of the Haudenosaunee systern. 

What kept the universe of political particles generally in orbit around a wmmon 
nucleus was a shared belief in the ideal of consensus and in the spiritual power 
that comas from alliance with others [...] Wth no accepted coercion in this 
democratic near-anarchy, nonstate society, civility and respect was a unifying 
bond. (Richter i 992: 44) 

Richter's quote highlights the strength of the Kaianerenkowa; the strength is 

demonstrated by a Rexibility, a capacity to adapt and overcome tremendous odds without 

leading the community into total social dissension. 

The Great Law of Peaœ is a political and philosophical tool mognuing plumlistic and 

complex interactions with and in-between natural and social worlds. From this perspective then 

are two principal levels of factionalism. The first level of factionalism occurs when a community 

is no longer able to achieve consensus, thus, the relocaüon of a disgruntfed contingent often 

contnbuted to re-stabilbing the social system. The second ievel of factionalism occurs when 

two different perspectives are able to mutually tohabit the same anna, without sharing the 

same outlooks. In this type of environment, factions can serve as a monitoring agents, 

questionhg the existing power structures and even providing altemative(s) to the status quo 



(t.g., the role of the Longhouse in Akwesasn8's pdiocs). As illustrated in the historical section 

(Chapter II) them options have provided the Hwdenosaume mai various poliocal strategies 

capable of adapüng to changing -al and natuml environmentS. ûespite the presenœ of any 

condoled myane andior mmtamn, ais Kanienkahaka Nation Council of Chid& continues to 

reprewnt the long hou^ supporters in Alnnrssasne in 1996. Many Aiwesasronons believe that 

the system's penristenœ ir indicative of the Kaianemnkowa's adaptability. 

The Kaianemnkowa's uîtimate goal was and remains the pmventïon of war and 

bloodshed. For war is o violent resolution to conflict Pssce, on the other hand. is not the 

absence of confiict, or poliücal disaccord, but rather the ability to resolve these conflicts and 

challenges without violenœ (e.g., with consensus). The ever-present social dissension in each 

movement in Alnivesasne is an indication that the resolutions to wnflicts in the community have 

becorne predominantly violent. However, peaœful solutions to conflid do exist, the 1968 bridge 

protest. and the nlocation to Kanatsiohareke, are two examples of a successful application of 

peace as a means to resolve conflict without violence. Facïng overwhelming odds the 

Haudenosaunee Confederacy ofken amended the Kaianerenkowa in order to presewe the 

integrity of the system of governance. These changes would appear to indicate that the Great 

Law of Peace is dynamic and flexible enough to address the contemporary challenges facing 

the Kanienekehaka Nation at Almesasne. However, beyond the sphere of a defense weapon 

against extemal threat, 'the full force of the Kaianerenkowa's message and the energy of al1 

Mohawks [were] brought togethet' (Ahed 1995: 87), th8 Great Law of Peaœ never became a 

unifying socïo-political ideal in Akwesasne. During times of dative sociogolitiwl stability the 

communal aspects of the Great Law of Peaœ were disregardetû as pople punrued their own 

goals, thereby negating al1 attempts at achieving some fom of consemus in the community. 

It appearr, that the Haudenosaunee Confedemy guided by the Great Law of Peace, 

responded relatively well in the face of extemal threats. such as the American Revolution. But 

the Longhouse and the Great Law of Peaœ did not respond as well when threatened by 

intemal dissension, such as Raquette Point and the Civil Conflict Fundamental transgressions 



against the Kaianamkowa such as the nising of amis and the incapacity to achieve the "god 

mind", divided the Longhouse into propomnts and opponents of Mincy  and an aggmsive 

assertion of the Mohawk iâentity. These philosophical difbrenœs also gave way to two 

different interpretations of the Great Law of Peaœ; the hoIistiCc/spirituaI version, and the political 

version. The gmatest point of contention within the contemporary Longhouse of Akwesasne. 

apart from the rala (ii any) of the War-Chief(s) appears to be the concepts of Kashastensera in 

the Great Law of Peaœ. This chamderistic would indicate that Oiere is some histon'cal 

continuanœ in Haudenosaunee pditics sinœ these issues were also present dunng the 

American War of Independenm. 

Rie modem debate pertaining to the Great Law of Peaœ has now becorne a socio- 

political and ewnomic argument over which interpretation is the most appropriate mode of 

empowerment and autonomy for Akwesasronons. The fact that the Great Law of Peaœ can be 

used to address these issues indicates both its strengths and weaknesses. Unforhinately, the 

Great Law of Peace is compromised because its cornplex-adaptive system can only fundion in 

a holistic and dynamic environment, something which isnY apparent in Akwesasne or in the 

Longhouse in Akwesasne. For the two competing Longhouse contingents appear to be 

stretching the Kaianerenkowa to its limits. Divested of its flexibility, and clowly transfonned into 

a static entity by some, the cornplex-adaptobility of the Kaianerenkowa no longer demonstrates 

a capacity to handle modern-day problems. 

The implementation of the Band Counul system by both the American and Canadian 

govemments has only tontributed to increasing social rifts and political tensions in Akwesasne. 

The installation of the elective band council systems could be interpreted as a fom of foreign 

interwntion in Mohawk affairs. From their inœption the Band Council systems increased the 

political divisions present in Akwesasne. Two diffamnt but similar Band Councils in Akwesasne 

contributed to a rise in autocratie, bureaucratie and centralied m e r  structures in the 

wmmunity. It was also noted that impbmentation of these Yomign" systems in Almesasne 

compromised the communal interactions and socio-political rafeguards that wen still in 



existence in Uie community. Furthemore. the presence of the Band Council systems 

encourageci those in opposition. the Longhouse suppoiten, to mobilüe againcrt the community's 

central power and mate a coalition challenging the exisüng allocation of m e r .  A 

phenornenon evident from 1950 until the Iate t98ôs when the groups allied themsdves along 

similar ideological and economical philosophies In the earîy eighties cooperaüve sbategies 

emerged betwmn the three foms of govemment in Akwasasne. However upan doser 

examination, the creation of aie Tn-Council was successful because many individuals in key 

positions within the St. Regis Mohawk Tribe and the Mohawk Council of Akwesasne were 

favourable to the Longhouse- 

The failures of both govemrnents (Band Council, Longhouse) were compounded by 

cultural, economic and political environmental stressors, These stressors became prominent 

during the Mohawk resistanœ to the construction of the St. Lawrence Seaway. During this 

social movement two types of political organization were evident in Akwesasne: the Band 

Council system(s) supporüng the electoral, democntic process espoused by the surrounding 

Euro-AmericanlCanadian govemments; and the Kanienkeheka Nations Coundl of Chiefs 

supporting the participatory process espoused in the Great Law of Peace and by the 

Haudenosaunee Confderacy. 60th systems appear to k dedicated to empowering 

Akwesasronons and overcoming the challenges facing their community. However, their 

different poiitical strategies wntributed to the tension and social dissension evident throughout 

the five events. Neither process is "mong. they are simply indicative of the pluralistic decision- 

making-proœsses pemitted and ncognized by the Great Law of Peace. 

From a Haudenosaunee perspective, the removal of the "heart - the way of being good 

from the Kaianerenkowa distorts L ulimate achievement of tewat8tohie though skennen (the 

active process of sovereignty through peace). Therefon, it appeanr that it is the proponents of 

the Kaianerenkowa who contributed to social fragmentation in Akwesasne. by highlighting or 

adapting certain elements of the Great Law of Peaca to correspond to their own interpretations 

while negleding its holistic approach. However, by the late eighties, the Kaianerenkowa, a 



socio-political t w l  that had b w n  overwhelmingly used by proponents of the Longhouse, was 

moulded. al ted.  and amalgamateci to suit various philorophical, economic, moral and political 

agendas in Akwesasne. This division of the Kaiammnkowa compromises b holistic. 

communal aspects, and jaopardizes L compkx-aâaptive systam. For example, past 

safeguards (communal rcrspondbiiîty and atcauntabilii) were estaMished in the Great Law of 

Peace, in order to addmss the social reaI'iies of fmgmentation and social disse~nsion. M e n  

new situations arose amendme- were made by the commun&, nation and Confederacy. It 

appears that within the contemporary Mohawk society of Ahesasne, these safeguards or 

amendment processes a n  either no longer existent. or lack contamporary validii. 

5.3 The Philosophy Of The Corn 

In Akwesasne, the crisis of faith in the Catholic church; the implementation of an elected 

system of government; economic transformations; the perpetual presence of non-Mohawk 

govemments in Kanienkehaka affairs; and the environmental transformations brought about by 

the construction cf the St. Lawrence Seoway, contributed to another shift in poliücal strategy 

(Alfred 1995:). The construction of the St. Lawrence Seaway constituted a transgression 

against the legislative rights and tenitonal integrity of the Mohawk nation, thereby displacing the 

former relationship of 'relative confidence' in the American and Canadian govemments, "back to 

a much dder alternative idedogy ptedicated on basic and consistent assertions of independent 

nationhood" (Alfred 1995: 67). The Longhouse adopted two colutions to these contemporary 

challenges; the Kaianerenkwa and the "Philosophy Of The Corn". A declining quality of life 

within Absasne  persuaded soma of the Longhouse followem to initiate the "Philosophy Of 

The Corn". The first attempt was made was by Standing Amnw and his followem. Although 

Standing A m  and his followem were successful at establishing a temporary settlement near 

Schoharie Creek, their eventual removal from the site, and a retum to a disgruntled Longhouse 

in Akwesasne illustrated the challenges associated with this type of movement. Alfred explains: 



This was the mid-20th œntury, and the former concentrit hunting zones of 
Kanienice was limited to rmsll, fully oowpïd msenraüons mthin the vast 
expanse of iheir former lands. Rathet thon k i ng  able to mlieve the pressure of 
poliücal conflid by out-migrating to mu villages, Mohawk kaders were forced to 
choose $*idsr, m i n  their comrnunity, and to livs with the disions (Alfrsd 1994: 
195). 

Although short iived, Standing Anow's protesi did estabiish the groundwoik for Mure 

migrations suth as Kanienkeh, and Kanatsiohamke. Th8se tocid movements ranged in 

ideology, from the sucœss of a fomtul assertion of Mohawk sovereignty at Kanienkeh, to the 

establishment of a peaœful, coopemtive assertion of the Kanienkehaka identity at 

Kanatsiohareke. WhL highly sucœssfL~l as a physical mllocation in both Kanienkeh. and 

Kanatsiohareke the "Philosophy Of The Corn" only temponrily alleviated the social dissensions. 

and political rifts present in Akwesasne. 

Benightedness and rival poiitical systems have contributed to the contemporary 

dichotomous versions of the Kaianerenkowa in Akwesasne. These contradictory interpretations 

of the Great Law of Peaœ are used to invalidate the cornpethg Longhouse factions and their 

supporters in the cammunity. However, neither version of the Great Law of Peace can 

reproduce an exact nplica of the lore and traditions, since they were inevitably influenced by 

their context - colonialism, warfare, epidemics, amendments (or lack of), Amencan-Canadian 

politics, Amerindian influences, and individual rendiions. "Individual contributions to the 

Kaianerenkowa contributed to digression, or modifications to the mndition of the Great Law of 

Peace. In effect, no version escapes the influence of its authof (DicksonGilmour: 1993). In 

the late twantieth century, only one man, Jake Tehenetorens Thomas can recite the Great Law 

of Peace (including the Condolenœ Council Ceremony) in ils entimty and in four of the five 

languages (including English) of the Confedemcy (Gramza 1995: 20). Tharefore, the 

Haudenosaunee themsefves: 

Are not entirely sure what the Kaianerenkowa is. or what traditional lavm are [...] 
Even when you have the law, then you have to interpret it. The interpreter of the 
Great Law, everyone wants to k that guy. They'd becorne the Supreme Court 
of the Iroquois Confederacy (Leo Henry cited in Gramza 1995: 20). 



Consequently, one of the grnatest chalknges facing A&wesasmnons is the distortion of 

the Great Law of Peace, fmm a Yving, adapting doaiment into a enaded legislotive document: 

"the Kaianemnkowa is discted'i by indiiwls who capitaiiï on the wordr not the ways" 

(Interviewee H: 1995). These individuais, in tum, uüiïze the Great Law of Peaœ to mobilne 

wnstïtuents and further thait own pnanal airns at the price of Mohawk unity or communal 

cohesion. A lad< of knowiedge conœrning the Kaiammnkows and a -nt failure to iamend 

the Kaianennkowa has in tum promoted, "contrasüng versions of the Great LIW of Peaœ and 

diminishes b flexibility"(lnteMewee 0: 1995). Men ,  the amendments stopped the Mohawks 

becarne reticent to aitematives (Inte~ewee H: 1995). The indodrination of the Great Law of 

Peace with its various featums compromises the camplex adaptivssystem of the 

Kaianeren kowa: 

In recent years the wampums have kcome the sa& rules. They are complete 
as they are. they are the law. Nobody is willing to weigh the Iaw, no one is 
willing to question this religious conviction that now overbears the Great Law of 
Peace (Interviewee H: 1995). 

This devalopment affected the interpretation of certain symbds and concepts of the 

Kaianennkowa. For example the present forms of Kashwnthe and Tewatatotahie *in only be 

attained with power. Wiaiout peace, righteousness, and responsibility to balance them out. 

Kashwentha and Tewatotahie have demonstrated, "an inability to exist without a resort to force 

such as economic sanaion or massive amed intervention" (VenaMes 1989: 126). Thetefore. 

Kashwentha and Tewetotahie do not carry the same connotations as they once did in the 

Kaianerenkowa (pwhaps this is a mflection of modern ümes in Akwesasne). But the fact 

remains that the Great Law of Peaœ is unable to unite the Kanienkehaka. Oistorted Rom a 

delicate but dynamic equilibnum the Kaianerenkowa can now only contribute to social 

dissension in Akwesasne. lronically the question for an "autlientic version of the Great Law of 

Peace", and unity in the land of the Haudenosaunee, wil requite cooperation and consensus 

between al1 members of the Confederacy. 



Some chie& migM have to ask themsehms whether thsy're willing to give up 
their own üües to rwrtore the C o n f & d 8 ~ .  just as the progambling people might 
have to ask whether aiey a n  live without casinos for the mke of trad*tkn [or 
vice-versa whether gambiing opponents are msdy to I ïe  wiai casinos in their 
community to pmmve the economic integnty of tfm cornmunity] " (Lao Henry 
cited in G r a m  1995: 20). 

At the dawn of the twenüeth century this outcome wwms unlikely (but not impossible) for a 

community stil healing from a civil confiid 

5.4 Governance In Aîcwesrsne 

We have seen that in the pst. the Great îaw of Peaœ proved quite resilient and 

remarkably adaptable, ta times of tremendous social duress- Amendments such as mass 

adoptions, Pine Tree Chiefs, and the Kaiwiio were made to the Great Law of Peace without 

transforming its inherent core values. prasenihg the peaœ and the territorial integrity of the 

Haudenosaunee. Likewise. political processes such at the "Philosophy Of The Corn" and the 

Gushwentha recognized that both nature and society were diverse and cornplex. Both these 

systems attempted to recognized and deal with extemal and intemal dHerences by respecting 

and accepting these variations. A failure by both Longhouse contingents to recognue the 

transformations of the past has contributed to a fngmentary interpretations of the Great Law of 

Peace. 

Mohawk politics were once govemed by the k W  that a society that govemed less 

govems best. Consensus in this type of political system implied a 'delicate8 socio-political 

equilibrium. In Akwesasne a resort to power indicates social turbulence and may be 

symptomatic of a failure to achieve Pace and consensus. Nowhere was this mon evident 

than in 1990, when the Great Law of Peace became a social construction validating individual 

and group agendas but was unable to bring an end to the conflict. Numerous breaches of the 

Great Law of Peace were api?arent throughout the five social movements. but the greatest 

travesty occurred in 1990 when Akwesasronons used the weapons of war against their own kin 

and eventually killed two Akwesasronons. 



Without safaguads (or compromised safeguards) the Great law of Peaœ is no longer 

able to addmss the neeâs of the various facüons and pdiocal elements presemt within 

Akmwasne. The challenge for the Haudenoaaunee is to recogn~e that mir political 

tradition(s) contain k y  dement8 that are crucial to the integrity of the system, such as a 

dierentiation of gender roles, dan npresentotion, direct participation. plunlism. and 

consensus-based deckionniaknrg. Furthmnom, t h  Kaianemnkowa contains values and 

principles which must be integrated into everyday pradicw and politics, in order that the 

system may fundon properly. For the most part, the Longhouse supportm have focused on 

superficial structural aspects of the Kaianerenkowa and have neglected the importance of the 

inherent values - the hesrt of the Kaianemnkowa. Conseqwntly. the social web that use to Iink 

Akwesasronons to their clans, their kin. their nation, theit spirituality, their culture. their 

language have been severely weakened. The challenges for the Mohawks of Akwesasne 

appears to be to find a way to convert the positive energy that is cmated when they corne 

together against a cornmon extemal threat and somehow transfer this unifying energy intemally 

to times of peace as in times of change. 

In the past, a flexible and comprehensive Kaianerenkowa contributed to a strong, 

dynamic Confederacy, able to withstand numerous changes. The modem Great Law of Peace 

with its codification and specializations, is fragmented and distorted from its true goal. 

Overtaxed distorted, and misintepratad, the Great Law of Peace can no longer contribute to 

consensus and Pace in the community. In fact, some Akwesasronons ûelieved that a general 

lack of knowleâge pertaining to the Kaianerenkowa contributes to factionalism in the 

community. and the social durem SM evident today (Interviewee C: 1995). 

The political challenge at hand for the Mohawk nation at Akwesasne is to construct a 

system of govemance that will give a voice to those who are now silent. This system will have 

to rekindle such concepts as connectiv'i, cohesion, empawennent. participation, rasponsibility 

and accountability. The present structures in both systems la& proper safeguards or a social 

web of accountability and responsibility. Thus. without these safeguards they fail to represent 



the cornmon interest of the community. The challenge is to develop a complex-adaPtn,e system 

proteding the skennen, tewafatotahrie and kashwnMa of the Kanbnkehaka nation as a whole, 

yet, flexible enough to addmss contemporary issues, ruch as aanomic empowarmmt and the 

existence of the Mohawk nation in the global village. One pssibk alternative mentioned by 

several Akwesasronons is the amalgamation d al1 thme governing bodies in Akwesasne into 

one unit. In this system the Kanienkehaka Nation Counul of Chisfs would deal with foreign 

affairs, much like the Kanienkehako council had pmviou8ly dom in the Corifsdemcy. the 

KNCC new msponsibilities would include extemal diplomacy with al1 nations Amerindian and 

nonAmerindian alike. The twa band councik would unite, thereby eliminating overiapping 

services and administer social, environmental, and economical serviœs. This goveming body 

would resem ble a statelprovince-municipal like government. 

Perhaps the Great Law of Peace cames the solution(s) to new fonns of govemance in 

Akwesasne. After al1 it was the Mohawk Nation who initially akp ted  the words of the 

Peacemaket. It was the Peacemakets message of the Oreat Law of Peaœ which made us 

great in the past.. I dont think anyone has introduced anything superior to the Great Law of 

Peace" (Interviewee E: 1995). And perhaps the Kaianerenkowa is nat the appropriate socio- 

political solution for Alwesasne for the twenty first œntury. However, befon eiaier solution is 

implemented Akwesasronons should not overlook the 'heart" of the Kaianerenkowa - 
'goodness of the mind, goodness of the heart, goodness of the sou1 results in peace". This 

modest philosophy may be enough to reconnect Akwesasronons and their Haudenosaunee 

brethen, to their social web their kin, their dans, their nation, their culture, their land, their 

spirituality, to Turtle Island. and to the global village. 



GLOSSARY 

Aîwmaaane: Land whem the dnimming (maüng) porbidge ir Ibund. Piace of the nishing waters. 

Ahnmit. t8itotOnlrt.: R a q ~ P o i n t ,  a peninsuia bcatd near the GM kundry in Akwesasne. 
and administemd by tha St. Regis Mohawk Tdbe. 

Amarindhn: The hbtorian Dickason expian# how 1Preïgn labk have niuîteâ in a p e t a l  n a m  
(Or New Worid -pies. œ ~ o u g h  the terni nlnâiinm b ncognizd as originating ni a case of 
mistaken identityl it has mm to be wWiy accspted, particufarfy by the aboriginal poples 
thernsehms. The trouth with that bnn of course, b that Z b a b  usaâ for the people of India, 
who with some justifkation daim prior rights. In Canada, witb its substantial population from India, 
this arnbïuity b particuiariy obviaus. Francophones have soived the problem by using 
"am&ïndbn", which L speciîic to the Amricas, or "autaMoma, wh&h ûansiates as aboriginal. 
Anglophones have not yet reached such an accord; in Canada, "Nativea has c m  bo be widely 
used, but 1 is not accepbâ in the United States (and in mm parts of Canada) on the grounds 
that anyone bom in (a) country L a native, regardkm of racial origin. mAboriginaF b less used but 
has been accepted tn some extent by Indians as well as non-Indians. "Ametindian" avoids the 
ambiguities of "Indian" and "Native" and mie speciiic than "aboriginai"" (Dickason 1993: 16). 

Amnr: In Political Anair~pol~gy, arena refen to the domainama within which ampetition or 
conflict for socio-political power takes place. Such arenas may be small-scale (the village, the 
tribe), or large-scale (e-g. the state) (Lewellen 1983: 16). Arenas can also be genational 
boundanes organized around certain landscapes, or they can be political constnictions, such as 
villages or tnbes. ûften confused with arena is the concept of "fieldn (sea 8ailey (1969); Lewellen 
(1 983), in order to avoid this confusion we will only used the concept of arena (Lewellen 1983: 91 - 
92). 

Attignrwrn: A Nationniember of the Wendake (Huron) ConWeracy- Members fiom the 
Attr9nswan Nation were largely adopted into the Mohawk Bear dan (Rice: 1994). 

Community: The Mohawk community of Akwesasne is an "asbociational space, where 
Akwesasronons continue to apply the teachings of the Kaianerenkowa, and assert their 
sovereignty, in order to one day regain their Kashwntha 

Complex-adapüve systemr: The Kaiinerenkowa's complex4aptive system provides the Great 
Law of Peace with a dynamic flexibilii that " W s  to a constant ~ a l u a t i o n  of mnmunity 
capabilities and a periodic rsconsideration of the appropriateness of the existing confederal 
power-sharing anangement" (Alfred 1995: 185). The system becornes taxed when the concepts 
can no longer pmvent social dissension aiat mult in a ctiaotic fragmentation and polarkation of 
the Confederacy at boai conmerate and communal levels. From this penpsdive the strengths of 
the Haudenosaunee Confederacy, lies in its bxibility to fission from iarger units into srnalier, more 
homogeneous cammunities, usually viliages united by a cornmon ôelief in the Kaianerenkowa 
(Alfred 1995: 42)- 

Concontric Huntingaonm: These are the large u ~ ~ x u p i e d  hunüng zones, sumunding bath 
Kanienkehaka and Haudenosaunee territory. These zones whem hunting and fishing, trading, 
and later trapping occurred, were considered part of the Mohawk tenitory and were defended as 
such (Alfred 1995: 27-28). fwo prominent concentric hunting-zones for the Mohawk were 
Kentak6 (la prairie) near Kawennote ïlbhti8:ke (isîand where the people divide - near present 
Montreal); and Ahesasne. The unoccupied concentric-hunting zones of the Haudenosaunee was 
syrnbolued by the "beaver bowr'. "In one dish a beavefs tail shall be placed and al1 those present 
shall have a CO-equal right to it" (Thomas: 1994a). Under the Confederacy, this reciprocity 



signifiecl that al1 conœntric zones wsre one common tract, and ail mernôan have an wual right to 
hunt and fish within it (Derrnis 1993: 64). 

Condoîomce Council Conmony: The central ceremnial axis of the Haudenosaunee 
Confederacy, mwing thet dual purpose of m m i n g  the departad members of tris Confisderacy, 
and sekcb'ng n8w mym8 sndremfamIWI The Conddsnca Couricil Cemmny it camposetd of six 
canmoniu: 30ufnkying on the Trail; Mbkme at the Mbof's Wge; Rsckoning Md-; Six 
Songs of Farewell; Over t)is Great Forisst; and Fmst of the D e d  (ûennïs 1993: 80). 

Confdancy: Tris Haudemsaunue CmfMefacy Q a unification of Nations and the& people, 
assocïated in an environment of respect and mutuai obligations under the auspias of the Great 
Law of P-. The ConWemtbn principb of üte Kairn~~mkcwa an r vduntary Confdderation 
of autonomous mations, rndetennination, ml amcisteme, and thcr dmocmtic spirit of aie 
people themsehrts. Each Nation and each amununity within each Nation enjoyr a great deal of 
autonorny in its mlationship to other communities, to the Nation, fo mer individual Nations, and to 
the Confederacy as a wtiok, In fad mre is a well respecW pmtocol that the Conkderacy does 
not intewene in a Nation or a Nation in a kcaI community, unkss asked to do so by the local 
"royane" in the latter case, or the Nation's "diane" in the former case. 

Conflict: A Mohawk anabgy which dosely ressembles conflict is "creative-tensionn by the wuncil 
fire. Under this analogy conflict is the expression of disagreement, which brïngs into focus diverse 
viewpoints, and pmvides the opporhrnity to calmiy, and ratbnally explore their strenghts and 
weaknesses- Under the Haudenosaunee system of govemanœ disagreement itself is neither 
good nor bad. Diverse penpsctiv8~ bring into 10cus and explore the strenghts and wsaknesses 
of ideas, assumptions and alternatives. The task is to work together to discover which choice is 
most acceptable to al1 members (Butler 8 Rothstein 1901: 57)- Under the Great Law of Peace a 
proper mode of discussion avoids accusations, Candemnations impede discussions and can bd 
to violence. However, the clear minded can discard the "grey clouds of discontent" and stimulate 
a positive discussion, promoting confikt as an occasion for growth, 

Consensus: A decision-making pmcess whereby decisions are reached when al1 members 
present consent to a proposal. This process does not assume everyone must be in complete 
agreement lndividuals can agree to disagree, that is, give their consent by standing aside, and 
allow the proposal b be accepteci by the group (Butler 8 Rothstein 1991: 57-58). Standing aside 
accurs when an individual consents to a proposal, despite hidher unresohred concerns. 
Concems can either be demonstrateci through siknœ or voiced. Under the Haudenosaunee 
system the individuab sacMice fw the group or the community is nom. Whem disagreements 
becorne so conboversial, and when standing aside is non longer an option, the next option is to 
enact the "Philosophy Of The Cornn- For under the Great Law of Peaca the ability to rationalize 
and mach a consensus must be presewed. 

Dialecüm: Diabctics invofves conflicting positions - a twolway interacfive mlationship rather than 
a one-way detemrinism. Dialectical ttiinkers are in generai in temW in the structures of society 
and the actors within society, conflicts and contradiins amng various levels of social reality, as 
well as wioi the dialedial relationships behneen acton and ml structuns (Bailey 8 Gayle 
1993: 435)- 

Dichotomy: M i n  the context of this research diiotomy m y  take several diirent forms; aiat 
of an overall conceptual division into two greai ciasses (such as the Chinese Yin or Yang), that of 
binary opposition or codes, or in social system mat of moieties or so-calIed duaf organization. 
Oespite this apparent universality of human dichtomomy, Bailey & Gayle (1993) caution that a 
generalized dichotomy cannot be directly translated into a general principle of social organization 
(Bailey 8 Gayle 1993: 435). 



Gushwnthr: The Gushwenaia is a warnpum belt that was fimt piasented by the 
Haudenosaunee to the Dutch in 1643, mer the mxt two hundmd ysars, the Haudenosaunee also 
entered into a sirnibr pact with Bntain. France and the U.SA (MCNASC f982: 55)- The 
Gushwr)ntha wouiâ Mar bacom k n m  as the Sihrsr Covenant ûek of @NO rows of 
p u ~ b  wampum and a white baekoround, the wampum bdt rymbdies a river with Wo vessels 
trawming a river mch staying to their own ways, thair anni curtoms- The exûwngh of thii belt 
meant thit both pwhs agreed to respect th6 rQht of nrtional p o l i i l  audoriomy of the other, 
without o p ~ b  or damination- It was d i  b#sd on mutual raspect and cultural 
temperance in North Arnerica (Md 1995: 140)- The principks containad within the Gushwentha 
was and nmsins th essence of al1 relations betwemn the Conféûerecy and other sovereign 
Nations (ALGNASC 1 Q82: 55)- 

Haudanouunoe: The "people of the Longhouse", in contemporary b'mes, Haudenosaunee 
i n c o r p o ~ s  the Six Nations ConMeracy, and the Iroquois CanIbdoracy- Trie mason why the 
Longhouse suppoRers utilized Haudenodaunee insteiad of Iroquois c m  be best described by the 
historian Olivia-Paûicia Dickasan: "Labels such as "Cree," and "Iroquois" were imposed by 
Eutopeans and do not mpresent how the pisople t8misd themseivm, as ieast abotiginally..- M i l e  
many of the Europeanized bbels have corne bo ôe acœpbd by the aboriginal pmpies, some have 
nol'(Dickason 1993: 16). For many First Nations the brins that have been ub'lired are perceived 
as pejorative (Dickason f993: 16). ln the case of "Iroquoisa the name is a French translation of 
the lnnue (Montaignais) terrns imoku6 orird,ue which denote "a man ta be fimred* or "a tettifying 
and formidable being" (Day 1970: 57-8). 

Hiawatha: Co-founder of the Confederacy, an Onondaga by bhth Hiawatha was adopted by the 
Mohawks. His narne is now associated with the Mohawk turtle clan- 

Honîwehonwe: Interpreted as the "Original People", Honkwehonw is the Haudenosaunee 
Mohawk tenn for the First Nations or Amerindians. 

lndian Act: The lndian Act of 1876 consolidated and tevamped pre-ConWeration legislation of 
the Canadas into a natim-wide framework that is still in place May, despite amendments that 
began almost as !mon as it was passed- The Act's fundamental purpose - to assimilate 
Amerindians - has remained a constant (Dickason 1992: 284). The Act touches on virtually every 
aspects of Amerindians' lives. The Act establishes a definition of an Indian. It alsa defines the 
following labels a "band," "band membe?," and "resenre? It defines the relationship between 
Amerindians and the broader Canadian society (Gibbins & Ponüng 1986: 19-21)- 

Jikonsasah: The first individual to accept "aie good message of th great peace" from the 
Peacemaker was Jikonsaseh a woman from the Wondemnk Confiederacy (Neutral). She was 
rewarded Cor her insight and desire for Face, by becorning the first Clan Mother of the 
Haudenosaunee Confsderacy. 

Kaianemnkowr: The Kanienkehaka terni for Great Law of PB is Kaiinemnkowa, the 
Kaianerenkowa is the good Ion of peace, m e r  and righteousness. English text refer to the 
Kaianerenkowa as the Great Law of Peace, the Great Law and the "Constitution of the Six 
Nations". figure Six "The Tfansfomiation Of The Koïn4~6nkowa" bcateâ in the appendix 
outlines with the hslp of a diagram tha tnnsfomtations of the Kîaiinennkowa from its inception 
until the late twentieth œntury. Ofiginaliy the Great Law of Peace was transfened orally with 
wampum belts and ceremmial staffs assisting the orators. Annual recitals wem not uncornmon 
and every member of the Conkderacy understood the basic elernents of the Kaianerenkowa. 
However, aiis communal possession of the Great Law of Peace lirally disappeared during the 
late 19th and 20th century. A trend that becam mors apparent as certain individuals were called 
upon tirne and time again to recite the Kaianerenkowa. lndividuals concemed with ttie decline of 
the Great Law of Peace have recorded versions of the Great Law of Peace in manuscript 



(published and unpublished formats). The K s w i  (1815) which contributed to the mvival of the 
Great Lw of Peaœ. a h  inmrpombd Chrisîian eî8rnents into its tElchings, thereby doMing the 
proponents of the Great Law of Peaœ into supporters and oppoiisrits of the Kawi'i. A pioass 
that was compounâed with the various wrRm inmpmtams of a# Koianerenkowa. The anaws 
demonstrate the ban-n of the Great Law of Peaœ (ad  the I<rwiio) fiom a communal, 
oral ickdogy in@ an individual and dœumenbâ i ddogy .  The r m  a W  illustrata the 
influences of various w m h s  upon one another. &th wrïüen anâ oral versions w*st May  in 
Akwesasne. 

Kanatskhanka: Piaœ of the many pot holes in the river. The dsan pot It is now a smafl 
Mohawk community locatsd near the village of Canajoharie in the Mohawic Valîey of New York 
State. 

Kanknkah: Land where the flint is bund. KanEenkeh is a b  the brm signifying the traditional 
tenitory of the Mohawk pwpk in the Mohawk Valky. KenOnkeh ïs ab0 the n a m  of the Mohawk 
community located in the conœnûic hunting-zone of the Mohawk territory, the Adirondack 
Mountains- 

Kanienkahaka: The n a m  Mohawk is an Aîgonquin terni meaning %Mers of menn. The other 
name that appears in lieu of Mohawk is Agnriec which was used principally by the French. Later 
the French, along with the English and the Dutch adopted the terni Mohawk The name itself was 
also utilized by the "Mohawks" because of its association with a fierce repufation and its 
usefulness as a psychobgical advantage in waere (York and Pindera 1991: 153-4). The 
mernôers of the Mohawk nation preb to cal1 themselves the Kanienkehaka - the People of the 
Land where the Flint is found. Many Mohawks today freely utilued the tenns of Kanienkehaka 
and Mohawk This text will also employ both t e m .  

Kanierikehaka NWon Couticil of Chiefi: Formerly known as the Mohawk Nation Council of 
Chiefs, the KNCC is the oldest political entitity in Akwesasne. The KNCC continues to elevate the 
nine traditional royane, and mrontamn (mm the three Mohawk dans) with the help of Clan 
Mothen in accordanœ with the Great Law of Peace. foday the KNCC is composed of no myane 
and three "uncondoledn ratanteron, acting as subchieb until new IDd@8ne are elevated. This 
council is neither recognized by the Amencan or Canadian gwemrnents, but is supported by the 
Haudenosaunee Confederacy and many of the Longhouse proponents in Akwesasne. 

Kashrstensan: The concept of Kashastensera - power/stnength is one of the most conttoversial 
of all three concepts found within the Great Law of Peaca. Power is the intemal conviction of 
one's strength in polib'cal and spiritual bsiiefs. The Peacsmaker stmssed that a heakhy -ety 
(spiritualfy and politically) has the power to enact peace (Alrwesasne Notes 1991: 12). But he 
wamed mat the physical demonstration of power (even defensively) reprasenb the Mure to 
achieve peace and consensus within oneseff or with other nations (Vecsey 1988: 114). 

Kashwenthr: hû3~m&!d as naüonhood or statehood Keshmifha incorporates much more #an 
the physical representation of territory. Kashmaie indudes the spirihial, social, polical, 
biological, economic, and physical spheres which are the sum btal of a holistic environment. 
Furtherrnore, this environment is protected by beaties, signed Nation io Nation ( i i iers 199S(b). 
During the Wntieth œntury, Kanienkehaka politics have becorne ttie self-assertion of 
Keshwenthe on dïfbrent axes and to d i r i n g  deg- by various distinct mcbpoiitical and 
cultural communities ( A M  1995: 13). Mohawk ethno-riationalism (autonorny) is a form of self- 
detemination created not through aie development of a new $ta&, but thmugh the achievement 
of a new cuitural sovereignty and a polib'cal relationship based on grwp autonomy mfiected in 
formal self-government arrangements in cooperation with existing state institutions (Alfred 1995: 
14-1 9). 



Kawannotm tkhti.:ko: The island where the peopk divide, present-day Montmal Island. 

Kaiwiio: ShniatSnW, or H a n d m  La& establisheâ the KWMbt al80 known as the "Good 
Word" and the "Cde of H a n d m  Lakem, in the 19th œntury. The KaiwrVo mived many 
Haudenosaume traditions induding, the aawâ cydical cemmonies, îhe msdicine swidies, and 
the Great Law of Peace (York and Pindeem lQ9f: 257). The iGeW b Wnd in both wriüen and 
oral formats. 

Kentaick (fa prairie) near p m n t  day Montmal. 

Lerdm thc Grsst Law of Peaœ astablished a socbpolitital structura when leaders becarne 
accountaMe and in k t  mereiy r e m  the wiiî of th& community (Alîred 1995: 78-79). In 
this system, the cwncik becam a plats fbr the delibrations of ordinary mm and women rather 
than speciakad dw or mi l i ry  dictatom (War Ch-) (ûennis 1993: 96). Since no âecision 
could be taken without the unanimous ansent of dl mprisssntatives gmups, Haudenosaunee 
women wre guaranteed a 8wia l  role in the pmcess of political consensus known as "one voice, 
one mind, one heart" (Dennis 1993: 96). The autnority to veto and "dehom" unmanageable 
myane guaranteed the intemsts of the community as a whole (Alfred 1995: 78). 

Leni Lenapi+: Delaware Nation, an invited member of the Haudenosaunee Conliederacy, they 
were taken into the ConWeracy under the *Mohawk% wingsm (under the protection of the Mohawk 
Nation) (Rice: 1994). 

Longhouse: The traditionai physical dwalling of the Haudenosaunee, the Longhouse now 
represents for many Mohawks a spiritual, political, socio-culhiral centre. In Akwesasne, the 
Longhouse is the physical building where Longhouse proponents gather -ta conduct their 
ceremnies, as well as where the traditional leaders meet in council (forolc 1970: 31). The 
Longhouse propanents are often interpreted as tradib'onalists. However, as stated earlier their am 
"traditionalist" who do not ascfibed to the ways of me Longhouse, but may nevertheless 
incorporate many of the critena associated to the Longhouse proponents. fn Akwesasne, the 
characteristics of the Longhouse proponents can be described as the following: 
1. Longhouse proponents tend to use the Mohawk language in cerernonial and familial contexts 
(Torok 1970: 31). 
2, Longhouse proponents participate in the activities of Longhouse congregabions. 
3. Longhouse proponents have sorne retention of clan filiiation, this retention bing a function of 
religious, spiritual anaor political affiliation, or a combination of al1 three (lorok 1970: 31). 
4. Longhouse proponents support aie traditional mdiyambwchim political system. 
5. Longhouse proponents deny the mhts of any breign govemmnts to impose? their s i o -  
political structures in Haudenosaunee saciety. For amrding to the Longhouse proponents in 
Akwesasne, the Mohawk Nation is sovereign, and should be govem by I s  own rules, i.e ttre 
Great Law of Peace, the Gushwentha (Gilmour-Dickson 1991: 31). 

Matrilinsrl: According to the author Seyrnout-Smith matnlineal descent is that which is traced 
through fernales, thus children are affiliated to the group of their mother, or as it is sometirnes 
expressed, of their mothefs bmther, dnœ in matrilinml societies power and position are generally 
held by man, though transmitted thrwgh mm#n. The kinship gmup Ibrmed by persons Iinked by 
rnatrilineal descent to a known comrnon ancestrsss is termed a matnlineage (Seymour-Srnith 
1986: 185). 

Mohawk Council of Akwmrrne: The MCA a creation of the lndian Act and lndian and Northem 
Afïairs Canada (INAC) was transfomied to sul Akwesasne's needs during ttre rnid-eighües. The 
MCA now represents the portion of the comrnunity located in Canada (Corwall Island, S t  Regis 
Village, portions of Snye). Composed of twelve chiefs and one grand chief (elected every aime 
years), the MCAl administers an annual budget of $37 million (Canadian). 



Ne aiihwiyo: L0088(Y inbrpmbd in Engbh as rightawsness, Ne Gahwhijm âemands that al1 
thoughts of pmjudice, prMlege, or wporbrity be mmpt away and thst recognition be given to the 
m a l i  a\at cldation Q intended ftw the -fit of al1 equally (Akwes8sne Notes 1991: 11). This 
concept rscognb the plurality of athics, W w ,  justice and m p a u i b i l i i .  It is the 
responsibiiii of the ckar min- to be righteous in every aetility (Veamy 1988: 1 14). 

Onondrgi: Onondaga is both the name of the capital of the Haudenosaunee Confederacy, 
located near pmsent-day Syracuse New York, and the nam of the people "the m p l e  of the hills" 
who inhabit this atea. 

Owrchin: The Haudenosaunee matrons (Clan Mothers) who act as truatses br the titles Ctiat 
p a s  in lineages within clans. The Clan Mothers' p o l i i l  duty is to select, ekvate, monitor and 
impead (if ne~essary) a defiant myane. Dumg the fOunding of the ConWeracy, Clan Mothers 
were given a single string of white wampum by the Peacemaker. Rapresenting the title ta Iineage 
fmm the Confederacy's inception, the white wampum strings continue to represent the Clan 
Mothers daim to a myane lineage- Under the Confiederate system of aie Haudenosaunee, their 
are nine owachria and IDdiyane in the Mohawk Nation. Each community in the Mohawk Nation 
have their own owachka and rod'yane. 

Peacemrker: Haudenosaunee pmtocols and the Kaianerenkowa wam against using the true 
name of the founder of the Confederacy. Far in times of great need, should the name of the 
Peacemaker be whispered by the Longhouse People, the Founder of The Confederacy will return 
to help his people (Thomas 1994). 

Philorophy Of the Corn: This philosophy dictates that if an indhidual or grcrup is disheartened 
or unhappy with the community he/she is curreritly residing in, one simply picks up one's personal 
possession including the corn seeds and withdraws from the community to establish oneself in 
another area, no bittemess is left behind. Al! clanship, kinship, communal, national and 
confederate associations rernain (L Benedict: 1995)- 

Rwontrmn: The English transiaîions for reronhmn are "guardin of the treen, "piop", and more 
recenüy "deputy-chief'. m e  role of the nrrontamn is to act as the eyes, eam, and mouai of the 
Clan Mothers. His principal responsibility is to monitor the actions of the diyane, and report ta 
the Clan Mothers. In certain cases a remtaron may as- the Clan Mother in dehorning a 
royene who has hiid to perlprm bis duties. All ramntaron are ebvated in the "Condolence 
Council Ceremny" by a Clan Mother- 

Roiitrtokenti: S t  Lawrence River. . 

Rotfskenmke:ta: The contemporary Mohawk translation for this tem is War Chief. According to 
Johansen the English translation of Hodiskenghdah is waniar "al1 the men who carry the bones, 
the burden of their ancestors on their back". Fenton states that there are several terms for 
warriors, which have changed over time. The generic terni is ~tihs&enrekehfe. The terrn 
genefally applies to men at matudty, carrying mlled up rushes mats for sleeping; weapons, and 
possibly messages (Fenton t 986: 28). According to Thomas (1994). and Fenton (1986) in same 
interpretations of the Great Law of Peace the term as becorne synonyrnous with mmntaron. 



Fenton explains' "A waniw acts as a &puty, a subchief, or a messenger to particutsr civil chief, a 
wanior ir olten Mrred to as "guaidïan of the bas"; "the canen; to the "prapa O the chi# (Fenton 
1986: 28). Today, the rok or even existence of a "War Chief is a contested matter in the 
Conbdmcy. Hwever, the rwlity rsmsins that the nino Senaca chislS Icenokeùîawi and 
Tyoninhkam, as w K e e ~  of th6 Bbck Ooor or the "Ministem or Sacmbri8sn in charge of 
b b n w  f& the CmWeracy. 80th thme hivD C h m  conünue b rit on the Grand Council of the 
Haudenomunae Confedemcy- Compling the Wua of W a r  ChbW are n o m  historical 
figures such as the Mohawk Joseph Brant and the Sema Rad, wtio am oRhn mfemd to as War 
Chiefs. Fudhemore, Seth Newhwse's 1889, and Paiksr (1916) versions of the Great Law of 
Peace ouüine the rdas of the five 'TIVar ChkW (one fbr each Nation. in addiaan to the two 
Seneca War Chie&). According to thme versions the War Chief és eievated by a Cbn Mother. 
Their duth indude the pfeservation of the pewa in the ConlbckrPcy, and rnonbing the canduct 
of the rodiySm,- The mtWenrak.te is the habr of the biadc mmpum which a n  signify the 
death of a defiant mysne. 

Royrndrodiyrne: A myane, mdiysne (plural) is "he who is of ais good mind", Z has also been 
translated as "he who is a chief. Royane is the Haudenosaunee designation of an original 
Confederate Headman as determined by the Peacarnaker and Hiawatha A mysne is accountable 
to his mntsmn, his owachii, his kins, his clan, his community, his nation, the Confederacy, and 
to the Seven Nations. 8eing a myane is a petmanent responsibiîiï. In the Haudenosaunee 
Confederacy their are Mty &@ne in the Grand Cauncil. In the Mohawk Nation thore am nine 
rod&ane, three from each Mohawk clan (bar, wif, turtk)- A myam is eievated in the 
"Condolence Council Cerernonyn by his Clan Mother. Consequently, he can be "dehomed" (the 
antiers of the deer are the roysne's symbol of authority) by his Clan Mother, br failing to properly 
carry-out his duties, 

Sharorihoseko:wr: The Great White Pine, or the Great Tree of Peace. In the shsronheseko.wa 
one sees the essence of the Iroquois' p o ï i l  philosophy. A great tree pianted on the shores of 
Onondaga Lake represents the fiiiederalist principles of the Kaianerenkowa - voluntary 
confederation of autonomous nations, selfdetermination, and peaceful coaxistence - and the 
democratic spirit of the people themselves, Undemeath ü ~ e  tme lies the war clubs, symbolking 
the obsolesce of conflict among those who accept the Law, From the base of the tree grows the 
Great White Roots of Peaœ extending in the four cardinal directions, symbolizing Pace and 
charity for any nation that wished to trac8 the root back b the Iroquois and take shelter beneath 
the principles of the Kaianerenkowa. And above the is an eagle, etemally "vigilant" of any 
danger or threat to the peace and security of the people (Alfred 1995: 82). The base of the tree is 
protected by the fehonatenent-shwakon, the circle of the Confederacy and al1 its kaden. 

Skennen: Skennen is the Mohawk naction-verb" er npeaam. Skennen is a concret8 expression 
of the "good mit@ expounded by the Kaianemnkowa. The Peaœmaker establbhed peace in the 
Confederacy by cementing gmup wnsanguinity through cornmon sense of moral order. More 
than the absence of war, peace is a practital and respecüul way of living and interacting with 
other people (Confederate and others) (Dennis 1995: 08), 

St Regia Mohawk Trik. Forrnerfy kriown as the St  Regis Mohawk Tribal Councii, the SRMT 
administem the American portion of Akwesasne's tenitory. Cmated by the Bureau of fndian 
Affairs, and New York State in aie eariy nineteenth œntury, the SRMT is currenlty composed of 
five elected chiefs (elected every two years). The SRMTs budget -1s $1 1 million (American). 

Tatdrhoe: An Onondaga sorcerer. who attempted to undemine the message of the 
Peacemaker. Tatodahoe was swayed &y the Peacemaker to join the Confederacy when he was 



given the title of "Firekeepef of the Grand Confedefate Council. This tïtk provided T"fodaho8 
with the responsibilii to moâerate and chair al1 the meetings of the Confederate Grand Council. 

Tawkkrmn: The "Devious Onea* and nikr of the nigtitb'me skies. Twin brother of 
Thehamhiawkon (Holders of the Hemmn), son of Math &r(h (deughbr of Sky Wbman) and 
grandan of the Moon (Sky-Wanen). T u ~ m b  cmtims rival end oppose the trsations of 
fhehamhr;Swakon, 

Tetionrbn~nt-ahrw :km: Symboliting the cimie ofwhands and 8- Iinkeâ in pe8ceW, of the iiffy 
Confederate chie%, the Clan Motham. and the deputy-chm, the aim of this ci- is to surround 
and pro- the Haudenosaunw Conbderacy and the T m  of Peaœ (Vachon: 1995). 
Furthennom, stiwld any mysne bave the ci&, his homs and office would c8tch on the circle, 
and so his title wouM remam within Itie Confedemcy (looker 1978: 418). 

Tewatrtowk: Tew~tetowi43 is the Mohawk terni oiten aamdatd with memignty. However, it 
can be undeWood with the help of the English motb "we help ourselves" (Alfred 1995: 102-103). 
Acçording to Haudenosaunee oral traditions, tewaîatowie is the autonomy and selfdetemination 
over spiritual, cultural, territorial, social and emnornic mans. It is also the rights and msponsibility 
of al1 beings to selfdetermination, identity, fiimlmnt, and ~e~perpetuation, in the mutual respect 
of this right and msponsibility as gïven to dl. Sovereignty is a fieedom, a msponsibili that 
extends to aie seven genetations of ail beings (inanimata and animate) (Sylvestre and Lernelin: 
1995). mus Mohawk sovereignty is conceived of not onîy in tems of intefests and boundanes, 
but in terms of land, relationships and spirituality. The essence of Mohawk sovereignty is 
harmony, but there is also a stmng sense of seif4uniciency and independence, particularly as it 
relates to group interacüons with other communities, Tewatatowb is used in Mohawk 
phifosophical rtietoric and is linked to concepts contained in the Kaianerenkowa. Through its 
Iinkage to the Kaianerenkowa, the concept is end- with a spiritual power which precludes the 
compromise of the ideal in the interest of political expediency or power calculations (Alfred 1995: 
102-03). 

Thehrronhiawrkon: The Holder of the Heavens, and the ruler of the daytirne skies. His twin 
brother was Tawiskaron (the devious one), his mother was the daughter of Sky-Woman (Mother 
Earth) and his grand-mother was Sky-Woman (the Moon). Theharonbi'wakon created al1 that is 
good and ôountiful on Earth. 

Tnditionrlkt: see Longhouse. 

Twelve Life Chieh: The Twelve Life Chie6 system was a traditional council comprised of three 
chiefs from each of the four dans (bear, wolf, turtle and dwr) and 12 clan mothers. Some 
historians associated the presenœ of a fourai dan (deer) in Mohawk politics with the strong 
appearance of Onondagas from the Oswegatchie migration- Accarding to local historians it 
appears that the Twehre Life Chiefs system was mtrilineal, but in many cases it was the fathei's 
son who was chosen, simpfy because he had the most experienœ in aie poiiücal and diplomatic 
arenas. There are also some indications that there were War Chiefs in this systern (Interviewee 
C: 1995). Men Akwesasne was welcomed back into the Conbderacy (1888). the Twehre Life 
Chief system, a propanent of communal unity were penniüed to remain in council , and keep 
their tities. As the indiviuals from this system died the We w s  simply bu- with the indiiidual. 
Thus, ending the Tweive Lif'e Chiefs system in the wily nine-nth œnhiy, and giving way to the 
nine Mohawk IDdiyane system of the Haudenwaunee Confederacy (Intenrieweet C: 1995). 

Wahetinrhstasonbren: A political metaphor of Wahatinahsfasonfemn - "extmding the rafters of 
Me longhousen was used to symbolhed arnendments 0 the KaisMlrenkowri. This sknply meant 
that the Kôianerenkowa - physically represented by a Longhouse, could be amended by bringing 
forth new "props to strengthen the Longhouse". For example individuals, nations, and ideas could 



becorne props if the Confederacy or a nation in particular decided through consensus mat this 
was a valid and necesmry amendment 

W8:krhnoto:Wn: Also known as "Peace ChbW or "Pine T m  ChieIrsu the Hauôenosaunee may 
have âevekpsd the instbtbn of wa:kshnelolo-fienas d b t y  valves to contrd and monitor ambiius 
young kadens w b e  potential campatition br t h  IMod numhr of hemditary peace 
chieftainships migM hava wreckeâ the interml s o c b @ i l  aquilibriurn in the Conidderacy 
(Shimmy 3984: 134). The lwûen wm given a voiœ in candi but Wre tïtk was not tiereditary, 
so when they ps8etd away, theküüe was buried with the individuals. 

Wiinlon' Sochty: The creation of the Warriors Society b largety due to the philosophies of Louis 
Kamnnisiâat Hall. Hi two books ConsfitutKH, 

. . 
Of 7W I m q d  (1989). and W 8 W s  Handbook 

embocty hb ideobgy of Mohawk natiorialim- The Wambts ph~bsophy incorporates the activist 
ideobgïes of such civil iipht groupt such or the "Black Panthmm and the American lndian 
Movemnt (AM), The \I\liarnds Society eppeared in Akwesasns in the early eighties. The 
symbol of the WBniofs Society (the Mohawk Warrior with the ydlow Sun, and red background) 
was immortalued duting the Oka Crisis 

Wendrke: The Huron ConWeracy. The AM@nawan Nation were one composing mbet-nation 
of this Confederacy. 
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FIGURE 1 

Legend \ 
1979 - Raquette Point ~thd-off  
1990 - Eastern Barricade (erected by opponenls 01 the casinos) 

1990 - Location of the May shoot-out 

1990 - Western Barricade (erected by opponents of the casinos) , 1990 - Warriors Barricade (erecled by proponents of the casinos) 1 

I 



FIGURE 2 
THE MOHA- COMMUNITIES 

NEW VORK STATE 

Source: Bruce Johansen, LIfe And 
Deat!  In Mohawk Counfry. 1 993, 

page xxv. 









FIGURE 6 
THE TRANSFORMATION OF 

THE 

This diagram superlmposed on tho symbols of the Eagle (the guardian of the peacel and the Pine Trees of Peace, 
outlines the transformation of the Kaianerenkowa ( tom i ts lnception unti l  the late twentieth century. Originally designed 
to bn an oral end communal philosophy. the Great Law of Peace has underwent numerous changes throughout the 19th 
and 20th  cenluiies. Changes such as iiidivlduals specialized i n  the Kaianerenkowa, documented versions of the Great 
Law of Peace. and the Keiwiio have al1 coirtributed to the metamorphosis of the Kaianerenkowa. The arrowllines depict 
these transformations tliroughout the  last millenniurn. and illustrate the contributions of various versions upon one 
another. Today. al1 t h e  version oral, written. and oral-written of bath t l ia Kaiarierenkowa and the K~iwfio c m  bc fo~irid 
in Akwesasne. 

w5 
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FIGURE 7 
THE 

CONCENTRIC 
HUNTING ZONES 

OF THE 
MAUDENOSAUNEE 

Eastern Nations 
aunee Confederacy 
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